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Women-Owned Business Ownership
in America on the Rise
In 2018, women-owned firms made up only 19.9% of all firms

that employed people in the United States, though observation

and predictions suggest those numbers are growing and will

continue to grow.

T
here were 6,861 more women-owned firms

in 2018 than in 2017, up six-tenths of a per-

cent to 1.1 million, according to the Census

Bureau’s Annual Business Survey (ABS).

Women-owned employer firms reported nearly

$1.8 trillion in sales, shipments, receipts or revenue

and employed over 10.1 million workers, with an

annual payroll of $388.1 billion in 2018.

The ABS provides data on race, ethnicity, gender

and veteran status of business owners with one or

more paid employees. This information can be invalu-

able in helping economic development organizations

promote growth of diverse and women business

ownership in their areas. This data helps highlight

some contributions of women to our economy.

Women-owned firms in the arts, entertainment,

and recreation sector, for example, rose 10.5% from

22,219 in 2017 to 24,542 in 2018. The 10 sectors

shown in the chart also saw growth in women-owned

businesses.

Demographic characteristics of the nation’s wom-

en-owned firms are similar to their male-owned firm

counterparts.

Most women-owned businesses are run by white

women (82.8% of all women-owned firms), non-

minority (74.6%), non-Hispanic (92.4%), and non-

veteran (98.9%).

Women-owned firms tend to bemore concentrated

in certain sectors than all firms overall. According

to the ABS, 191,230 or approximately 16.8% of the

nation’s total 1.1 million women-owned firms in

2018, were classified in the professional, scientific

and technical services sectors, compared to 14.3%

for all firms.

Employees of women-owned firms were also con-

centrated in certain sectors. Nearly 2 million, or

approximately 19.4% of the 10.1 million employees

of women-owned firms, worked in the healthcare

and social assistance sectors in 2018, compared to

14.9% of all firm employees.

Average annual earnings of employees of women-

owned firms lag behind the national earnings average

of workers of all firms: $38,238 in average annual

payroll per employee compared with $54,114.

Women-owned firms in nine of the 20 sectors

the ABS covered had average annual payroll per

employee statistically lower than the total for all

(Continued on page 24)
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Dear Reader,

L.A. Times B2B Publishing proudly presents our 2021 Inspirational Women: Forum and

Awards publication where we recognize female business leaders who have demonstrated

noteworthy success and accomplishments in the past 24 months. These women have also

exhibited leadership while contributing to their individual organizations, the community,

and the overall business world.

Here, we profile all of the honorees and nominees and share their inspirational stories,

along with how they are redefining the roles that women play in their respective

industries.

For our inaugural year, we received over 350 nominations in varying fields, from

manufacturing to technology. The review and selection process considered several factors,

including leadership within the nominee’s organization as well as contributions to the

business world and the community at large.

The virtual awards ceremony took place on October 26, 2021, and highlighted

achievement in nine categories. L.A. Times B2B Publishing also hosted three engaging

panels that featured female business leaders discussing important topics, such as

“Mentoring the Next Generation,” “Work-Life Balance,” and “Women in Tech.”

In this magazine, you can read recaps of the insights provided by all the esteemed

panelists. The digital version of the magazine will be available online on December 12.

Or you can watch a full-length video of the entire forum and awards event at

latimes.com/inspirationalwomen.

Congratulations to this year’s honorees! And a special thank you

to the title sponsor Phonexa and all of the platinum sponsors

– Armanino LLP, BlankRome, Evolus, IDB Bank, Montage

Insurance Solutions, University of Southern California, and

Wedbush Securities – for their support and contribution to

this event.

- The L.A. Times B2B Publishing Team

b2bpublishing@latimes.com
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A Look at Progress for Women in
Corporate Leadership Roles
The Women Business Collaborative (WBC) with Ascend, C200 and Catalyst has released its second

annual report: “Women CEOs in America: Changing the Face of Business Leadership.” The report,

which draws on data and includes the most comprehensive breakdown of women in corporate

leadership in the U.S., was released in October.

D
rawing on data from Fortune 500 and 1000,

S&P, Russell 3000 and private companies,

the report is a comprehensive look at women

running public and private companies, as well as

women-led start-ups and female entrepreneurs with

more than $500million in revenue. It also spotlights

the status of diverse women CEOs and provides

an assessment of the women in the executive suite

pipeline, a critical piece of the puzzle for elevating

more women to the CEO role.

The report shows that today 8.2% of Fortune 500

CEOs are women. The data for 2021 is as follows:

Index % of women

F500 8.2%

F1000 7.3%

S&P 6%

Russell 3000 5.6%

Private (< 1 billion) 7.4%

While the numbers for women in leadership are

moving in the right direction, with the Fortune 500

up to 8.2% from6.6% in 2019, progress is still too slow

and not reflective of the nation.Women of color hold

only 1% of CEO positions across the Fortune 1000.

“WBC members share two abiding principles: a

belief in the transformative power of business to ef-

(Continued on page 84)
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From CPA To CEO,
She Looks To Conquer Next
Date With Destiny Via IPO
Lilit Davtyan’s deft demeanor has allowed her to shred stigmas

throughout every stage of her life.

S
he immigrated from Armenia to America at the

age of 11without speakingEnglish andwound up

mastering the language and serving as a tutor and

writing coach to ultimately earning a Masters degree

from the University of Southern California.

She shifted her career path from being a certified

public accountant andworking at PricewaterhouseC-

oopers to joining a marketing automation software

start-up that was just a nascent idea at the time.

And now, she’s gone fromCPA to being the CEO of

Phonexa at the tender age of 31, as Davtyan oversees

an average of $200 million in revenue yearly for the

global company that provides marketing solutions for

calls, leads, clicks, email, SMS, accounting, andmore.

Over the last year, Davtyan’s meteoric rise through

the ranks has been highlighted bywinning 2020 “CFO

of the Year” from the Los Angeles Business Journal.

She was nominated again for the honors by the LABJ

in 2021, and separately nominated by Los Angeles

Times B2B Publishing for a CFO Leadership Award

this summer.Other top honors have includedmember-

ship in the Forbes Finance Council, as well as Chief, a

private network designed specifically for female leaders.

InOctober,Davtyanwas rewarded for her resounding

commitment to excellence when Phonexa President

David Gasparyan promoted her to CEO and CFO.

“People askmeall the time, ‘how the heck does aCPA

become aCEOof a tech company?’Well, my answer is

simple. You need tomaster the soft skills in relationship

building, writing, organization, timemanagement, and

most importantly, discipline,” saysDavtyan. “Everything

else is a bonus. I’ve forever been fascinated by the fin-

techworld. You have to take risks, and I’m contentwith

all of the decisions I’ve made in my life.”

Davtyan’s journey started offbumpy in the beginning.

When her family immigrated to Los Angeles in De-

cember 2000, Davtyan was prolific in math, but the

only word she knew in English was “flower.” She was

promptly placed in fifth grade and forced to find her

identity and blossom.

“We were blindsided by the culture shock in the

United States,” she says. “But you have choices, even in

your youth. After spending somenights crying aboutmy

situation, I started embracing the learning process, and

I put all of my time into tirelessly studying.”

Davtyan soon started tutoring other students in

math, and simultaneously improved her command of

English. By the eighth grade, she was already tutor-

ing students in English, and

by high school, she’d already

found her groove and confi-

dence. But she couldn’t en-

roll in a four-year university

even after being accepted to

all of the ones she applied

to because she didn’t have a

green card.

Davtyan instead enrolled

in an accelerated scholar program at Glendale Com-

munity College in 2008 that guaranteed enrollment

into a four-year university if shemaintained a highGPA.

“Iwas restricted, but you have choices. You can either

cry about it or you create your ownpath,” saysDavtyan.

Davtyan passed each test with flying colors, all while

maintaining two jobs, and got a full scholarship to

Woodbury University in 2010, where she earned a

B.B.A. by 2012. After passing her CPA exams, she

earned her Masters of Business Taxation from the

Marshall School of Business at USC in 2013 and was

immediately recruited and hired by PwC to work in

tax credit research and development for Fortune 500

companies.

During her successful stint, Davtyan realized the

corporate infrastructure wasn’t fit for her. In January

2015, Gasparyan, a successful executive in his own

right, recruited Davtyan to lead accounting efforts for

the yet-to-be-launched Phonexa.

“I was hooked after learning how David planned

on reimagining the leads industry,” she says. “He

gave me the opportunity to reshape the plat-

form and industry. Plus, his work ethic mirrored

mine and I really saw an opportunity to grow alongside

him. When you meet smart people, you have to take

calculated risks with confidence.”

Davtyan’s input was immediately well received by

Gasparyan and company, and she’s been instrumental

in shaping the software from theC-suite ever since the

brand’s inception. Now the company has a 150-person

staff headquartered inGlendale andwith offices in the

United Kingdom andUkraine.

“I was young, determined and

wanted to establish my career,

but I also wanted a family,” said

Davtyan. “A lot of females deal

with this, but it comes down to

working with supporting col-

leagues and a boss who nurtures

real relationships and a great

work culture.”

Davtyan found thework-life balance shewas seeking,

as she’s nowmarried to her husbandMikeSaakyan, and

they have two beautiful children inDavid, 5, andElla, 3.

When she’s not playing the role of mom, Davtyan is

overseeing Phonexa’s business development, strategic

growth, client relationships, operational transformation,

and financial health.

With experience in establishing, growing, andmain-

taining businesses acrossmultiple sectors, while care-

fullymanaging financial status andprojections,Davtyan

is eyeing her next datewith destiny by leadingPhonexa

to an IPO filing.

Phonexa (phonexa.com) is anall-in-one suite formarket-

ing automation that empowers companies to optimize

inbound web and call campaigns, and outbound call,

email and SMS campaigns, while having the ability to

enhance consumer journey every step of the way. Com-

plete with seven turnkey solutions, Phonexa’s customiz-

able tools for calls, leads, clicks, and email marketing

maximize workflow efficiency for direct advertisers and

lead generators alike.

Expectations are high, but I’m

ready to roll up my sleeves

and take on the challenge,”

said Davtyan. “I have full

faith that Phonexa will have a

flourishing future.”
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WITI Survey Shows Gender Balance
and Diversity Remain Elusive at
Many Tech Organizations
WITI (Women in Technology International), the leading worldwide authority on women in

business and technology, recently announced the results of a groundbreaking survey focusing

on unconscious bias, parity, career aspirations and what companies can do to enhance gender

diversity and inclusivity.

T
he global survey was conducted by WITI, in

partnership with analyst firm International

Data Corporation (IDC) and Randstad Tech-

nologies. More than 1,100 women and men working

in the tech industry and tech-based roles participated

in the survey.

Today, more than 4.5 million U.S. workers are

employed in a technology role, according to the

Bureau of Labor Statistics. IT jobs are projected

to grow twice the national rate in the U.S. over the

next eight years, adding more than 600,000 jobs by

2026. Despite the substantial growth and demand

for qualified workers, women remain minority em-

ployees in technology dealing with unconscious bias,

while most companies do not have plans to solve

gender balance in the workforce. In fact, the lack of

well-defined goals and bold vision has precipitated

gender inequality, according to the report.

Survey highlights include:

• Lack of diversity and inclusion points to a

systemic problem.One-third of participants

said their organization has goals for gender di-

versity. Of these respondents, two-thirds report

that their goal is to improve the proportion of

women to the rest of its employees, and an-

other 40% plans to hiremore women. Only 16

percent have goals to achieve gender balance.

• Men and women see diversity very differ-

ently. Gender diversity was rated second to

last of all nine areas of inclusion, with 31%

of respondents viewing their organization as

very gender diverse. According to the report,

women are far more likely to observe gender

bias at their company.

• Compensation and work-life balance are

the equalizers.Men and women are equally

ambitious and they measure their career suc-

cess in terms of their compensation. They

both value work-life balance and want to work

(Continued on page 86)
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Three Trojan Women
Who Have Made History
Celebrate these USC alumnae who made their mark on history,

from the stage to politics to the Supreme Court.

U
SC’s track record for producing exceptional

alumnae stretches backmore than 100 years.

Its first valedictorian, Minnie Miltimore,

was chosen from a graduating class of three in 1884.

Vada Somerville Watson, the first Black woman li-

censed to practice dentistry in California, graduated

in 1918. Lillian Copeland, the first Trojan woman to

compete in the Olympics, became the most success-

ful female discus thrower in history until the Beijing

Olympics some 75 years later.

USC boasts its fair share of illustrious alumnae

who have set records and changed history in diverse

arenas, including the swimming pool and the U.S.

SupremeCourt. Here are three outstanding examples

of Trojan women who have left an indelible mark on

the world.

First same-sex marriage officiant in Los An-

geles County

In 2008, on the steps of the Beverly Hills Court-

house, Denise Eger performed the first legal same-

sex marriage in L.A. County. Eger, who received her

degree in religion from USC in 1982, had been an

activist for LGBTQ rights for decades.

After her ordination as a rabbi, she served at a gay

synagogue in L.A. during the height of the AIDS crisis.

She visited many young patients around the city who

were dying of the disease, a harrowing experience that

fueled her activism.

Eger became a staunch advocate for equal rights for

the gay community, campaigning against Proposition

8 in 2008 and Proposition 2 in 2000, which aimed to

bar same-sex couples from marriage. She spoke at

many rallies and marches to oppose these measures.

Her hard work paid off when she officiated the mar-

riage of Robin Tyler andDianeOlson on a warm June

day, a few hours after the California Supreme Court

legalized gay marriage.

First Latina to win a lead actress Emmy

Early in her career, award-winning actress America

Ferrera almost left the stage entirely. While pursu-

ing her undergraduate degree at USC, she was torn

between her international relations studies and her

acting career. A primary concern: Acting wouldn’t

help her change the world.

David Andrus, former professor of international

relations at USC, encouraged her to get back in front

of the camera by explaining how her role in “Real

Women Have Curves” inspired the young Latina

women he mentored.

Ferrera stuck with it, completing her degree in

2013 andmaking history as the first Latina woman to

win an Emmy for a lead performance. In 2007, Time

magazine named her one of themost influential people

in the world. She has continued her dual interests in

humanitarianism and the arts, partnering with the

nongovernmental organization Save the Children

while acting and directing.

Youngest female mayor in California history

In 2018, at the age of 25, Tara Campbell was sworn

in asmayor of Yorba Linda, California, making her the

youngest woman to ever hold the office in the state.

Campbell, who graduated from USC in 2015 with a

degree in political science, brings youthful savvy to

the city. Residents can now report maintenance is-

sues, like a broken swing at a park, via an app on their

phone and then track the city’s response — all thanks

to Campbell’s sense of innovation.

Comparisons to LeslieKnope, the peppy small-town

politician played byAmyPoehler on the television show

“Parks andRecreation,” abound, andCampbell embrac-

es the connection. Enthusiasm for helping your com-

munity is a good thing, she says, and she even confesses

to an affinity for waffles, one of Knope’s favorite treats.

Just as Eger, Ferrera and Campbell followed in the

footsteps of outstanding and accomplished Trojan

women before them, the next generation of history-

making USC alumnae is already charting new paths

and changing the world for the better.

–Margaret Crable for USC News

courtesy of Rabbi Denise Eger

courtesy of USC

courtesy of Tara Campbell
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Women Comprise 41% of the Supply
Chain Workforce,Yet Suffer from Lack
of Advancement Opportunities
Women comprise 41% of the supply chain workforce in 2021, up from 39% in 2020, according to

a recent survey by Gartner, Inc. Every leadership level saw an increase in representation, except

the executive level where there has been a slight decline. In 2021, women account for 15% of

executive level roles, down from 17% in 2020.

T
heWomen in Supply Chain Survey 2021, co-

authored by Gartner and AchievingWomen’s

Excellence in Supply Chain Operations, Man-

agement, and Education (AWESOME), surveyed 223

supply chain organizations from February through

March 2021. The findings show the highest percent-

age of women in the supply chain workforce since the

first edition of the survey in 2016.

“Contrary to other industries, supply chain’s mis-

sion-criticality during the COVID-19 pandemic

has meant that many sectors did not reduce their

workforce, but rather continued to hire and even

faced talent shortages, especially in the product

supply chains,” said Dana Stiffler, vice president

analyst with the Gartner Supply Chain practice.

“This resulted inmany women not only standing their

ground in supply chain organizations but increasing

their representation in organizations. We also re-

corded a record number of specific commitments and

supply-chain-led actions and saw existing programs

starting to pay off.”

(Continued on page 90)
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Inspired by innovations in the health and
wellness space that improve and even
save lives, Smarty Social Media creates
social solutions that drive client growth
Smarty Social Media is a social-first healthcare marketing agency

with clients ranging from well-established healthcare companies

to medical device start-ups looking to disrupt their space.

A main driver of Smarty’s success has come

from the growth of DTCmarketing in healthcare.

As a result, the company developed an approach

for how regulated clients can operate in the social

sphere while remaining compliant and mitigating

risk. Smarty has thrived by

working hard with clients and

their legal and regulatory de-

partments to build trust and

collaboration that allows pro-

gressive social programming

despite heavily regulated en-

vironments.

Successfully implement-

ing social programming for

companies in these regulated

spaces has become one of the

company’s core capabilities.

Smarty has become a trusted

partner in exploring and ad-

vocating for innovative cam-

paigns aligned with its core

services of social media branding and strategy,

social advertising campaigns, influencer marketing,

content creation and community management.

“We have developed a proprietary approach that

allows us to custom tailor each recommendation

based on each clients’ unique business challenge

and needs,” explains Jami Eidsvold, Founder and

CEO for Smarty. “No client gets a cookie-cutter

plan or one-size-fits all strategy—we strive to craft

custom solutions that drive our clients’ business

objectives.”

Each client engagement starts with a social me-

dia audit and extensive research. The approach is

always data-driven and focused on client-specific

KPIs--avoiding vanity metrics and instead educat-

ing clients on lower funnel metrics that truly drive

the business forward. Clients benefit from Smarty’s

collective experience and vast knowledge of social

performance, but then the specific strategy and cre-

ative execution is ultimately

as unique as its clients, their

target customer, and offer-

ing. This is why Smarty has

long-term healthcare clients

that stay with them even as

their business needs evolve.

This has never been

more evident than during

the pandemic, when clients

were forced to navigate the

complex combination of

Covid-19 implications and

social unrest that made for a

sensitive marketing climate.

Eidsvold and her team

worked tirelessly to help clients find solutions,

adjust tone and approach to content, as well as

identify and capitalize on areas of opportunity.

Eidsvold found that these challenges exacer-

bated the need for companies of all sizes to have

effective and strategic social media knowledge

and know-how. This insight led to expanding and

adjusting its Smarty Social Academy program —

a customized social training program for small

businesses, franchises, executives, and healthcare

providers.

Smarty Social Academy training programs range

from LinkedIn executive training sessions to coach

leaders on building their brand on social, to multi-

day social boot camps to help doctors market their

practice and procedures. There is a very specific

need in the medical space with doctors and prac-

tices — an area where Smarty has vast expertise.

While the Smarty Social Academywas born from

reacting to Smarty clients’ requests for education

and training, it has now become a specific offering

that is marketed independently to service a wide

range of clients and industries.

Learn more at smartysocialmedia.com or

and contact us for a free social media audit.

Smarty Social is a social-first healthcare marketing

agency using the power of social to reach, educate

and inspire its clients and consumers. With a full-

service offering, their core capabilities include

social media branding and strategy, paid social

campaigns, influencer marketing, content creation,

community management, and a proprietary Smarty

Social Academy training program. Smarty has a

long history and expertise in managing social media

marketing within highly regulated industries.

“We have developed a

proprietary approach that

allows us to custom tailor each

recommendation based on

each clients’ unique business

challenge and needs. No client

gets a cookie-cutter plan or

one-size-fits all strategy—we

strive to craft custom solutions

that drive our clients’ business

objectives.”

Jami
Eidsvold

Founder

and CEO
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Women Continue Breaking the Glass
Ceiling on Public Board Appointments
As we reflect on the challenges we faced and opportunities 2021 brings, the Women Business

Collaborative (WBC) and Equilar have shared good news from the private sector: The number

of women and diverse women appointed to boards of public companies continues to increase.

In December 2020, public companies appointed 107 women to boards of public companies as

compared to 175 men. Women comprised 37.8% of overall board appointments. This reflects an

upward trend in the fourth quarter of 2020, with women comprising on average 41% of appointees.

T
he appointments of women of color continues

to rise. In December 2020, 28 of the women

appointed identified as women of color, with

women identifying as Black leading the way with 13

seats. Nine of these Black women are first-time board

members – the pool of women holding board seats

of public companies is growing. This is exactly what

theWBC and its partners and champions are calling

for – parity in leadership positions on all boards.

CEO of theWBCEdie Fraser said, “The latest data

reflects that more companies are adding women, and

the private sector is taking major steps towards true

representation coupled with calls from groups such

as Nasdaq to include at least one board member of

diversity.”

This upward trend demonstrates the attention the

private sector is paying to calls for diverse leadership

on boards. The call is for boards of public companies

to look more like the composition of the population,

communities, customers and the public.

During 2020, the trend toward parity was positive.

Women gained a net of 1,055 seats on boards of public

companies and replaced 115 seats previously held by

men. Overall, women gained 2.3% of seats – going

from 19.2% of board seats at the end of 2019 to 21.5%

of board seats at the end of 2020.

Directors identifying as people of color comprised

12.5% of all the appointments in 2020. As informa-

tion regarding race is self-reported, it is important

to note the percentage of people of color appointed

to public boards could be higher.

The overall trend across companies shows an increase

in both the number of women and people of color ap-

pointed to boards of public companies. Equilar and

WBC are tracking and analyzing the appointment of

directors in terms of numbers, diversity and profile

along with companies and industries in which female

board members are present, as well as how many of

the overall board seats are held by women. Overall, the

organization feels the time is now forwomen to sit across

all companies, boards, and sectors as it continues to

celebrate, track, analyze, and promotewomenon boards

of public companies.

TheWomen Business Collaborative is an unprec-

edented alliance and a movement focused on equal

positions, pay and power for all business women.

Learn more at wbcollaborative.org.

©fizkes / Adobe Stock
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The Latest in Family Law:
A Conversation with the Expert

T
o discover the latest updates on trends, legislation and best practices in
the world of family law, we sat down with Dana Lowy, an expert family

law attorney and founding partner of Meyer Olson Lowy &Meyers.

What are the most meaningful recent changes

to family law and policy in California?

Probably the ability to have court hearings held online because of the pan-
demic. That certainly comes with pros and cons.While it was a necessity during
the pandemic, there is and was always the possibility of technical problems.
Even more importantly, it is important for Judges to see the clients, and it is
important for the clients to feel that they “have their day in court,” which just
isn’t the same over a computer.

How has COVID affected family law

litigation? Are those changes temporary

or do you think they are here to stay?

In my practice, COVID has impacted family law litigation in three signifi-
cant ways. First, we are very busy because couples’ relationships were either
strengthened during their extensive time together or, as I have seen now that
things are more open, many couples are separating after recognizing that they
are just not happy together. Second, getting into court during COVIDwas very
difficult, even for cases filed before March 2020, and it was very difficult to
have your hearing conducted in a timely manner. The court system tried very
hard and did an incredible job, during very difficult circumstances, but many
cases were delayed. Third, with people who did have the financial ability, we
were able to conduct hearings, trials, and depositions by way of Zoom, and we
were able to hire private judicial officers to preside over cases with the same
force and effect as a public court.

As wemove deeper into 2021, what are the

family law hot issues to be aware of?

It will be interesting to see how appearances in court by way of the various
electronic means will continue. There have been a number of modification
of support cases filed during periods when people’s incomes declined during
COVID; now, we will see how that income fluctuation impacts the court rulings
as people return to work or have the ability to return to work.

What’s the first thing someone should do if they

believe they are heading toward a divorce?

Definitely get legal advice. Consult a family law attorney. Information is
power. I can’t tell you how many people I have met over the years who have
never signed, let alone reviewed, a tax return, or have any idea of the amount
of money in their bank accounts.

If two people absolutely cannot live together any

longer, is it ever a good idea NOT to divorce?

No. I often hear about couples staying together “for the kids.” Kids are both
intuitive and resilient. A couple isn’t doing their kids any good by staying in an
unhappy marriage, which means an unhappy home. That does not provide a
“good role model” for their kids for a happy, healthy, and fulfilling relationship.

Who really determines how assets

are divided in a divorce?

Ultimately the judge, if the parties are unable to resolve these sometimes
very complex issues through attorneys and other professionals.

When should someone file legal separation

instead of filing for divorce?

In my experience, there is rarely a reason to file legal separation instead
of divorce. All of the paperwork and requirements are exactly the same (i.e.
dealing with property division, support, and custody), with the exception of
the termination of marital status. The only three reasons I have seen in my
practice are as follows: (1) based on someone’s religious beliefs; (2) to maintain
health insurance if someone has a serious health issue and wouldn’t be able to
obtain comparable coverage; (3) for emotional reasons and a party just can’t
make that final cut. However, it only takes one party to make it a divorce,
rather than a legal separation.

How often are divorces mediated?

It depends on the couple. Because a mediator is hired not as an advocate for
either party but in order to help the couple come to an agreement together, the
couple has to be on the same page, and the two parties need to share the same
goal and understanding of their need to compromise their respective positions
in order to come to a mutual agreement rather than litigation.

How has social media affected family law, if at all?

Oh, social media can have a huge impact. You can’t take back those photos
or comments. The emotional impact of social media can directly impact how a
party will react, for example in the middle of settlement negotiations. If a party
is getting close to settlement, and the other party shows up on social media
out partying or with an alleged significant other, those settlement negotia-
tions can be easily derailed, not necessarily for legal reasons, but definitely
for emotional ones.

How long does it typically take to

get divorced in California?

It takes at least six months to dissolve a party’s marital status; however, all
other issues can be done sooner than that or sometimes take a much longer
time, depending upon the complexity of the matter and the parties’ positions.

What keeps you up at night as a family law attorney?

Strategizing in my head about the specifics of my clients’ cases. They are
all different, and I feel a tremendous responsibility to my clients, and I care
about them. Preparation is key so I am constantly reviewing scenarios in my
head, especially before their hearings in order to always have a contingency
plan because I learned early on always to expect the unexpected. With that
said, no one can predict 100% of the “what ifs.”
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Staffing Industry Sees Gender Parity,
But Wide Pay Gap Persists
The WBC Staffing Leadership Council – a workstream within the Women Business Collaborative

(WBC), in partnership with executives representing staffing industry associations, American Staffing

Association (ASA), National Association of Professional Staffing (NAPS), Staffing Industry Analysts

(SIA) and TechServe Alliance, today announced the dissemination of their initial survey of 489

companies on gender diversity and equity within the U.S. staffing industry. The survey found the

percentage of women executives in the staffing industry is not above 20%.

I
n late 2020, theWBC Staffing Leadership Coun-

cil launched its efforts to accelerate diversity, eq-

uity and inclusion in the staffing industry. Their

initial efforts called for a coordinated approach to

providing awareness of the status of diversity across

the industry, as well as subsequent efforts to guide

efforts towards a more balanced environment. The

initial survey results largely reinforce our perception

of opportunity to improve both representation and

compensation equity from a gender diversity per-

spective. Key observations from the survey include

the following:

• There is a profound pay gap between women

and men – both within the staffing industry

and across the U.S. as a whole.

• The staffing industry has a fair balance of men

and women across its workforce; however, im-

balance occurs as leadership levels increase,

with an underrepresentation of women in

senior leadership roles.

• Women CEOs bring a unique perspective to

leadership – they are more likely to drive ini-

tiatives that create a stronger more balanced

culture (including priorities around diversity).

• There is a lack of racial diversity across this

industry, with people of color comprising well

under 10% of all staff.

“The data in this survey and dashboard represents

a significant opportunity to drive opportunity for

promotion and pay equity in leadership roles” said

Edie Fraser, CEO of the Women Business Collab-

orative (WBC). “The staffing industry supports the

employment of nearly 10 million job workers on an

annual basis. By encouraging a more diverse and

equitable workforce composition across those busi-

nesses supporting this industry, we will by default

better represent the workers we employ.”

TheWBC Staffing Leadership Council has made

the results of the survey available for review and

analysis through a dynamic data analytics dashboard.

Over the next several months, the council will begin to

release a series of insights and observations resulting

from our review of the survey results. This work will

be done in collaboration with the work along the nine

“Action Initiatives” of the WBC, which focuses on

ensuring equal position, pay and power for all women

across all industries and throughout the pipeline.

TheWomen Business Collaborative is an alliance

of 44+ women’s business organizations working

together to achieve equal position, pay and power

for all women in business. To learn more about the

WBC Staffing Leadership Council and how you can

get involved, visit wbcollaborative.org.

©Feodora/ Adobe Stock
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What Women Want
(and Want to See)
Corporate Social Responsibility and Marketing to Women

I
t’s 2021—in fact, it’s somehow almost 2022, and

we’re reeling from the passage of time—andmar-

keting industry professionals are well aware that

creating campaigns and content geared towardwomen

means more than slapping a pink logo on your exist-

ing product. But what does it mean? Women aren’t

just one group. Society is well aware that women are

professionals and business owners. They are creatives

and leaders. So why is the message still missing in so

manymarketing and advertising campaigns produced

by top-tier brands?

Branding should begin with a deep sense of hu-

manity. This has always been our mantra and only in

understanding that fact can we ignite the love affair

between brands and consum-

ers. As we take a deeper look at

how brands can better market

toward women, we must un-

derstand they are not a generic,

one-size-fits-all target audience

but a diverse group of unique

individuals with different opin-

ions based on their experienc-

es. Meaningfully connecting

brands with people is our pas-

sion. Ignoring the realities of

our global makeup and the cor-

responding desires, needs, and

behavior of such an important audience just doesn’t

fly with us, and it shouldn’t with your brand, either.

Look at how brands can better market toward

women, we must understand they are not a generic,

one-size-fits-all target audience but a diverse group

of unique individuals with different opinions based on

their experiences. Meaningfully connecting brands

with people is our passion. Ignoring the realities of

our global makeup and the corresponding desires,

needs, and behavior of such an important audience

just doesn’t fly with us, and it shouldn’t with your

brand, either.

Although the advertising industry hasmade strides

toward being inclusive and caring about all consum-

ers, we’re still seeing the disparity between real-life

women and those in advertising andmedia. According

to the authors of the 2021 bookBrandsplaining:Why

Marketing Is (Still) Sexist andHow to Fix It, this won’t

change until we stop marketing to women as they

relate to men and how men see them.

“When you actually talk to women, their aspirations

are not, in fact, to be beautiful through the male lens;

it’s to feel comfortable in their own skin,” the book’s

coauthor Jane Cunningham said in an interview

this year. “It isn’t to be dependent; it’s to maintain

their independence, particularly their financial in-

dependence. The great female-made brands … make

women feel seen as they are, not as men want them to

be. That’s the big shift that needs to happen. Brands

need to stop telling women how to be and start being

in service to them.”

Doing thorough research should be step one for

a brand, agency, or studio preparing any marketing

pitch.Why should it be any different when that pitch is

geared toward women? Take

the time to talk to your target

audience and find out what

they really want, how they

want to be seen, and how they

want to connect with brands.

Conduct surveys from your

current audience or take to

the streets and spend quality

time with different women,

talking about their experi-

ences and how your brand

could help them.

It’s not just about including women; it’s about in-

cluding all women.

Brands must start thinking about gender in an

intersectional way if they are to be truly inclusive.

Including women of diverse backgrounds in various

roles within advertising—just as they are represented

in the real world—is crucial to breaking through the

stereotypes that have endured for decades or more.

Organizations such as the Geena Davis Institute on

Gender in Media have proven that the way women

are depicted in media directly affects trends in young

people.While that can have a positive impact when a

character effectively shatters the glass ceiling, it more

often has a negative impact through reinforcing nega-

tive stereotypes or excluding certain demographics

altogether (Source: See Jane 2021 Report by GDIGM).

In the weeks andmonths following the L.A. Times

B2B Publishing Inspirational Women Awards and

Forum, we implore the business leaders who gathered

for such an event not only to consider the topics dis-

cussed during the forum but also that of branding and

marketing to women andwhat thatmeans in 2021 and

beyond. These role models and leaders in their fields

told their stories and shared their insights. This is

exactly the opportunity that women around the world

want to have, and creatives in branding, marketing,

advertising, and media have the power to help them

tell their stories—to help them be seen and heard.

“Being part of this prestigious group of womenwas

an honor I never expected to receive but one I greatly

appreciate and respect,” said Paris Buchanan, 2021

L.A. Times B2B Publishing Inspirational Women

Awards nominee and the co-CEO/chief creative of-

ficer at Antonio & Paris, a global brand, innovation,

and design studio. “It was even more of an honor

for me to be part of a diverse team from around the

world whose mission is to genuinely connect brands

and consumers. Listening to and communicating

consumer stories is at the heart of what we do and

drives our creative process.”

She continues, “Creating thoughtful branding

and media that depicts all types of women in all the

beautiful, powerful, messy, real human roles they

carry through life is not a responsibility I take lightly.

Businesses and creatives must realize that this type

of corporate social responsibility should be com-

mon practice. The sooner we get there, the better

equipped all women will be to see themselves as the

many things they are and the infinite possibilities for

what they can be.”

For the sake of women everywhere, let’s do better.

Antonio & Paris is a global brand, innovation, and

design studio that creates insight and experiences

for clients such as AT&T,MINI USA, ThermoFisher,

American Express,Microsoft, Cinionic and Paramount

Pictures to name a few. Our purpose is to ignite the love

affair between brands and consumers.

www.antonioandparis.com

As we take a deeper look at

how brands can better market

toward women, we must

understand they are not a

generic, one-size-fits-all target

audience but a diverse group

of unique individuals with

different opinions based on

their experiences.”

Paris
Buchanan

CEO

Chief Creative Officer
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The Challenges and Successes of Women

T
o confront or defy boldly the challenges we

women face. This is a conversation I have

been curious about my entire life. At thirteen,

watching women burn their bras in 1968 in New

York, as I was beginning to wear one, was impactful.

I began a life-long adventure of “why” women feel

compelled to confront the norms. Acceptance may

be the greatest deterrent to moving forward. It is

almost a dichotomy of needing to feel accepted in

the “good ole boy’s club,” seeking work-life balance

with partners and children and coming into our own

as a woman.

My mother worked three jobs to help make ends

meet, so I acceptedwomen in theworkforce as normal.

I listened as she talked with my father over coffee

about her challenges. I decided to partner with men,

valuing my femineity. As long as I became good at

my work, I could do anything. I worked in entertain-

ment for over 17 years, on “Dallas” for 10, leaving the

industry to be a stay-at-home mom until my 40s.

I started my current career after being inspired by

Mary Kay Ash’s book, “You Can Have It All.” She

started Mary Kay Cosmetics at 45, helping women.

Her company today employs over 1.6 million people.

She left poverty to become the first self-made bil-

lionairess, living to 103.

I started my career at 40 and my company at 51.

Both grandmothers owned businesses, one a rice

farm after Granddaddy passed and the other a car

dealership in Shanghai, China. My daughter Breana

Kennedy is a partner inTABShowroom. At 24, I found

my life mate,Mark, 40 years strong for us, continually

evolving in our partnership and loving grandparent-

ing. Breana has found she, too, is a role model for her

children making thoughtful decisions.

I asked women of all ages about their challenges.

Breana wrote, “Owning a business is a huge under-

taking.Wow, it is evenmore rewarding, yet challeng-

ing than I thought. As an overachiever, I want to be

the best mom, wife, daughter, employer, friend and

business partner. The more I add to my plate, the

less I can allot to each. I had to learn to give myself

grace and forgive myself for not being THE best, but

really beingMY best in adjusting to the second child,

managing the family calendar, feeling overwhelmed

occasionally.” She praises her husband, Toby, “for

being such a wonderful partner who takes a hands-

on approach, never complains, even though we have

made huge strides towards equality. Let’s be honest.

Not all men see women as equals yet.”

Susie Mellin, HR, says, “my biggest challenge was

navigating work/life balance. It’s been exhausting.

If women worked and put their kids in daycare or

stayed at home and did not work, they were judged.

We advocate for women at Montage. I am no longer

scared to reach personal milestones. I feel empow-

ered to be all that I can be. I truly can have the

family, the job, the happiness.”

Kaisha Trzaska, PR & Marketing, adds “Making

sure I am spending quality time with my children and

teaching them to be awesome human beings, com-

municating their feelings. Women are still expected

to hold it all together which can be overwhelming.”

Cybel Castro-Sousa mentions postpartum depres-

sion, “I constantly felt like I was not doing enough

as a full-time mom. Having grace and being kinder

to myself has been a huge lesson. My mother is a

GREATmother and role model. Having a traumatic

medical experience, she was the beginning of my

journey to be more patient and present.”

Kelly Greco’s challenge is “balancing mother-

hood and maintaining the same quality of work

at my job.” As a public defender and mother of a

15-month-old, she misses “time to provide self-

care, feeling exhausted at day’s end from work…

to cooking, putting the baby to sleep, cleaning. My

mother and the generation before me fought for

more equal wages and a seat at the decision-making

table, choosing between making their career or

their families a priority. The number of women in

the board room and in top levels of management

has increased tenfold. These women in positions

of power have had a trickle-down effect making

the workplace more understanding for working

mothers. Having women in positions of power is

the key to our continued progress towards onsite

daycares, additional sick/family days … a working

mom is her best when she has a good partner.”

Office Manager Crystal Lawrence’s challenge

“is being a single mother with full custody. It takes

responsibility, dedication, stress, no alone time, but

at the same time can be also very rewarding, being

able to maintain a roof over our heads, to provide

transportation, clothes, food and, by any means

necessary, to make the best life for my child.”

My mature friends, like Marlane Jackson and

Chaplin Gloria Vives, have the different struggle of

outliving partners, causing loneliness. Traveling is

harder along with asset management.

Ana Gonzalez, Account Manager, says, “Being a

first-genMexican American, mymom and her family

came here looking for a better life as I reap the ben-

efits, so I can give my future family all I can.”

Malena Orozco-Otero, HR for PUC, in her 40s

wants to help 1,000 women. Her gift of mentoring

others has provided her with much love and success.

Executive Account Manager Donna Mastalski’s

hardest challenge was “balancingmy duties as amom

versus my duties as a wife. My husband had a very

high-profile, stressful job, traveling a lot for work. He

did not spend a lot of time with our son. I was practi-

cally a single parent.”

With women at different places in our lives and

depending on our age, ages of our children and/or

grandchildren, it is evident that we need a network

of friends, mentors and/or life coaches as sounding

boards to help us be the best we can be – not only

for ourselves and our families but for all the future

generations to come.

Danone
Simpson

Founder & CEO,

Montage

Insurance Solutions

Founder & Partner,

Simpolicy

Insurance Services
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PANELRECAP: MENTORING THE NEXT GENERATION

T
he first panel of the event was an in-depth discussion with leading female executives about
mentoring the next generation of women leaders. The personal experiences they shared dem-
onstrated the importance of having a mentor early in one’s career to provide the knowledge and

guidance that’s invaluable in today’s complex business environment.

Stacy D. Phillips
Partner, Matrimonial & Family Law Practice Group

BLANK ROME

Stacy D. Phillips is one of the country’s most well-known and

respected family law practitioners, handling primarily high net-

worth and high-profile divorce cases. She is known for her skilled

persuasion, adept negotiation, aggressive advocacy, and compas-

sion in representing her clients, whether in litigation, mediation,

or collaborative divorce.

Stacy is an author, philanthropist, mentor, and sought-after

speaker and commentator on family law and other issues in the

news. She is consistently selected to the “Top 10 Southern California

Super Lawyers” list, to Best Lawyers in America©, and to the “500

Most Influential People in L.A.” list by the Los Angeles Business

Journal. In 2020, Stacy was named to both the “Lawdragon 500

Leading Lawyers in America” and “Lawdragon 500 Hall of Fame”

lists. She was selected as a “Most Influential Woman Attorney” by

the Los Angeles Business Journal from 2018 to 2021.

MODERATOR

Linda Kornfeld
Partner and Vice Chair, Insurance Recovery Practice Group

BLANK ROME

Linda Kornfeld is one of the nation’s most prominent insurance

recovery attorneys, representing corporate policyholders in high-

stakes litigation for more than 25 years. Using creative approaches

in her trial and appellate practice, Linda assists her clients in the

recovery of hundreds of millions of dollars in insurance assets. She

is a strategic adviser to senior executives and in-house counsel on

mitigating risk and maximizing insurance recoveries.

Linda is a sought-after speaker, media resource, and writer on women’s

issues and complex litigation issues, and co-authored “A Policyholder’s

Primer on Insurance,” which was published by the Association of Corpo-

rate Counsel. She has been named a “2021 Insurance Law Trailblazer”

by the National Law Journal and a “Leading Lawyer” by The Legal

500 United States, as well as “California Star,” “National Litigation

Star,” and “Top 250Woman in Litigation” by Benchmark Litigation.PANELIST

Danone Simpson
President & CEO

MONTAGE INSURANCE SOLUTIONS

Founder and CEO of Montage Insurance Solutions with over

twenty years’ experience in all lines of insurance, Danone has built

an agency focused on employee benefit and property & casualty

programs for the commercial and non-profit sectors. Under Danone’s

leadership, the firm has partnered with over 100 carriers in order

to find perfect insurance solutions for their clients. She has built

a dynamic Service Program, Third-Party Administration Depart-

ment, andMyHR Summit, training clients on compliance monthly.

In 2012, she founded a sister company, Simpolicy, that handles

small business, event insurance, travel insurance and Medicare.

PANELIST

Jenn McCabe
Consulting Partner, Business Outsourcing Services

ARMANINO

Jenn has more than 25 years of outsourced accounting, finance and

HR experience, with particular expertise in start-ups and the adver-

tising and creative production industries. She is passionate about

seeing companies utilize the latest accounting and HR technology

to maximize their efficiency, productivity, and ultimately success.

Jenn has a bachelor’s degree in economics from Pepperdine

University and is a member of several professional associations,

including the National Society of Accountants, ProVisors and the

Women’s Business Enterprise Network.

PANELIST
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SHARED INSIGHTS
FROM THE EVENT

MCCABE: The next generation is looking for what prior

generations were looking for. They want someone to share their

experience in a way that informs them, so they can accelerate

their career growth. They want guidance around handling the

accumulation of skills and business acumen. They want someone

to be honest with them about their shortfalls, too.

PHILLIPS: I encourage everyone to seek to be amentor and/or

mentee. Although we primarily talked about more senior women

mentoring younger women, mentoring across the sexes and ages

can also be valuable. Mentors are important at any age. We all

want to continue to grow and learn. Mentors can be peers of a

similar age or can be younger than you. There is something you

can learn from or teach anyone. Keep an open mind and seek

out those that can advance your career.

MCCABE: Leadership is a “continuing education” that we

should all commit to. Every generation is differently motivated.

I don’t know the answers in every case, so I personally do a

couple things to learn about the person I am mentoring: a) I

once had a “Millennial Whisperer” come into my company. I

was the Founder/CEO and I was having a hard time figuring out

how best to inspire the 45 people who worked for me. We did

team exercises that were fascinating and super educational for

me; b) I like to find out what people read, why they work, who

they respect – because today’s mentorship is a lot more about

getting to who a person is, rather than jamming them into a role

no matter who they are.

KORNFELD: When talking to younger professionals, I’ve

sometimes felt that I need to make it look like, as a woman who

wants it all, you can have it all. The reality is, if you want success,

you’ve got to work hard, and there are balancing acts involved.

Today’s mentees don’t want me to “guild the lily” in terms of what

it takes to get to where they want to be. There is a give-and-take

if you want success, and you need to figure out where the give is

and where the take is.

SIMPSON:What I have experienced is that Gen Y women are

very independent, yet want straight talk, to be heard and need

a sounding board to bounce off ideas and can work well in silos,

so we need to communicate in person and listen well to them

– pull them out. I find when they do ask for advice, including

my daughter, I need to start with questions to help them come

up with their own answers. So, listen and ask great questions,

so the women in the next generations can come up with their

own answers.

MCCABE: At Armanino, we’ve created an Executive Spon-

sorship program. Through an industry-wide research survey,

we learned our mid-level (manager) women were dropping out.

Though we were not pushing them out and there was no real

evidence of bias, they were simply opting to quit. We also found

that men at that level reported that they were two times more

likely to have a “sponsor” (not a mentor) in an influential position

in the firm. Our program matches high-potential females with

powerful and influential firm leaders for a year at a time. Those

“sponsors” use their political capital to help the ladies get into

the room! As this program gains influence, we are seeing more

women get into partnership preparation.

KORNFELD: A mentor doesn’t have to be a mentor for all

time. At different times in your career, you need different things

and different mentors. As a young attorney, I had a mentor with

a huge presence. At some point, I knew I was going to have to

come out from under his wings to spread my own wings. If I’d

waited too long under his wings, it would have inhibited my

ultimate success. Figure out what you need from the mentoring

relationship and when it is the right time to fly.

SIMPSON: Start with a mission statement – personal and

professional. Even if you are a home CEO or co-CEO, set your

boundaries, praise and get up under the wings of your leaders and

partners in life. Learn from them, gain their trust and theyWILL

promote and care for you all the days of your life, as youwill them.

PHILLIPS: I believe it is really important for women in an

organization to uplift other women within the organization.

When I joined Blank Rome six years ago, I had an idea to host

an annual conference for all of the firm’s women partners and

clients. Five years later, it has been a game-changer for the firm.

Beyond developing business, it has built strong bonds between

the women partners across the firm, which has lifted up all of

the women in the firm.

PANELRECAP: MENTORING THE NEXT GENERATION
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PANELRECAP: WORK-LIFE BALANCE

T
he concept of balancing time at work with time spent pursuing personal activities is a delicate jug-
gling act that has been placed under amore intense and focused spotlight recently, especially during
the COVID-19 pandemic. There is no one-size-fits-all solution, but the insights from our panel on

work-life balance provide an interesting perspective on an issue that affects everyone in the workplace.

Kalika Yap
Chief Executive Officer

CITRUS STUDIOS

Kalika Yap is a serial entrepreneur with a variety of businesses

including two digital agencies (Citrus Studios and Orange & Ber-

gamot), a brick-and-mortar beauty company (TheWaxing Co.), a

cookie company (Conscious Kids Cookies), and a manufacturing

and distribution company (Luxe Link).

MODERATOR

Kiyoun Kim
Executive Vice President, Regional Manager for California

IDB BANK

Kiyoun Kim is executive vice president and regional manager for

California at IDB Bank®, a New York-based private and commercial

bank. As regional manager for California, Kiyoun oversees IDB’s

full-service branches in Downtown Los Angeles and Beverly Hills.

Kiyoun leads Middle Market Business Banking, Commercial Real

Estate, and Private Banking for IDB. Kiyoun continues to focus

on bringing new, innovative products and customized solutions to

the local marketplace. Prior to rejoining IDB in 2014, Kiyoun was

managing director at First Republic Bank, where she was responsible

for generating new business. She brings more than two decades

of commercial banking experience at relationship-focused banks.

Kiyoun holds a Bachelor of Science in Business Administration

from the University of Colorado.

PANELIST

Kirsten Fraunces
Executive Vice President and Head of Capital Markets

WEDBUSH SECURITIES

Kirsten Fraunces is Executive Vice President and Head of Capital

Markets forWedbush Securities. She is a member of the President’s

Executive Committee and is responsible for overseeing the Capital

Markets Division, including Equity Research, Equity Sales & Trading,

and Institutional Muni Trading. Kirsten joinedWedbush in 2002 as

a VP in Equity Sales, and during her 19-year tenure she has played

a number of pivotal roles including Head of Equity Sales, Head of

Equities, and nowHead of Capital Markets. In each of these roles,

Kirsten has ensured that investors are provided with information

needed to make sound investment decisions and maintain Wed-

bush Securities’ position as a leader within the Financial Services

industry. In 2018 Kirsten founded the Wedbush Organization of

Women, to help provide women at the firm the tools they need

to succeed and pathways for advancement. In 2020, she helped

launch and became Chair of Wedbush’s Colleague, Community,

Culture and Change Committee, bringing focus and leadership to

the firm’s diversity, inclusion and community outreach initiatives.PANELIST

Crystal Muilenburg
Chief Marketing Officer

EVOLUS

Crystal oversees Evolus’ U.S. marketing organization and maintains

the company’s international infrastructure to support the expan-

sion of Nuceiva™ in all of their licensed territories. She has more

than two decades of marketing and communications experience,

with more than a decade in aesthetics. In her last role at Allergan,

Crystal established and led the International Plastic Surgery &

Body Contouring marketing team and successfully integrated and

launched new aesthetics products in Europe, Canada and Australia.

PANELIST
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SHARED INSIGHTS
FROM THE EVENT

YAP: COVID, although devastating to our economy, has provided un-
expected opportunities for women entrepreneurs, which I will forever be
grateful for. First and foremost, I was able to get off the hamster wheel.
I felt societal pressure to be present at every entrepreneur learning,
social, or networking event and now, I don’t feel that pressure. I now
have breathing room, a chance to reflect on what’s most important and
valuable to me.

KIM: Most of us were even more productive when we had to work
from home, but after a while, what seemed to be a benefit to working
from home became harder for many to sustain and be happy. As a
leader of our organization, I’ve learned that there is no replacement
for face-to-face interaction and the collaboration that comes from this,
both with colleagues and clients. At the same time, one of the benefits
of being able to work from home was that we were able to spend more
time with our families and make it to events that we might not have
always been able to attend. As a result, our organization has nowmoved
to a hybrid work model, which has been well received by employees
and has been working very well for our organization.

MUILENBURG: The idea of having true balance, for me, is impos-
sible. I think I find when there’s tension betweenmy home andmy work
life is actually when I perform the best, so I’m always trying to think
about where does the tension exist and how I can use that to my ben-
efit. I’m very big on being present at the times where it’s needed most,
whether that’s at work or at home and just giving it the right priority.
For me, I’m always looking for what are the big activities, the big events
or big initiatives at work where I can make the most impact, and the
same goes for home. If I can prioritize those bigger items, then I feel like
I’m a winner. That’s my approach to creating some balance in my life.

FRAUNCES: Ironically, I’m not setting out to achieve “balance” –
that’s not my frame of reference. I think the key is realizing you are
CEO of your own life and that it’s your job to set priorities across all
areas of your life: work, career, personal and family. I would say, a major
difference at home though, is that the priorities change more. One day,
driving your kids is an activity that just needs to get done and can be
outsourced. Another day, though, it might be the very highest priority,
because it’s a chance to spend time together.

KIM: I realized that managing your time and being intentional in
how you spend your time was critical in being able to maintain balance,
and even sanity, when your life becomes busier. One thing I think many
women neglect the most is to make time for yourself. Many of us have
been raised to take care of others first, but fail to take care of ourselves,
andwhenwe don’t spend time for self-care, it starts to impact ourmental
health and can lead to burnout. It’s really important that nomatter how
busy you are, you do work into your schedule something that you enjoy
and that can rejuvenate you. For me, this has been exercise and more
recently running. Whenever I start my day with a run or by working
out, I feel so much better, and it helps to expand my capacity in many
ways – to be better able to accomplish what I need to each day.

YAP: My tip for women entrepreneurs? Digitally transform your
business today. Hybrid work is here to stay. Embrace it. The busi-
nesses that will continue to thrive and flourish are the ones that are
able to keep up with the accelerated pace of doing business online.
Learn, evolve, change.

MUILENBURG: When I first started in the workforce, there was
no balance. It was just me trying to achieve, so I put out 100 percent.
I always wanted to be the first person in the office. I was okay with
opening the front door, having my coffee, getting work done. There was
no balance, I was putting in the time I felt I needed to get to where I
wanted to go. I think over time, both having children as well as taking
responsibility for teams, you just can’t do that. That’s a bad precedent
to send to others – number one, you just can’t put as much on your
plate. The main point is be there when it matters. That’s come up as a
theme both at work as well as in my life.

FRAUNCES: It’s important to understand that achieving “balance”
doesn’t mean doing everything. It’s the same reason delegating at work
is critical. When you run a big team, you would never try to perform
all of the roles yourself. As a leader, your job is to set the strategy, un-
derstand the high-value elements that only you can perform versus the
work that can be delegated or outsourced. You can’t do it all, and why
would you want to? You wouldn’t do all of the jobs at work! A key to
balance is to understand your resources, family members, neighbors,
schools, apps, technology, etc. – and if you need more, figure out how
to mobilize them. It’s not easy but making the investment in planning
around your priorities allows you to domore of what is important to you.

MUILENBURG: Finding accountability partners who can share the
responsibilities with you really helps to maintain some balance. Just
being okay with not being able to control every single detail or not being
in the know. I’m really big on having awareness of my surroundings and
what’s happening in my life on my social calendar and also at work all
the details that the team is working on. For me, just trying to get out
of the weeds, both at home and at work, that’s another way to maintain
balance. The more that you’re in and feel a sense of having to control
all the details, it just starts to spiral. That’s something I’ve definitely
taken away. What are the things that really matter, where either my
support or my contribution really matters. And if it doesn’t matter, then
it’s something I’m going to remove myself from so that others can have
that flexibility to make decisions.

KIM: Growing up, I was fortunate enough to live with my grandpar-
ents and to witness firsthand how a woman could be so dynamic both
inside and outside the family. There were definitely sacrifices made
both by my grandmother, grandfather and the whole family, but the
mutual cooperation, understanding and support that was provided was
what allowed my grandmother to pursue her dreams and passions in
an era where this was unheard of. She also knew how to love, respect
and encourage her family, which I always cherished and admired and
use as my barometer to try to achieve work-life balance.

PANELRECAP: WORK-LIFE BALANCE
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PANELRECAP: WOMEN IN TECH

I
n the third panel, three leaders in their respective industries
discussed the need for female diversity in all fields and shared
their thoughts on what more can be done to ensure women and

young girls are encouraged to go into the STEM workforce. They
concluded the final panel of the event with their unique perspectives
on the importance of role models.

Tracy Holland
Founder

POTENTIAL TO POWERHOUSE

Tracy Holland is a leading innovator in the beauty and wellness industry. As the co-founder and CEO of

HatchBeauty Brands, she has built an international reputation as a curator of successful brands with a focus on

new brand development for retailers worldwide. Her awards and honors include the 2019 Fashion and Beauty

Award for Beauty Service Provider of the Year, EY Entrepreneur of the Year 2017, and election to the Committee

of 200, an organization of the most successful women business leaders globally. A profound supporter of female

entrepreneurs, Tracy is also the founder of Potential to Powerhouse, whose goal is to serve women entrepreneurs

on their path to becoming superstars with ease and through meaningful connection.

MODERATOR

PANELIST

PANELIST

Lilit Davtyan
CEO & CFO

PHONEXA

As Phonexa’s EVP and CFO, Lilit Davtyan shapes the all-in-one marketing platform for calls, leads, clicks, and

email from the C-suite overseeing the company’s business development, strategic growth, client relationships,

operational transformation, and financial health. Over the last year, Davtyan’s rise through the ranks has been

highlighted by a membership in the Forbes Finance Council, as well as Chief, a private network designed specifi-

cally for female leaders. In 2020, Davtyan was named “CFO of the Year” by the Los Angeles Business Journal.

Davtyan has overseen an average of $200 million in revenue yearly throughout her tenure for Phonexa Hold-

ings’ businesses in Los Angeles, United Kingdom and Ukraine since 2016. Additionally, Davtyan is a CPA and an

Advisory Board Member of Opal Solutions.

Abyah Wynn
Fund Manager

TRUE CAPITAL

Abyah Wynn has built profitable partnerships for investors and entrepreneurs around the world. She is a fund

manager at True Capital, a global wealth management firm that specializes in guiding diverse clients across sports,

entertainment, and entrepreneurship to financial security and generational wealth. Notably, Wynn is spearhead-

ing True Culture, the firm’s first fund dedicated to investing in Black founders and fund managers. Her goal is to

strategically add value by helping founders close their rounds and raise subsequent rounds, which is notoriously

challenging for founders of color.
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DAVTYAN: Technology has allowed consumers the ability

to reach their desired products/services much faster and in a

more convenient manner. It has also encouraged technology

companies, like Phonexa, to take further measures to protect

consumer data as well as create algorithms that address con-

sumers’ needs more efficiently.

WYNN: For starters, without technology I might not have

a job. Innovation and technology fuel the landscape for inves-

tors. As tech companies successfully raise venture capital, grow,

scale, and have exit opportunities, the founding teams and early

employees can have significant liquidity events. These liquidity

events give founding teams and early employees the freedom

to become investors themselves or start new companies and

continue to build the ecosystem. This is why I’m passionate

about supporting companies with underrepresented founders

at the helm.

DAVTYAN: STEM-related industries are everywhere in to-

day’s world. It’s almost hard to imagine an industry that doesn’t

now rely on some kind of STEM-related core function. As such,

I think this concept should be considered more as an essential

skill, rather than a career path, both at the education level as

well as in the job market.

HOLLAND: First, we need to let young women know that

entrepreneurship is not only a viable option, but it can also be

an especially rewarding one, both personally and professionally.

Women own 51 percent of all businesses in the United States,

employing 9.4 million people and generating $1.8 trillion a year.

Another mind-blowing stat: Women launched 1,821 businesses

per day in 2020! Mentorship is an important part of generating

this type of growth mindset. It needs to start at an early age so

that we can frame the mindset of young women to know that they

can transform their ideas into powerhouse businesses. Mentor-

ship needs to include not just business coaching but mindset

coaching as well so that the seeds of success are planted.

Source: American Express State of Women-Owned Businesses Report

DAVTYAN: I don’t think there aremany thingsmore important

than networking for personal and career development, especially

for women. And this is at any level of growth. We network when

we are trying to find the best university or career, we network

when we are looking for the next job opportunity after graduat-

ing, and we network while we are at the career level. My advice is

that we can’t look at networking as solely a form of establishing

an immediate business opportunity. A lot of times, the best part

of networking is actually building a network that may come in

handy in the future.

WYNN: If only I had a crystal ball...I have no idea what the

future holds, but that’s the thrilling nature of this industry;

anything is possible. What I do know is that the pandemic has

accelerated growth and advancement in sectors that I’m really

excited about. The future of work, ed-tech, healthcare, and

FemTech have all been uniquely affected by the pandemic. I look

forward to seeing the next wave of innovation in these sectors. I

believe we can also expect to see more emphasis and attention

placed on women in these sectors: the working mother, the ag-

ing and post-menopausal woman, and women with PCOS and

chronic pain. These are women who have been overlooked and

thankfully that is starting to change.

HOLLAND:My advice to any entrepreneur starting out is to

develop a close network of confidants and successful advisors

who have “been there and done that” to broaden your perspective

and give you the resolve you need when times get tough -- and

believe me, they will. But having a network of smart, focused,

and strong women leaders is important at every stage of your

career. Established entrepreneurs still need other like-minded

women in their circle who want to see them continue to succeed.

PANELRECAP: WOMEN IN TECH
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(Continued from page 3)

HONOREE RISING STAR

Andrea Brenholz
CEO/PRESIDENT

ATR INTERNATIONAL

A
ndrea Brenholz is the strong female CEO

of a large Silicon Valley company that has

a national footprint. Simply put, she repre-

sents the next generation of the staffing world: one

where Hispanic women and minorities have fair

shots at success. Bernholz knows it’s vital for her

to lead by example when somany others look up to

her, imaginingwhat they too can becomewith hard

work and a friendly personality.

ATR International is a staffing and consulting leader

that serves the IT, engineering, accounting&finance,

professional,manufacturing, and scientific industries.

Founded in 1988 as aHispanic-owned business, the

company has grown to serve Fortune 500 organiza-

tionswhile puttingmore than 85,000people towork,

totaling over 34 million working hours. The entire

businessmodel is based on building relationships and

deep connections with our diverse base of clients,

contractors, internal staff, and local markets.

Given her ability to connect with fellow human be-

ings, Brenholz thrives on interacting with the local

community and using her skill set to help others.

She is a beacon of light for Hispanic women and

minorities in business by mentoring others and

providing advice on how to progress in the face

of adversity. Backed by ATR’s specialization in

IT, she also loves bringing awareness of STEM

subjects to the area’s youth. Most notably, she is a

strong proponent of ATR’s Volunteering Time Off

policy that allows employees to take five days off

each year to volunteer with the non-profit of their

choice. Combined with her regular participation in

events for the Golden StateWarriors Community

Foundation and Ellie Mae Class Golf Tourna-

ment, Brenholz is a philanthropist at heart. Over

the years, she’s encouraged ATR employees to

volunteer with Toys for Tots, St. Jude, Martha’s

Kitchen, the Alzheimer’s Association, theMuscular

Dystrophy Association, Vail Place, the Thompson

Family Foundation, and many other non-profits.

firms in those sectors.

The lack of sex parity was also visible in average

annual sales, shipments or revenue.

In 2018, women-owned firms earned an average of

$1.6million in sales, shipments or revenue;male-owned

firms’ earnings were doubled that at $3.2 million.

With more firms than any other state (742,139),

it’s not surprising that the nation’s most populous

state, California, also had the most women-owned

firms in 2018. California’s 149,927 women-owned

firms employed over 1.3 million workers with $57.4

billion in annual payroll.

In Hawaii, women-owned firms made up 24.7% of

all firms in the state. In Virginia, women-owned firms

made up 23.7%, and in Colorado women-owned firms

made up 22.2% of all firms in the state. In terms of

employment, women-owned firms inMontana made

up 11.0% of all employees in the state.

Women-owned firms in the District of Columbia

reported average annual payroll per employee of

$57,031, higher than the national average of $38,238

for all women-owned firms in the United States.

In addition to ABS data on women-owned em-

ployer businesses, the new Non-Employer Statistics

– Demographics (NES-D) program publishes data

on women-owned non-employer firms, typically

referred to as self-employed. In 2017, 10.6 million

self-employed women-owned firms reported sales,

shipments, or revenue of $286.1 billion.

The NES-D program supplements ABS data and

includes similar breakouts by race, ethnicity and

veteran status of the business owner. It also includes

data of the business itself, including industry clas-

sification, and breakouts by receipts, size and legal

form of organization. Combining both the ABS and

NES-D data gives us the total number of women-

owned firms in the United States.

Some key statistics from the 2017 NES-D:

• Nearly 1.6 million Hispanic women-owned

firms reported sales of $34.7 billion.

• Nearly 3.7 million minority women-owned

firms reported sales of $83.8 billion.

• 142,000 veteran women-owned firms re-

ported sales of $3.1 billion.

Where DoWe Go FromHere?

Asgovernments andcommunities strive to encourage

business ownership by peoplewhomirror the race and

ethnicity of their residents, there is also a push to have

business ownership reflect the gender of theworkforce.

The Census Bureau’s ABS andNES-D provide key

data that federal agencies, for example, can use to

promote business ownership by women. The Small

Business Administration, the Department of Com-

merce’sMinority Business Development Agency, and

the National Women’s Business Council also provide

key resources to encouragewomen-owned businesses,

along with dozens of federal, state, local and private

sector organizations.
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Monica Baumann
Partner

SCALI RASMUSSEN

As a member of Scali Rasmussen’s Data

Protection, Privacy, and Cybersecurity

team,Monica Baumann received certifica-

tion through the International Associa-

tion of Privacy Professionals, the world’s

preeminent organization for credentialing

privacy professionals. The certification

demonstrates one’s understanding of the

laws, regulations, and standards of privacy

and data security in a given discipline.

As a litigator and adviser with extensive

experience in the automotive industry and

consumer environmental litigation, she

also advises dealer clients and litigates all

aspects of dealership legal and regulatory

compliance.

Perica Bell
Managing Director/Head of

Originations, Community

Development Finance

UNION BANK

Perica Bell’s career has focused on fi-

nancing and building successful real es-

tate projects, providing value to external

shareholders and creating attainable,

affordable housing for low/moderate

income residents. Today, within the Real

Estate Industries Group at Union Bank,

she leads the administration of Community

Development Finance’s (CDF) origina-

tions activities throughout the bank’s

footprint. Bell was promoted to this role

earlier in 2021, a reflection of her being

an instrumental leader and contributor

to the success of the CDF team within

Union Bank over the past 11 years.

Simone Collins
Corporate M&A Partner

SKLAR KIRSH LLP

Simone Collins is a partner of Sklar Kirsh

LLP in the Corporate department. Her

practice focuses on mergers and acquisi-

tions, joint ventures and other complex

investment and strategic business trans-

actions. She has extensive experience

advising private companies, private eq-

uity firms and their portfolio companies,

business owners and investors with the

structuring and negotiation of domestic

and cross-border transactions, including

stock and asset acquisitions and disposi-

tions, leveraged buyouts, strategic add-ons,

debt and equity financings, and other

general corporate and business matters.

Kari Cafouros
Strategic Marketing Manager &

Market Research Manager

UCLA

After graduating fromMiami University

in Ohio, Kari Cafouros began her career

in market research consultancy, providing

custom research solutions and extensive

guidance on customer satisfaction surveys.

During her time at Interpret LLC, she

provided quality assurance and research

support for clients in the mobile, technol-

ogy, gaming, theatrical, and home enter-

tainment industries. She currently works

for UCLA Extension’s Engineering and

Digital Tech programs, providing all digital

and traditional marketing and also serves

as the interim market research manager.

Sarah Johnston
Partner

BARNES & THORNBURG LLP

Sarah Johnston is a partner in the Los Angeles office

of Barnes & Thornburg, where she is the co-chair

of the drug and medical device practice within the

firm’s product liability and mass tort practice group.

She focuses her work in the defense of manufacturers

and supply chain entities in complex product liability

matters, with an emphasis on pharmaceutical, medical

device, and consumer product litigations. A skilled

advocate and creative problem-solver, Johnston

works enthusiastically to understand and master

the products she is entrusted to defend.

Nilofar Karbassi
Attorney

LATHROP GPM

Nilofar Karbassi is an associate with a wide range

of experience in complex product liability and toxic

tort litigation, in relation to catastrophic injury and

wrongful death cases. She has a history of represent-

ing clients ranging from Fortune 500 companies to

small businesses and individuals in complex litiga-

tion. Karbassi has represented companies involved in

the manufacturing, sale, and distribution of various

products, including personal care and cosmetics,

pharmaceutical products, automotive parts, surgi-

cal hardware, adhesives, building and construction

materials, and raw materials.

Marie Montmarquet
Co-Founder

MD NUMBERS INC.

Marie Montmarquet is an activist, advocate, and

business owner in the legal cannabis market. She

has a social justice forward mindset that helps shape

her advocacy work. Montmarquet started her first

business venture with her brother Allen Hackett.

Since then they have built a vertically integrated

cannabis company, including acres of cultivation,

processing, nursery, distribution, and delivery. Since

2018, Montmarquet has also become a pro-bono

advisor to the equity community in San Francisco.
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Jessica Nam
VP & Executive Producer, League of Legends

RIOT GAMES

Jessica Nam is the leader behind the most-played

PC video game in the world, League of Legends. As

the vice president and executive producer at Riot

Games, she is responsible for the product strategy

and game development of League, which has over

115 million monthly players. With almost a decade

of working on the title, Nam has led Riot Games

into the future of gaming through first-of-its-kind

in-game collaborations and the continual evolution

of League of Legends’ vision and strategy.

Eliza Langdon Oliver
Associate Attorney

HUDOCK EMPLOYMENT LAW GROUP

Associate Eliza Langdon Oliver is a litigator with

more than 10 years of experience, much of it focused

on employment law. She joined the firm full-time

in 2018 and has become an integral part of the cli-

ent service litigation team. She handles motions,

including arguing motions for summary judgment;

pleadings and discovery; and some depositions.

Langdon Oliver also handles mediations for clients,

attends case conferences, and makes other court

appearances. Her experience includes wage and

hour cases; FEHA discrimination, harassment and

retaliation cases; and class actions.

Angela Ponce de Leon
Founder/President

APEX HOME HEALTH & HOSPICE

Angela Ponce de Leon is the CEO and founder of

Apex Home Health & Hospice Care, one of the

leading home health agencies in California. Ponce

de Leon started her business at age 23, fascinated

by the concept of community-based health care. The

company was founded to support our most vulner-

able seniors and provide jobs to Filipino-immigrant

women and nurses. Seventeen years later, ApexHome

Health & Hospice Care takes pride in having a 97

percent woman workforce.

Brittney Tierce
VP of Operations

XIL HEALTH

In 2018, Brittney Tierce joined XIL Health as Vice

President of Operations, moving into the phar-

macy technology field. She supported the design

and building process of a new pharmacy platform

under the XIL Health umbrella, XIL Impact. This

is a pioneering cloud-based SaaS complex analyt-

ics platform that provides critical data that helps

healthcare companies navigate the complexities of

today’s uncertain pharmaceutical market. Tierce

led the development team through the expansion

of this tool, while also adding two new verticals that

addressed client requests and needs.

Dr. Shanetta Weatherspoon
Executive Director

PEPPERDINE UNIVERSITY

Dr. Shanetta Weatherspoon is a results-oriented,

performance-driven professional with over 14 years

of non-profit management experience. Her entre-

preneurial spirit draws her to opportunities that

empower people. As executive director of the Pep-

perdine Graduate School of Education & Psychology

Foster Grandparent Program, she has expanded the

program exponentially due to her leadership, vision,

and passion. Despite a worldwide pandemic, she grew

the number of AmeriCorps Seniors (community vol-

unteers over the age of 55) from 84 to 168 members.

Eva Yazhari
Founder/CEO, Beyond Capital & General

Partner, Beyond Capital Ventures

BEYOND CAPITAL GROUP

Eva Yazhari, general partner of Beyond Capital Ven-

tures, is a visionary investor, author, and entrepreneur

who leads with meaning, purpose, and consciousness

in each of her endeavors. Her background in venture

capital and asset management includes working on

a founding team that raised and invested more than

$5 billion intoWall Street’s top hedge funds. Yazhari

combined this financial acumen with her passion

for contributing beyond herself to launch Beyond

Capital. Led by conscious leaders, the company offers

a diversified portfolio of Seed & Series A companies

in “need-to-have” sectors.
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Chastity Heyward
PRESIDENT/FOUNDER

SYLVAN LEARNING

CENTER-MURRIETA

C
hastity Heyward is a proven leader in

business and education. She is currently

the franchise owner for Sylvan Learn-

ing Center in Murrieta, CA and has been able to

maintain over 300% growth for the business since

ownership. Additionally, she sits as an advisory

board member for the University of California,

and NAWBO Inland Empire, as well as the School

Site Council for the Temecula Valley Unified

School District.

Heyward involves herself in a variety of other phil-

anthropic, educational, and professional ventures.

Her passion for education and entrepreneurship

has led her to the role of editor for NAWBO IE

Magazine and her compassion for her community

has granted her the opportunity to partner with

multiple non-profit organizations. Her work with

School on Wheels and Care2Rock has helped

to expand educational opportunities, while her

partnership with Life Source Training Institute

& Affordable Counseling improves access to

important mental health services for kids at her

center and the community.

Heyward holds a master’s degree in leadership, a

bachelor’s degree in organizational management,

and is in the process of earning her doctoral degree

in organizational leadership. When not working or

volunteering, she can typically be found spending

time with her husband and two children who inspire

her every day in her goal to cultivate and improve

educational opportunities within her community

and other women business owners.

Meridith Baer
Founder/CEO

MERIDITH BAER HOME

Meridith Baer is the founder and CEO of

Meridith Baer Home, the largest home

staging company in the nation. With

offices in Los Angeles, San Francisco,

New York andMiami, the internationally

recognized firm provides home staging,

interior design, luxury furniture leasing,

and InstaHome services. Meridith Baer

Home has expanded to offer luxury fur-

niture rental and custom interior design

services. Valuing opportunities to give

back to her community, Baer and her

company sponsor important philanthropic

and artistic organizations by donating

furnishings and design services to their

facilities.

Frances Moreno
Co-Founder/Managing Partner

VACO

Frances Moreno is a well-respected Los

Angeles businesswoman and successful

entrepreneur. Her company has achieved

tremendous success and market growth,

while pioneering an innovative corporate

culture based on hermission to help people

advance their careers while achieving true

work-life balance. Moreno co-founded

Vaco in Los Angeles, a talent solutions firm

serving all areas of accounting, finance,

technology and administration. Over

the years, she and her team have added

integral service lines expanding trans-

actional accounting, managed services

and applications development, human

resources, and administrative positions.

Pooja Malik
Partner

NIPUN CAPITAL LP

Pooja Malik, CFA, is a founding partner

and managing member at Nipun Capital,

L.P., an asset management firm with over

$550million in assets under management.

She founded Nipun based on the outlook

that Asia (ex Japan) equity markets would

double in size from 2010 to 2030 as a

portion of global market cap. Investors

were increasingly searching for superior

strategies to capture alpha in Asia. As a

result, Malik sought to build Nipun into

a specialized asset management firm

focused on alpha extraction from Asia

and Emerging Markets.

Christiane Maertens
Founder

DOGOODERY

Christiane Maertens is the founder of

DoGoodery, a consulting agency work-

ing with partners who have an authentic

commitment to doing good, born out of

her passion for creating impactful, social

and environmental programs. Prior to

founding DoGoodery, Maertens helped

lead the design of the first corporate so-

cial responsibility portfolio, mobilizing

millions of young people to take positive

action around the world during her seven-

year tenure. Her company ideates, creates,

and executes initiatives to improve lives

and reduce inequity with empathy, joy-

ful collaboration, and a research-based

approach.
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Allison Long Pettine
MANAGING PARTNER/FOUNDER

RIDGE GROUP INVESTMENTS

Allison Long Pettine is a business executive, in-

vestor, and entrepreneur who’s passionate about

supporting leaders who strive to positively impact

society. She is the managing partner and founder of

Ridge Group Investments (RGI), a private invest-

ment company that’s committed to creating multi-

dimensional wealth with an approach to investing

built on respect, collaboration, and partnership.

She is also a founding partner of Crescent Ridge

Partners, based on the need for more hands-on,

early-stage capital in San Diego. Now, with the

help of Maria Gonzalez-Blanch, Crescent Ridge

focuses on collaborating with founders who are

seeking capital to build a lasting legacy in business.

In addition, Long Pettine is a co-founder of Lymber,

which sold to MindBody in 2017, as well as a co-

founder of Ad Astra Ventures, a fund specifically

focused on investing in female founders of high-

growth start-ups to address the massive gender

imbalances in our society.

Alongside her father and partner John Long (who

founded the L.A.-basedHighridge Partners in 1978),

she leads their SoCal-based investment company

that partners with visionary founders in the early

stages of their businesses. She and her team also

provide growth equity for more mature and proven

businesses and invest in real estate projects in op-

portunity zones.

Because she began her career as one of the first em-

ployees of a medical device start-up, her perspective

on investing goes beyond simply financial risk and

return. Long brings over 15 years of venture capital

experience to each new venture, taking an active

role in her investments. She derives great joy as a

mentor for both Praxis and TechStars and in her

most important role as wife and mother.

She loves working with all types of founders and has

a particular affinity for underestimated founders

who don’t fit the typical ‘start-up entrepreneur’ mold

given her and her partners’ own personal identities.

ENTREPRENEURF I N A L I S T S

HONOREE CEO: SMALL COMPANY

Dorothy Wolpert
Founding Principal

BIRD, MARELLA, BOXER, WOLPERT,

NESSIM, DROOKS, LINCENBERG &

RHOW, P.C.

DorothyWolpert is a founding principal

at the distinguished boutique law firm

Bird, Marella, Boxer, Wolpert, Nessim,

Drooks, Lincenberg & Rhow, P.C. Found-

ing the firm in 1981, she is one of the few

women named principals of her era still

practicing today. Her practice includes

trial experience in copyright infringement,

legal malpractice (as both plaintiff and

defendant), probate matters, post-acqui-

sition disputes, entertainment cases, and

several precedential cases related to the

construction of the Los Angeles subway.

Renee Hill Young
Co-Chairman

QUIGLEY SIMPSON

Renee Hill Young is the co-founder and

owner of Los Angeles-based Quigley-

Simpson, the largest WBENC certified

female-owned agency in the country.With

over $500 million in billings, the agency

has also been a shining example of what

a diverse and inclusive workforce should

look like, and how with DE&I as its North

Star, success naturally follows. She uses

her experience with Quigley-Simpson’s

Diversity & Inclusion characteristics

not only to help further DE&I initiatives

within the agency, but also her clients,

peers and the business community.

Serria Rego
Creator of the Black Wealth Series

BLACK WEALTH MATTERS, AN

EDUCATIONAL SERIES

Serria Rego chose finance as a major when

confronted with the expense of medical

school. She considers herself to be lucky

to not only have a finance degree, which

is rare for women and people of color, but

also to have worked for several different

firms. Her views were also shaped by her

seven years as a domestic and international

model. Now, an advocate for Black Lives

Matter and justice, Rego realizes that

finance is much more than money; it’s

safety, hope and protection.

Sasha Plavsic
Founder/Chief Creative Officer

ILIA BEAUTY

Born in Vancouver and raised in a rural,

oceanside setting, Sasha Plavsic has always

been close to nature. She found herself

in Los Angeles in 2006 and spent several

years working as a branding executive

within the fashion and beauty industries.

Upon examining the ingredient list on her

favorite lip balm, Plavsic was shocked to

discover many of the ingredients were not

safe. The challenge was set – re-create

lip balm so that it would be safe, effec-

tive and natural. This is how the story

of ILIA began.
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Belva Anakwenze
Entertainment Business Manager

and Tax Professional

ABACUS FINANCIAL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

Belva Anakwenze is the principal of Abacus Financial

BusinessManagement, a minority and female-owned

boutique business management company in Los

Angeles. She is an L.A. native and graduated from

UCLA. In the male-dominated financial world, she is

able to reach goals by facing challenges head-on and

speaking in everyday vernacular to ensure complete

transparency and financial climate understanding.

Anakwenze teaches courses to promote fiscal respon-

sibility throughout Southern California. She educates

youth and emerging creatives on financial literacy.

Bonique Edwards
Owner

KALEIDOSCOPE CONSULTING GROUP

Bonique Edwards started Kaleidoscope Digital out

of the breakfast nook of her father’s kitchen. Edwards

started off providing services to Black-owned busi-

nesses. She was compelled to help level the playing

field and close the gap on the digital divide within

her community. Now in her 20th year of business,

Edwards manages a team of engineers, program-

mers and social influencers to help grow brands and

transform images for business owners, non-profits,

and Fortune 500 companies globally.

Jessica Kirchner Flores, AICP
Owner/Managing Principal

IMPACT SCIENCES

Jessica Kirchner Flores is the owner/managing

principal of Impact Sciences, an environmental

planning and analysis firm specializing in CEQA/

NEPA services. She has over 15 years of experience

in environmental analysis for projects covering di-

verse land uses, including commercial, institutional,

affordable housing, transit facilities, and single- and

multi-family residential projects. At Impact Sciences,

she prepares proposals and secures contracts as a

prime- and sub-consultant for million-dollar projects

and clients, including the Los Angeles Department

of City Planning.

Christa Haggai Ramey
Shareholder/Lead Trial Attorney

RAMEY LAW PC

Christa Haggai Ramey, who has spent the majority

of her career representing plaintiffs in personal

injury cases, discovered the lack of resources and

legal representation for bullied children and their

parents when she was forced to intervene to protect

her own child targeted by school bullies. She posted

about the experience on social media, and soon par-

ents from across Southern California were calling

for help. Since then, Ramey has been breaking new

ground in school bullying law.

Angela Reddock-Wright, Esq.
Founder/Managing Partner

REDDOCK LAW GROUP

A practicing attorney for nearly 25 years, Angela

Reddock-Wright is regarded as a “go-to” attorney

and human resources professional when it comes

to any issues dealing with the workplace. She is the

founding and managing partner of the Reddock Law

Group, a boutique, minority, and woman-owned

dispute resolution and investigations law firm based

in downtown Los Angeles. The firm focuses on the

resolution of employment and labor law, Title IX

sexual assault, hazing, and bullying legal claims

through the alternative dispute resolution, investiga-

tion, and other neutral processes.

Amber Romo
Managing Director

NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL

Amber Romo is the managing director of North-

western Mutual’s newest location in Ontario, Cali-

fornia. She has been instrumental in the continued

mentorship, development, and attraction of talented

financial advisors. A career changer, she left behind

a lucrative position in the entertainment industry to

make a greater impact on people’s lives. Over the past

five years, she served as a field director and a growth

and development director for NorthwesternMutual

in downtown Los Angeles, leading a sub-district of

13 advisors.
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Ida Starr
Founder/Owner

CHIP FINANCIAL INC.

Since 2007, Ida Starr has been managing portfolio

support and project services, alongside volunteering

with the elderly and promoting women within her

community. With her skillset, she successfully man-

ages budgeting, development, and implementation of

a range of effective projects. She has demonstrated

her ability to initiate collaborative efforts at all levels

of an organization while striving to provide added

value via performance improvement and quality

project initiatives. Starr is the proud founder and

owner of Chip Financial Inc., an innovative payment

technology agency.

Mercy Steenwyk
President/CEO

FORENSISGROUP INC.

Through a deep sense of purpose, clarity of mission

and the power of company culture based on values,

Mercy Tolentino Steenwyk, founder & CEO of

ForensisGroup, has led the nationwide expert con-

sulting firm for 30 years. Her journey began when

she immigrated from the Philippines. She assists

attorneys and other companies uncover the truth by

bringing the best minds to find out what happened

when things go wrong. Today, ForensisGroup has

served 20,000 clients in 30,000 cases in business,

engineering, construction, environment, and science.

Kimberly Stepp
Principal

STEPP COMMERCIAL

Kimberly R. Stepp is a principal and co-founder with

Stepp Commercial, the leading multifamily broker-

age firm in the Los Angeles market with the sale of

more than $1 billion in properties since its inception.

She founded the company in 2013 with her husband

Robert Stepp and one of very few women that has

ownership of a commercial real estate brokerage

firm in all of California. Stepp’s original approach

to marketing, unrivaled market intel and the loyalty

of her staff and clients fuel Stepp Commercial’s

continued growth.
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Olivia Karpinski
CO-FOUNDER/VICE PRESIDENT

OF SALES AND MARKETING

VIVERA PHARMACEUTICALS

A
s a founding partner of Vivera Pharmaceuti-

cals at the age of 29, Karpinski became one

of the youngest co-founders of a biophar-

maceutical and biotech company. Today, she leads

the company’s business development andmarketing

efforts with agility and precision to stay ahead of the

quickly evolving health care and technology sectors.

Under Karpinski’s helm, Vivera has expanded its

footprint to include six divisions and two additional

Orange County locations. Karpinski has focused on

combining her industry knowledge with a hands-on

operational approach, creating both a comprehensive

and efficient supply chain and diversified distribution

channels for Vivera’s products.

Vivera Pharmaceuticals is an industry-disrupting,

vertically integrated companywith science-driven,

patented technology, clinical trials, manufactur-

ing capabilities, and distribution for its products.

Karpinski has overseen business development and

partnerships, ranging from supply and distribution

channel expansion to Vivera’s clinical trial partner-

ship with Parexel.

To fulfill her passion for encouraging the next gen-

eration of developers and engineers, Karpinski is

involved with Newport Beach-based HEYKUBE,

a programmable STEM product set to roll out to

schools later in 2021. Fundamental toHEYKUBE’s

mission is support for STEM teaching platforms

and contributions to empowering young people,

especially women, to pursue leadership roles in

science, technology, mathematics, and economics.

Karpinski has also been a dedicated advocate and

passionate speaker for the AmericanHeart Associa-

tion (AHA), raising over $80,000 to date through

fundraisers, event walks, and the Miss America

ScholarshipOrganization. Through its philanthropic

non-profit arm, Vivera Cares, the company also

showed its dedication to making a positive differ-

ence for vulnerable communities, first responders,

and front-line health care workers.

COMPANY EXECUTIVES: SMALL COMPANYF I N A L I S T S
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Stephanie Blum
Certified Family Law Specialist

REUBEN RAUCHER & BLUM

Stephanie Blum is a Certified Family Law

Specialist. She obtained her Certificate

of Specialization from the California

Board of Legal Specialization in May

2003 and has practiced exclusively in

the area of family law for over 25 years.

Blum seeks to help those who face the

turmoil, uncertainty and challenges of

a divorce. Though her first preference is

always to mediate spousal, financial and

custody issues, Blum is also a fierce and

relentless opponent in a court of law. She

has frequently appeared on radio and

television shows.

Jennifer Lynne Borow
Partner

SKLAR KIRSH LLP

Jennifer L. Borow is a partner in the

corporate department of Sklar Kirsh

LLP with more than 25 years of broad

transactional law experience.With clients

involved in retail, industrial and financial

services businesses, media, entertainment,

telecommunications, commercial and

residential real estate, Borow has extensive

expertise in the structuring and negotia-

tion of complex strategic transactions,

including the acquisition and disposition

of business assets and formation, capital-

ization and governance of joint ventures,

partnerships, limited liability companies

and other business entities.

Dr. Giovanna Brasfield
Vice President of

Project Diversity & Inclusion

FLATIRON CONSTRUCTION

Dr. Brasfield, commonly known as “Dr. G,”

has over 18 years of experience and serves

as the vice president of Project Diversity

& Inclusion for the Southwest Division

of Flatiron Construction and also serves

as the inclusivity manager for LINXS JV

on the Los AngelesWorld Airport’s Auto-

mated People Mover project. She assists

in meeting contractual requirements on

current projects as well as upcoming proj-

ect pursuits that engage women, diverse

businesses, local workforce, re-entry

programs and youth engagement.

Szu Ann Chen
Partner/Executive Director

HELLO DESIGN

Szu Ann Chen has worked across in-

dustries with consumer brands, B2B

businesses and non-profits in crafting

digital experiences that resonate with

the user and nurturing relationships.

She was promoted to executive director

at Hello Design in 2019, taking on a more

prominent leadership role at the agency,

in addition to being a business partner. In

2021, she was part of the Webby Award

winning team for “The Marvelous Mrs.

Maisel” website.
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Susanne B. Cohen
Partner

HAHN & HAHN LLP

Susanne B. Cohen is a member of the Hahn &Hahn’s

Trust & Estates and Litigation practice groups. She

is experienced in advising and representing clients in

trust and estates and elder financial abuse litigation.

She advises and assists clients with trusts, estates,

and conservatorship administration matters. Cohen

also advises and assists clients with estate and special

needs planning and represents fiduciary clients in

court supervised cases. She has written a number

of published works and routinely participates in

charitable and community leadership and profes-

sional associations.

Brook Harvey-Taylor
Founder/CEO

PACIFICA BEAUTY

Brook Harvey-Taylor has spent her career challeng-

ing the status quo and breaking down boundaries. As

the CEO of Pacifica, a fast growing wellness beauty

company that she and her husband, Billy Taylor,

founded 25 years ago, she leads with compassion for

the planet, animals, and people as her driving force.

A product innovator and clean beauty leader, she is

passionate about natural ingredients, animal rights,

social justice, sustainability, and climate change.

She also believes in accessibility — that everyone

deserves access to the best products and formulas.

Seema Miller
Co-Founder/President

WOLFGANG LLC

Seema Miller has turned data into an art form. As

the co-founder ofWolfgang L.A., she is the president

of an advertising agency that artfully combines both

a business consultancy and creative agency. Con-

necting hidden dots, uncovering fresh insights, and

ruthless distillation has helped her solve business

and brand problems for Fortune 500 companies

for over 25 years. Committed to community service,

Miller has volunteered to prepare and deliver meals

to shelters in every city she has lived in, including

Meals on Wheels in West Los Angeles.

Colleen O’Brien
Principal

SCALI RASMUSSEN

Trial attorney and litigator Colleen O’Brien tries

and resolves lawsuits and challenges related to toxic

torts, catastrophic injury and complex employment

matters. Her experience includes leading a range of

civil litigation, from consumer fraud to defamation to

chemical exposure and personal injury claims. She

defends companies against plaintiffs’ sophisticated

claims involving long-term occupational injury, in-

fectious disease, property damage and groundwater

contamination. A former military prosecutor, O’Brien

guides business clients as first chair, lead counsel

in bench and jury trials in state and federal courts

throughout the U.S.

Candice K. Rogers
Partner

HAHN & HAHN LLP

Candice K. Rogers is a member of Hahn & Hahn

LLP’s litigation practice group. She practices pri-

marily in the area of family law, including premarital

agreements, postnuptial agreements, dissolution of

marriage, property division, custody and support. She

is a Family Law Specialist, certified by the State Bar

of California Board of Legal Specialization, skilled

in handling complex family law matters. Since 2012,

she has also served as a board member of the Harriett

Buhai Center For Family Law.

Leah Solivan
General Partner

FUEL CAPITAL

For nearly 20 years, Leah Solivan has devoted her

career to building and scaling technology products that

have improved the lives of millions of people around

the globe. She is a general partner at FUEL Capital,

where she invests in early-stage startups across a

variety of sectors including consumer technology,

hardware, education, marketplaces, and retail. She’s

passionate about finding founders and teams who

are taking on world-changing ideas, and providing

the support they need to maximize their potential.
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Lynda Berkowitz
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

ILIA BEAUTY

H
aving spent more than 30 years in the

beauty industry in senior roles with

companies like Bobbi Brown Cosmetics,

PerriconeMD, Korres, Too Faced Cosmetics, and

most recently as the CEO and board member of

ILIA Beauty, Lynda Berkowitz has a solid back-

ground that is relationship-based, results-driven

and founded in partnership.

Always loving ‘founder’ built brands for their

authenticity and spirit, starting with when the

business was small or sometimes struggling,

Berkowitz recognizes the value of positioning,

distribution, ability to scale and the need to roll

up your sleeves to get all the jobs done. Passion-

ate about high-spirited, founder-born brands, she

believes you should do what you love.

“The entrepreneurial spirit you find with a creative

founder can’t be taught or learned, it’s like nothing

else in the industry,” she has said. “They’re brave

and have strong conviction – the perfect partner

combination.”

In 2016, Berkowitz joined ILIA Beauty after being

introduced to its founder, Sasha Plavsic, by Alison

Hahn, SVP of Makeup and Fragrance at Sephora.

They both immediately knew that Berkowitz

was what ILIA needed to take the business to

the next level. Known throughout the industry

as a brand maker, business developer and team

builder, her retail partnerships are strategic and

well developed. Berkowitz’s approachable, calm

and logical management style fosters open and

direct communication – perfectly suited for the

chaotic indie brand environment.

She currently resides near ILIA’s headquarters in

Laguna Beach with her husband and dog.

HONOREE CEO: MIDSIZE COMPANY
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Jennifer Barnes
CEO/Founder

OPTIMA OFFICE

Jennifer Barnes is the CEO of Optima

Office, an outsourced accounting and

human resources firm with over 70 em-

ployees. Optima also provides fractional

CFOs and COOs to companies in every

single industry. Since the firm’s inception

in 2018, Optima has received numerous

awards, including “Best Place to Work,”

and had revenues of $4.7 million in their

second full year in business. The company

now offers strategic advisory services,

helping clients identify revenue poten-

tial, increase cash flow and profitability,

prioritize cost-effective improvements,

and operational efficiency.

Julia Lynn Birkel
Partner

HILL FARRER

Julie Lynn Birkel focuses on trust and

estate litigation and trials. She has served

and continues to serve on several com-

mittees for the L.A. County Bar, LACBA

Homeless Service Initiative, Advisory

Committee to Public Guardian and LPS

Conservatorships. Birkel is serving on the

Membership Development and Diversity

and Inclusion Committees of the LACBA

Trusts & Estates section. She has also

served as a volunteer settlement offi-

cer for the Los Angeles Superior Court,

Probate Department: of the Los Angeles

Superior Court.

Mardi Norman
President/CEO

DYNAMIC SYSTEMS, INC.

Under Mardi Norman’s leadership, Dy-

namic Systems, Inc., a technology provider

and systems integrator for mission criti-

cal IT solutions to the public sector, has

grown to be a stable corporation with

$200 million in annual revenue and a

culture based on teamwork and exceed-

ing customer’s needs. She also founded

LOFTAcademy, a non-profit organization

dedicated to recognizing customization

not standardization, as the path to learning

success. In addition, Norman has served

on two partner advisory boards of Fortune

500 companies.

Ryan Stern
Co-Founder/CEO

COLLECTIVELY

Ryan Stern is the CEO and head of brand

partnerships at Collectively, a leading

global influencer marketing agency that

was Influencer Marketing Awards’ Best

Large Agency for 2020. Under Stern’s

leadership as CEO, Collectively has ex-

perienced significant growth and earned

the position of “agency of record for in-

fluencer marketing” among multi-billion

dollar brands. In July 2020, Collectively

joined You &Mr. Jones, the world’s lead-

ing Brandtech group, to grow its global

footprint and expand its tech-enabled

innovation.

Courtney Poulos
Broker/Owner/CEO

ACME REAL ESTATE

Courtney Poulos is the visionary behind

ACMEReal Estate. She is a member of the

Forbes Real Estate Council and a panelist

at Inman Connect, Awesome Females in

Real Estate, and the California Association

of RealtorsWomanUP! Initiative. She has

appeared on television — both as the host

of FYI’s “My City’s Just Not That Into

Me” and in season 12 of Bravo’s “Million

Dollar Listing Los Angeles.” She also

wrote “Break Up!With Your Rental: The

Professional Woman’s Guide to Building

Wealth Through Real Estate.”

Ingrid Otero-Smart
President/CEO

CASANOVA/MCCANN

Born and raised in Puerto Rico, Ingrid

Otero-Smart has over 30 years of advertis-

ing experience in the U.S. Hispanic market

and Puerto Rico. She joined Casanova

Pendrill in August of 2008 as president/

CEO. The agency re-branded as Casanova/

McCann in 2016 and she acquired the

majority stake from Interpublic Group

in 2020, making Casanova a minority-

owned agency once again. At Casanova,

Otero-Smart leads the agency operations,

managing offices in Costa Mesa, New

York, Detroit, and field teams in Dallas

and Chicago.

Nicole McMackin
Chief Executive Officer

IRVINE TECHNOLOGY

CORPORATION

Nicole McMackin is the CEO of Irvine

Technology Corporation, a national tech-

nology solutions and staffing firm based

in Orange County. She is a partner in

ITC, leading the company for the past

15 years. She is attributed to making

Irvine Technology Corporation one of the

most successful firms, not only in Orange

County but in the United States. When

McMackin took over ITC, the company

had 15 employees locally and now boasts

over 200. Nicole oversees all internal

operations, brand development, strategic

planning and implementation.

Jean Freeman
Principal/CEO

ZAMBEZI

As principal and CEO of LA-based Zam-

bezi, Jean Freeman leads the largest

woman-owned full-service advertising

agency in the U.S. While this has been

an extremely challenging time for the

advertising industry, it has been one of

significant growth and evolution for Zam-

bezi. Billings increased by 40%, including

huge growth in themedia department, with

billings expected to exceed $75 million in

2021. The agency also brought on six new

clients, including Google Fiber, Traeger

Grills and AT&T, and had no client losses.



SAFEGUARDING

THE NEXT

GENERATION OF

INSPIRATIONAL

WOMEN

SC
Translating Science into Solutions for Better Health

CTSI

Congratulations to the Los Angeles Times’ 2021

Inspirational Women awardees. USC is committed

to safeguarding the next generation of inspirational

leaders. At city-run sites, and across our campuses,

USC has distributed over 800,000 COVID-19 vaccines

to the Los Angeles community. The COVID-19

vaccine is safe, effective, free, and widely available.

We encourage you to visit Vaccinate.LA.info to

schedule your vaccine or booster shot, today!

Congratulations to the Los Angeles Times B2B Publishing

& Events 2021 Inspirational Women awardees.

USC is committed to safeguarding the next generation

of inspirational leaders. At city-run sites, and across our

campuses, USC has distributed over 800,000 COVID-19

vaccines to the Los Angeles community. The COVID-19

We encourage you to visit Vaccinate.LA.info to

schedule your vaccine or booster shot, today!

vaccine is safe, effective, free, and widely available.
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Alexa Tonner
CO-FOUNDER/CHIEF

OPERATING OFFICER

COLLECTIVELY

A
lexa is the co-founder & COO of Collec-

tively, a leading global influencer marketing

agency that was Influencer Marketing

Awards’ Best Large Agency for 2020 and named to

Fast Company’s 2018Most Innovative Companies

in Marketing and Advertising list.

Tonner is passionate about helping brands navigate

and master the world of influencer marketing and

built a strategic, multi-disciplinary team to help

clients succeed. Before co-founding Collectively

in 2013, Tonner managed influencer communities

and brand-influencer partnerships for ad networks,

including Mode Media, Federated Media, and

Foodbuzz. In addition to her work at Collectively

earning awards at the Glossy’s, OMMAs,WOMMYs,

Effies, Pearl and Echo Awards, she was named to

the SF Egoist’s 32 Under 32 and has contributed to

media conversations about the state of marketing

in publications including TheWall Street Journal,

WWD, and Digiday. She holds a bachelor’s degree

in English Literature from Reed College.

Tonner and her team discovered the power of

influencer marketing in 2007 — when Twitter

was the darling of SXSW and Instagram wasn’t

even an idea. At a digital media start-up, she and

her team launched some of the earliest influencer

campaigns connecting Fortune 100 brands with star

bloggers and their super-engaged audiences. She

didn’t know it at the time, but she was inventing a

powerful new way to market products and ideas.

In 2013, Tonner and her team launched Collec-

tively with a single vision — offer brand marketers

a more successful way to communicate through

influential voices on social media.

Today, with offices in San Francisco and New

York, a global client list, and a bookcase full of

awards, Collectively continues to define one of

the fastest growing, rapidly evolving marketing

practices of our time.

HONOREE COMPANY EXECUTIVES: MIDSIZE COMPANY
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Barbara Gadbois
Partner

GIBBS GIDEN LOCHER TURNER

SENET & WITTBRODT

Barbara R. Gadbois is a senior partner at

the Gibbs Giden Law Firm in Los Angeles,

with over 35 years of experience in public

and private construction law. She con-

centrates her practice in the development

andmanagement of construction projects,

including drafting and negotiation of bid

and contract documents, procurement

issues, public works, competitive bidding

requirements, bid protest issues, pre-

qualification, project delivery methods,

design-build projects, risk allocation in

contracts, claims avoidance, and proj-

ect closeout.

Gillian Hayes
Vice Provost for Graduate Education

& Dean of the Graduate Division

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, IRVINE

Gillian R. Hayes was named the third vice

provost for graduate education and dean of

the Graduate Division of UCI on Septem-

ber 1, 2019. A member of the UCI faculty

since 2007, Hayes previously served as the

Robert A. and Barbara L. Kleist Chair in

Informatics, with additional appointments

in the School of Education and School of

Medicine. Her multidisciplinary research

interests focused on leveraging innova-

tive information technologies to support

vulnerable populations.

Bonnie E. Eskenazi
Partner

GREENBERG GLUSKER LLP

Bonnie Eskenazi, a partner in Greenberg

Glusker’s Entertainment Litigation prac-

tice, regularly handles some ofHollywood’s

most high profile and landmark entertain-

ment disputes for some of the industry’s

leading performers, directors, writers,

producers, rights holders, studios and

talent agents. Her passion for advancing

the careers of women led her to join the

board of Women In Film and create and

launch its sexual harassment Help Line,

which includes a pro bono legal aid panel

in addition to therapeutic assistance for

survivors of sexual harassment in the

entertainment industry.

Christine Deschaine
Senior Vice President

KENNEDY WILSON BROKERAGE

With a prolific track record spanning

nearly 30 years in commercial real es-

tate brokerage, Christine Deschaine is

senior vice president at KennedyWilson

Brokerage, a division of Kennedy-Wilson

Properties, Ltd., specializing in the leas-

ing and sale of retail property. She has 30

years’ experience in tenant and landlord

representation and has worked extensively

in urban redevelopment with Los Ange-

les’ most prominent retail developers,

including Santa Monica’s Third Street

Promenade, Montana Avenue, Downtown

Burbank, Hollywood Boulevard, Marina

del Rey, and Culver City.



We honor the extraordinary women like 

Betsy Mashburn (high-school teacher) and 

Yvette Lercher (devoted mother) who 

inspired us early on to realize our full potential 

and to be a positive influence in the world.

Lore
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Mari-Anne Kehler
Partner/Chief Strategy Officer

GHJ

Partner and chief strategy officer Mari-

Anne Kehler, CDP, leads GHJ’s growth

strategy for business development and

marketing, including the client experi-

ence. With over 30 years of experience,

she successfully expands business through

action by applying an integrated, client-

centric approach. Kehler has been active

in the community, especially for disability

awareness, for almost two decades. She

has produced thoughtware and presented

at a number of conferences on topics such

as DEI, growth, branding and marketing

strategies.

Jo-E Lopez
Vice President

SNYDER LANGSTON

Jo-E Lopez is vice president and partner

for Snyder Langston, the second female to

achieve executive level at one of Southern

California’s largest and most respected

builders. She oversees market sector

strategic planning, marketing, public

relations, client relations and business

development activities, helping lead a firm

with more than $400 in million annual

volume. She is also one of three company

leaders chosen to carry out the future

of the firm. Lopez has been a leader in

creating and cultivating the company’s

positive culture.

Laura K. McAvoy
Partner

MUSICK, PEELER & GARRETT

Laura K.McAvoy is a partner in the firm’s

Ventura County office with specialized fo-

cus in the areas of corporate, limited liabil-

ity company and partnership counsel; oil

and gas, real estate, estate planning, long

range family management planning and

trust administration; purchases and sales

of businesses and general business law.

Her extensive experience includes general

oil and gas leasing and other business

matters, general contract negotiations,

family wealth and estate planning, trust

administration and real estate matters.

Felicia R. Meyers
Founding Partner

MEYER OLSON LOWY MEYERS

Felicia R. Meyers is a Los Angeles high-

asset divorce attorney who handles high

conflict and custody matters. Meyers’

work with the firm focuses primarily on

complex litigation and trials, leveraging

her extensive experience as a civil litigator

prior to MOLM. She has led successful

legal efforts relating to cutting edge family

law issues such as international move-away

cases, custody cases and high-asset cases.

Over the past several years, Meyers has

been involved in diverse, complex trials

in courtrooms across California.
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Nicole Stan
Director

COHNREZNICK

After a number of years developing her

career as an accountant, Nicole Stan

decided to join CohnReznick as an audit

director. She has become a leading voice

of CohnReznick’s Los Angeles office,

particularly when it comes to challenges

that women face in the workplace. She

has taken a leadership role in various

firm committees, including the Executive

Women’s Forum, which focuses on educa-

tion, mentoring, support and advancement

among the CohnReznick women as well

as women in the community.

Fiona Tam
Chief Financial Reporting &

Policy Officer

VELOCITY FINANCIAL, INC.

Fiona Tam is the chief financial reporting,

policy & Sarbanes-Oxley (“SOX”) officer

for Velocity Financial, Inc., an NYSE-trad-

ed public, commercial mortgage company.

Also, she coordinates Velocity’s Internal

Audit function. Tam is a licensed CPA

in the state of California and a member

of the California Board of Accountancy

Peer Review Oversight Committee. She

brings over 20 years’ financial experience

to Velocity, including as a Senior Audit

Manager at KPMG and first VP of SOX

at PennyMac, where she established a

Sarbanes-Oxley program for two public

financial institutions.

Ellia Thompson
Partner and Chair of the

Land Use Department

ERVIN COHEN & JESSUP LLP

Ellia Thompson has spent the last 20 years

working with the federal government,

media outlets and in private practice as

a land use attorney. She concentrates her

practice on land use, planning and zoning

regulations, governmental administrative

law and local housing laws. Her clients

come for her extensive experience in land

use entitlements, with particular emphasis

on zoning and subdivisions, governmental

administrative law, community outreach,

projects located in the hillside and histori-

cal areas and environmental compliance,

especially in relation to the California

Environmental Quality Act (CEQA).

Natalie Tronkina
Partner

COHNREZNICK

Natalie Tronkina is a partner and member

of CohnReznick’s Transactional Advisory

Services practice, based in the Los Angeles

office. She has 15 years of transactional

advisory experience, focusing primarily on

buy and sell-side due diligence for private

equity funds, lenders, and strategic buy-

ers and sellers. Her areas of focus include

performing quality of earnings, net working

capital assessments, preparing pro-forma

financial statements, performing profitability

and bridging analyses, evaluating financial

reporting infrastructures, and recommending

best practices for technology, healthcare,

manufacturing and distribution, consumer

products and services, and business services.

Joan B. Velazquez
Partner/Chair of the

Real Estate Department

ERVIN COHEN & JESSUP LLP

Joan B. Velazquez is a partner and chair of the Ervin

Cohen & Jessup Real Estate Department. Too many

lawyers spend time telling their clients what cannot

be done. As the chair of Ervin Cohen & Jessup’s real

estate practice, Velazquez is a creative problem solver

and proven deal maker who never loses sight of her

clients’ business goals. She understands that her

job is to mitigate her client’s legal risks while letting

them realize the business opportunity in every deal.

Alyssa Weinberger
Senior Managing Director

LIDO ADVISORS

AlyssaWeinberger is senior managing director and

chief marketing officer of Lido Advisors, where she is

part of the senior management team. She is a third

generation CPA who started her career at Rothstein

Kass & Co. (now KPMG). Weinberger joined Lido

Advisors, LLC in 2004 and became a CFP in 2005.

Working in a male dominated industry, she became

the first female partner of Lido Advisors. Also, she

successfully ran the Operations and Marketing

team, leading to her current role as Senior Manag-

ing Director.

Ginger Wilson
Chief Operating Officer

WENDEL ROSEN LLP

With over 25 years of experience in operations and

human resources, Wendel Rosen’s COO, Ginger

Wilson, has led organizational development and

culture change in law firms and healthcare systems

throughout California. Her unique ability to develop

leaders and invest in human capital is exemplary.

Wilson is outcome-oriented and applies her busi-

ness acumen to every project she undertakes. She

routinely leads essential HR initiatives to align with

the firm’s strategic goals. Wilson also oversees the

firm’s finance, marketing, and IT departments, in

addition to managing all vendor and third-party

business relationships.



Pathways LA congratulates our CEO, Tamika Farr, for her
nomination for the Inspirational Women Forum and Awards!

Are you looking for free or reduced-cost child care? Do you need help finding the child
care provider that’s right for your family? Pathways LA can help! Pathways LA believes
every family should have access to high-quality child care, regardless of income.

Learn more at: https://pathwaysla.org/for-parents/
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Rima Nashashibi
FOUNDER/PRESIDENT

GLOBAL HOPE 365

R
ima Nashashibi is founder and president

of Global Hope 365, a local non-profit

dedicated to ending harmful practices

towards women and girls such as child marriage,

human trafficking, and other forms of gender-based

violence. She is an internationally recognized speaker

and a political and community leader/activist

with more than 20 years of experience in public

speaking, conducting seminars, and media appear-

ances – nationally and internationally – promoting

openness, equal opportunity, tolerance, fairness,

and justice for persons of all genders, ethnicity,

religious backgrounds, and political persuasions.

Nashashibi has been hosted by the U.S. Depart-

ment of State as a guest speaker in places such as

Jerusalem, Qatar, Bahrain, and Kuwait. In addition,

she trained the women in Saudi Arabia in August

2015 on how to run for office in anticipation of the

historical election held in December 2015 where

women participated for the first time in the history

of the Kingdom.

She serves on the Board of Directors of the United

Nations Association of Orange County, the Inter-

national Visitors Council of Los Angeles (IVCLA),

a non-profit committed to creating a world of peace

and prosperity through Citizen Diplomacy, and

is currently a member of the Advisory Board of

Friends of UNRWA, USA, and ANERA. Also, she

is a past co-chair of the International Development

Committee and task force leader of the World

Trade Week Breakfast and Forum of the Greater

Irvine Chamber of Commerce.

Nashashibi was president of the Insurance Pro-

fessionals of Orange County (IPOC) from 2019-

2020, president of the National Women Political

Caucus – Orange County Chapter, vice chair of the

Democratic Party of Orange County for 10 years,

and a partner in SelectFirst Insurances Services, a

boutique insurance agency providing commercial

insurance to businesses.

HONOREE NON-PROFIT EXECUTIVE
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Kelly Bruno
Chief Executive Officer

NATIONAL HEALTH

FOUNDATION (NHF)

Kelly Bruno, president and CEO of the

National Health Foundation (NHF), is a

proven leader in the non-profit arena, with

over 20 years of experience at the forefront

of her field. NHF provides recuperative

care services to the Los Angeles home-

less population and develops programs to

combat poverty and improve the health of

all people. In her role, Bruno guides the

strategic vision, growth, and development

of all aspects of NHF’s operations. Prior

to joining NHF, Bruno served as vice

president of ONEgeneration.

Lyn MacEwen Cohen
President

FIRST-IN FIRE FOUNDATION

LynMacEwen Cohen founded the First-

In Fire Foundation as a public service

benefit non-profit in 2008. Its mission is

to connect local citizens to their local fire

stations. In 2020, when the pandemic first

began, she seized upon the opportunity

for public service wherever there was

need – and it continues. The Foundation

has never been busier in 2021. To provide

a respite for the firefighters at the height

of the pandemic in 2020, Cohen created

the “Firehouse Dinners” program, which

purchased prepared meals from revenue

stressed local restaurants and merchants.

Tamika Farr
Chief Executive Officer

PATHWAYS LA

Tamika Farr is the chief executive officer

of Pathways L.A. a non-profit organization

committed to the healthy development

and school readiness of young children

from disadvantaged communities. She

is a strategically focused CEO holding a

bachelor’s degree in child development,

a master’s degree in business adminis-

tration, an executive leadership certi-

fication from Cornell University, and

over 13 years of non-profit executive

management experience. Farr believes

that marginalized children and adults

hold talent and resilience to aid in their

success and the advancement of their

families and communities.

Rebecca Lienhard
Chief Executive Officer

TIERRA DEL SOL

Rebecca Lienhard joined Tierra Del Sol

in 1990. Over the course of her tenure,

she has championed inclusion and value

for people with disabilities through their

unique contributions to our communities.

Lienhard leads with dedication, conviction,

and open-mindedness, always prioritizing

the needs and goals of those served. She

has successfully instilled Tierra’s values

of person-centeredness, passion, honesty,

respect, and full-engagement, among its

300 member staff. Her ability to see the

true potential in others and the contribu-

tions they can make are inspiring to all

who know her.

Shaista Malik
Founding Executive Director,

Susan Samueli Integrative

Health Institute/Associate Vice

Chancellor for Integrative Health

UC IRVINE

Dr. Shaista Malik has been highly active on the

national frontlines of integrative health research

and therapy, she leads by wearing several hats at

UC Irvine – sees patients as a physician; teaches

medical students, residents and fellows; conducts

clinical research and oversees the SSIHI, the institute

leading this emerging health discipline. Her skill

in leading cross-enterprise teams to innovate and

cement a science-based, whole-person approach

to patient care is a testament to her expertise and

professionalism.

Christine Walker-Bowman
Co-President

FARMERS & MERCHANTS BANK FOUNDATION

ChristineM.Walker-Bowman has served F&MBank

for over 15 years. Her initial experience in the fam-

ily business began the day after she graduated high

school when she started as a teller at the Fullerton

branch. After graduating from Westmont College,

she worked for several companies before returning

to F&M in 2004. Today, she is focused on the global

F&MBrand, its corporate holdings and strategic expan-

sion. Walker-Bowman also serves as co-president of

the F&MBank Foundation and enjoys giving back to

various non-profits throughout Southern California.

Nichol T. Whiteman
Chief Executive Officer

LOS ANGELES DODGERS FOUNDATION

As CEO of the Los Angeles Dodgers Foundation

(LADF), Nichol Whiteman leads the organization’s

vision and implements its brand of “Bigger Than

Baseball,” a significant commitment to America’s

most diverse metropolitan area, where systemic

social injustices historically excluded team sports,

safe areas for play, and engagement of community

residents in planning activities and events to promote

youth development. Using the iconic Dodger brand,

Whiteman strategically positions LADF to amplify

issues and promote solutions related to the crippling

poverty so many in Los Angeles face.



Tierra del Sol
congratulates
Rebecca Lienhard
for being recognized as a
2021 Inspirational
Women Forum and Awards
Finalist by Los Angeles Times
B2B Publishing & Events.

Tierra proudly celebrates 50 years of inclusion and value for all individuals with
developmental disabilities through creative pathways to employment, education, and
the arts. Tierra has decades of experience with job training, placement, and long-term

support services. We are here to help you meet your diversity goals.

1. Enthusiastic Employees

2. Lower Turnover

3. Tax Credits. Incentives. Reimbursements

4. ImprovedWorkplace Attitude

5. We Do The Training

6. Free Job Coaching

7. Boost Productivity

8. Gain Exposure and Build Your Brand

9. Become A Leader

10. Help The Community While You Help

Your Business

Top Ten Reasons to Hire
a Tierra Associate:

t ierradelsol .org
For details regarding employment partnerships, contact Tierra’s

CEO Rebecca Lienhard at rlienhard@tierradelsol.org.
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Sarah Wilson
Executive Director

HARVEST HOME LOS ANGELES

SarahWilson has faithfully led Harvest Home since

2013. Under her leadership, the institution Los Ange-

les has grown from a residential home for unhoused

expectant mothers in Venice serving 10 women and

their babies at a time into a multi-site organization.

Harvest Home currently provides housing and up to

six months of postpartum security for mothers in Los

Angeles. More than 5,000 women every year find

themselves homeless and pregnant in Los Angeles

County. Harvest Home provides 10 out of the only

70 beds available.

Donella Wilson
President/Chief Philanthropy Officer

GHJ FOUNDATION

DonellaWilson is a distinguished leader in her field

and the Los Angeles community. She has dedicated her

20-year career, time and expertise to the non-profit

industry. As President and Chief Philanthropy Officer

of GHJ Foundation, Donella uses her platform to be

a vehicle of change. Wilson is a dedicated member

of the Los Angeles nonprofit community through

her work, board membership and volunteerism. She

was integral in the creation of GHJ Foundation, the

firm’s vehicle for purposeful and proactive giving to

the community.

Alyce Morris Winston
Founder/CEO

THE JEFFREY FOUNDATION/

SPECIAL CHILD USA

The Jeffrey Foundation was started in 1972 by Alyce

Morris Winston. At the time, Winston was a young

mother who could not find daycare for her adopted

son Jeffrey, who had muscular dystrophy. What

began as an informal recreation and support group

has evolved into an internationally acclaimed agency

and pioneer in improving and enriching the lives of

physically and developmentally disabled children.

Sadly, Jeffrey died in 1980, however the foundation

that bears his name has become amulti-million dollar

childcare center providing services to thousands of

special needs children and their families.
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Donna Langley
CHAIRMAN

UNIVERSAL FILMED

ENTERTAINMENT GROUP

A
s chairman of Universal Filmed Entertain-

ment Group (UFEG), Donna Langley,

DBE, continues to impact culture and

champion unique storytelling across a plethora

of content platforms while at the helm of one of

the world’s premier studios. She is responsible for

global business strategy across Universal Pictures,

DreamWorks Animation, Focus Features, Universal

Pictures International, and Universal Pictures Home

Entertainment along with being a key member

of the NBCUniversal executive leadership team.

For nearly two decades, Langley has distinguished

Universal as the home to a generation of emerging

filmmakers and content creators who champion

original and inclusive narratives that reflect the

global experience. Langley’s vision has resulted in

record global profit for the studio, including the

most profitable years in its 107-year history. Her

leadership recently kicked off a post-COVID sum-

mer at the cinemas, allowing Universal to reignite

and dominate the box office by delivering dynamic

entertainment for audiences of all ages and tastes.

These films included “F9,” DreamWorks Animation’s

“The Boss Baby: Family Business” and Blumhouse’s

“The Forever Purge,” which occupied the top three

spots at the domestic box office over the July 4th

weekend – accounting for 77% of the overall gross.

This marked the first time Universal films have

gone back-to-back-to-back on the weekend charts

in more than three decades – another testament

to Langley’s unparalleled innovation and vision.

During the COVID-19 pandemic, Langley repre-

sented the film and media community to get the

industry safely back to work as part of Los Angeles

County’s Economic Resilience Task Force. Work-

ing alongside other key figures, she oversaw the

composition of a safety guide (now the industry

standard) for “JurassicWorld: Dominion” to return

to production in the U.K., becoming the first film

to do so since the pandemic shutdown.

HONOREE CEO: LARGE COMPANY
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Kavitha Bhatia, MD, MMM,
FAAP, FACHE

President/Chair,

Prime Healthcare Foundation &

Chief Medical Officer of Strategy

PRIME HEALTHCARE

Kavitha Bhatia, MD,MMM, FAAP, FACHE, is presi-

dent and chair of Prime Healthcare Foundation, a

not-for-profit public charity, and chief medical officer

of strategy for Prime Healthcare, an award-winning

health system with 45 hospitals in 14 states. Dr.

Bhatia is also founding vice chair of the Board of the

California University of Science andMedicine, one

of the nation’s newest medical schools founded by

Prime Healthcare Foundation. Dr. Bhatia earned her

medical degree from the UCLA School of Medicine.

Teresa Campbell
President/CEO

SAN DIEGO COUNTY

CREDIT UNION (SDCCU)

Teresa Campbell serves as president and CEO of San

Diego County Credit Union. Before Campbell joined

SDCCU, she served eight years as the president/

CEO of Golden 1 Credit Union headquartered in

Sacramento. During her tenure there, the credit union

grew from $4.2 billion in assets with 65 branches to

in excess of $7 billion in assets with 84 branches.

Campbell serves on the Department of Financial

Protection and Innovation, CU Advisory Committee.

She previously served two years on the Consumer

Financial Protection Bureau from 2018 to 2020, as

well as the Credit Union Advisory Council.

Victoria E. Carr-Brendel
Group Vice President (GVP), Cochlear Implants

of Sonova and President of Advanced Bionics

ADVANCED BIONICS

Dr. Victoria E. Carr-Brendel, Ph.D., is an accom-

plished medical device executive with vast experience

across several therapeutic areas, in both 510K and

PMA devices. She started her career as a scientist in

research and development and took on increasingly

larger business and management roles throughout

her career. She holds a Ph.D. in microbiology and

immunology from University of Illinois at Chicago.

She joined the company Advanced Bionics from

JenaValve Technology, a global and innovative trans-

catheter heart valve company, where she became

CEO in mid-2015.



Kavitha Bhatia, MD, MMM, FAAP, FACHE
President and Chair, Prime Healthcare Foundation &
Chief Medical Officer of Strategy, Prime Healthcare

Congratulations Dr. Kavitha Bhatia
President, Prime Healthcare Foundation

2021 Inspirational Women Awards Finalist
by L.A. Times B2B Publishing & Events
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Ann McElaney-Johnson
President

MOUNT SAINT MARY’S UNIVERSITY

Dr. Ann McElaney-Johnson is president of Mount

Saint Mary’s University, the only women’s university

in Los Angeles and one of the most diverse in the

nation. She is recognized as a thought leader for the

advancement of women and a champion for innovative

teaching and learning. As president, she identified

gender equity, wellness, diversity and inclusion as her

top priorities. Dr. McElaney-Johnson’s institutional

orientation towards inclusive excellence supports

and advocates for the full inclusion and flourishing

of all members of the MSMU community.

Julie Michael
Chief Executive Officer

TEAM ONE

Julie Michael is the CEO of Team One, a fully inte-

grated media, digital, and communications agency for

premium brands. Michael is both fiercely competitive

and “Minnesota nice,” which lends TeamOne’s clients

the benefit of her tenacity and flair for making the

seemingly impossible possible. She has led dozens of

integrated marketing programs for modern brands,

from launching the car-of-the-future with Steven

Spielberg to giving affluent consumers permission

to fly private jets again. Protecting pricing power and

shifting market share for clients drives her.

Erin Riley
Chief Executive Officer

TBWA\CHIAT\DAY LOS ANGELES

Erin Riley has fueled the growth of TBWA\Chiat\

Day Los Angeles since she became president of the

award-winning creative agency in 2016. With an

amazing legacy and reputation, Riley’s mission is to

define the next chapter of Chiat\Day LA and create

a legacy today that future generations will see. In the

last year, she led the agency with strength, resilience,

transparency and empathy as it navigated the pan-

demic and helped its clients face their challenges.



S
ince 1925, Mount Saint
Mary’s University has

provided a transformational
educational experience for
women seeking to become
leaders in their communities.

We celebrate Mount Saint
Mary’s President, Dr. Ann
McElaney-Johnson, and all
of the nominees and winners
of the 2021 Inspirational
Women Forum and Awards.

MSMU.EDU
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Sarah Robertson
Global President

RUFUS, POWERED BY INITIATIVE

Sarah Robertson has been recently promoted to be

the global president of Rufus, the IPG media and

communications agency dedicated to Amazon’s

business, now overseeing a team of nearly 1,000

staff in more than 20 countries. This follows a two-

year stint initially as president for the entire U.S.

domestic account, and then additionally running the

international work at Rufus for the Amazon Prime

Video line of business. She has now been appointed

as the most senior executive for Amazon Media at

IPG following a rocket ship career.

Laurie Sewell
President/CEO

SERVICON SYSTEMS, INC.

Laurie Sewell is president and CEO of Servicon, a

provider of exemplary custodial, environmental, and

maintenance services for complex facilities based in

Culver City. Considered a disrupter in an industry

that has traditionally been an after-thought, Sewell

is working to shift the conventional perception of

custodial services to wellness, sustainability, and

employee engagement using innovative analytic

technologies and training. She was a stakeholder

in the development of the GS-42 Green Seal, which

established the universal industry standard for

green cleaning.

Denise Verret
CEO/Zoo Director

LOS ANGELES ZOO

Denise Verret, CEO and Zoo Director of the Los

Angeles Zoo, has over 20 years of executive lead-

ership experience. Her vision for the zoo is rooted

in relationships and partnerships that engage the

Los Angeles community broadly and meaningfully

along with transforming the zoo from a destination

to a vital community resource. Verret is passionate

about conservation, community engagement and

diversity, equity, inclusion and justice. Mentoring and

giving back to people of color, (POC), particularly

women, on their own leadership journeys enriches

her continued leadership growth and development.



Servicon’s Laurie Sewell
Creates a Culture of Caring

We are pleased to announce that Servicon

President & CEO, Laurie Sewell, was selected

as a finalist for the Los Angeles Times B2B

Publishing InspirationalWomen Award. She

is both proud and humbled to be among a

group of such accomplishedwomen.

Throughout the COVID-19 pandemic,

Servicon has stayed true to its purpose: to

elevate the industry and to provide clean,

healthy environments for people to thrive.

Despite the personal danger and challenges

posed by the pandemic, the Servicon team

has provided much-needed infection-
prevention services 24/7 for critical facilities
throughout Southern California and beyond.

In the past 12 months, the woman-
owned and operated firm hired over 400
employees, primarily in the environmental
services (EVS) healthcare sector. Of these
new hires, 45% were employee and client
referrals. Meanwhile, more than 10% of
employees have been with Servicon for
more than 15 years. The organization boasts
a 79% employee retention rate—50% above
the industry average.

The company’s success and the dedication
of Servicon employees are directly
attributable to Sewell’s successful servant
leadership style and the culture of caring she
has fostered throughout the company, from
the frontline workers to top management.

“People will rally around a purpose when
they know their work is important and that
you care about them,” Sewell says. “My role
is to make our employees know their value
and to help them succeed.”

Sewell is committed to leading by example.
This year, Servicon achieved a dream of
opening a philanthropic arm, Servicon
Cares. The new foundation has already
donated $500K in scholarships and other
programs aimed at improving the lives
of its 98% minority workforce and their
communities. This assistance is in addition
to the generous benefits Servicon already
offers eligible employees, including a
401(k), affordable healthcare and a wage
above competitors.

“We’ve done well by doing
right for nearly 50 years,
so we know our business
strategyworks,” Sewell said.
“However, it is critical that we
continue to adapt and work
hard to become even better.”

To learnmore, visit servicon.com
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Linda Duncombe
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT/

CHIEF MARKETING, PRODUCT AND

DIGITAL OFFICER

CITY NATIONAL BANK

W
hen the COVID-19 pandemic started,

Linda Duncombe and her team found

ways to reassure City National’s clients

and communities that the bank would continue

to support them. Through marketing campaigns

and virtual events, Duncombe amplified how City

National was assisting clients and communities

through an incredibly challenging time. The move

helped protect the bank’s image as a safe, strong

and stable financial institution and enhanced its

reputation for putting clients and communities

first. She made sure the CEO spoke out often

and strongly on the murder of George Floyd, civil

unrest and other diversity, equity and inclusion

(DEI) topics.

Duncombe also accelerated City National’s digital

transformation.When COVID-19 hit, the bank saw

an 800% increase in the use of digital channels as

clients stayed home. In June 2020, Duncombe’s

team launched a reimagined and highly acclaimed

mobile app, which was accessed more than 700,000

times in its first five months. They also launched

a redesigned cnb.com in April 2021, transforming

the site into an interactive online branch with new

ways for prospects to engage with bankers.

Under Duncombe, City National became in Janu-

ary 2020 the first issuer in the U.S. to launch a

virtual Visa commercial credit card solution with

fintech Extend that generates on-demand virtual

cards for simple, secure, contactless payments.

She also helped the bank automate Paycheck

Protection Program (PPP) processes. Her team

built two online portals: one for agents applying

for referral fees and another for clients applying

for loan forgiveness. For the second round, they

built an online application system to reduce manual

processes and help clients apply faster. Thanks to

these efforts, the bank funded more than 9,800

second-round PPP loans worth nearly $1.6 billion.

HONOREE COMPANY EXECUTIVES: LARGE COMPANY



WEDBUSH SECURITIES

CELEBRATES KIRSTEN FRAUNCES

FOR BEING RECOGNIZED AS A

2021 INSPIRATIONAL WOMEN

FORUM AND AWARDS FINALIST,

EXECUTIVE - LARGE COMPANY,

BY THE LOS ANGELES TIMES

B2B PUBLISHING.

California made.
Supporters of the
Golden State since 1955.

CONGRATULATIONS KIRSTEN!

Serving Investors Since 1955

Securities Brokerage | Wealth Management | Investment Banking

wedbush.com • (213) 688-8000
Member: NYSE/FINRA/SIPC

Kirsten Fraunces
EVP, Head of Capital Markets
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Alma Banuelos
Senior Vice President & National

Head of Trust & Estate Services

CITY NATIONAL BANK

Alma Banuelos is a senior vice president

and national head of trust and estate ser-

vices with City National Bank and Royal

Bank of Canada (RBC) Trust. Banuelos

is a proven leader with 30 years of trust

and estate administration experience.

She played a critical role in the merger

of banking and brokerage services at two

previous organizations, in addition to RBC

WealthManagement. Banuelos oversees

all personal trust services, estate settle-

ment, real estate and fiduciary activities,

and sets the vision, policy, governance

and business objectives for the combined

organization.

Natalie Do
SVP, Commercial Banking

TORREY PINES BANK,

A DIVISION OF WESTERN ALLIANCE

BANK, MEMBER FDIC

Natalie Do, CFP, is an accomplished bank-

er, entrepreneur and business consultant

who has lived and worked in eight differ-

ent countries. Having worked in banking

for 18 years, she is currently senior vice

president of commercial banking at Torrey

Pines Bank, the Southern California-based

division ofWestern Alliance Bank, where

she has worked for more than nine years.

Do specializes in commercial lending for

professional and financial services firms,

family offices, tech companies and non-

profit organizations.

Luz Esparza
Managing Director

ACCENTURE

After graduating from Stanford Univer-

sity, Luz Esparza joined Accenture and

has been there for over 20 years. She is

Accenture’s West Market Unit lead for

Intelligent Engineering Services and

leads 400 people who are part of the

North America Advanced Technology

and Architecture team. In her role, she

delivers highly specialized technology

solutions to some of Accenture’s most

prominent clients in the health and public

service industries. She sees her leadership

role as an opportunity to inspire passion

in her teams.

Kirsten Fraunces
EVP, Head of Capital Markets

WEDBUSH SECURITIES

WhenKirsten Fraunces was namedExecu-

tive Vice President and Head of Capital

Markets in 2019, she was elevated to rari-

fied air, presiding over a division which

very few women have. In this role, she is

responsible for overseeing the Capital

Markets division, including Investment

Banking, Equity Research, Equity Sales &

Trading, and Fixed Income. She is also a

member of the President’s Executive Com-

mittee. Her optimism, resourcefulness, and

work ethic give her ample opportunity to

manage and mentor her team.

Samantha N. Hoffman
Firm Managing Principal

JACKSON LEWIS P.C.

Samantha N. Hoffman is the firm managing princi-

pal of Jackson Lewis P.C., a labor and employment

law firm with more than 950 attorneys. She is cur-

rently one of three firm-wide regional coordinators

responsible for theWest Region offices, in addition

to a member of the firm’s board of directors. Since

joining the firm in 2004, Hoffman has made mentor-

ship and collaboration key priorities in her career.

These priorities take many forms, including formal

and informal committees, mentor-mentee relation-

ships, advocacy and more.

Kate Hogan
COO, North America

ACCENTURE

Kate Hogan executes business strategy, improves

business performance, manages risk, and delivers

financial and operational targets while engaging

and developing high performing leaders. She helps

teams create solutions to tackle client and internal

problems across front office and service delivery

processes. She is comfortable transforming and

continuously improving sales, pricing, and customer

success processes to enable growth and higher client

satisfaction. She is member of Accenture’s Global

Capital Committee, Accenture’s North America

Leadership Team and Executive Committee, and

chairs the North America Investment Committee.

Kiyoun Kim
Executive Vice President &

Regional Manager

IDB BANK OF NEW YORK

Kiyoun Kim first came to work at IDB Bank in 2000

and through 2012 she held various positions from

junior account officer to Downtown L.A. branch

manager, and finally the group head for commercial

real estate. She then left for a position as managing

director at First Republic Bank, but rejoined IDB

in 2014 as the EVP and regional manager for Cali-

fornia. By 2021, Kim had accumulated more than

two decades of commercial and private banking

experience at relationship-focused banks.



Kiyoun Kim
Executive Vice President

Regional Manager for California

IDB Bank

COMMERCIAL BANKING | PRIVATE BANKING | WEALTH MANAGEMENT

IDB Bank® is a registered servicemark of Israel Discount Bank of New York. Member FDIC.

IDB BANK CONGRATULATES

Kiyoun Kim for being recognized as

a 2021 Inspirational Women Forum

& Awards Finalist by Los Angeles Times

B2B Publishing and Events

Beverly Hills Branch

9401 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 600
Beverly Hills, CA 90212
310-860-6320

Downtown Los Angeles Branch

888 South Figueroa Street, Suite 550
Los Angeles, CA 90017
213-861-6440
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Jen Wei
Vice President of Global Communications

BELKIN INTERNATIONAL

Jen Wei is the head of global communications at

L.A.-based Belkin International where she oversees

external and internal communications efforts for

the accessories market leader’s brands, including

Belkin, Linksys, Wemo and Phyn. As VP of Global

Communications at Belkin, Wei leads and develops

the global public relations strategy and product PR

plans, as well as global PR guidelines. As head of

global communications, she also leads corporate

social responsibility initiatives at Belkin and plays an

active role in instilling the company’s pillar of values,

including community, education and sustainability.

Michelle Wroan
Office Managing Partner

KPMG

MichelleWroan assumed the role as the office man-

aging partner in KPMG’s Los Angeles location last

year becoming the 18th office managing partner in the

101-year history of the Los Angeles location. Wroan

is responsible for the strategic direction and growth

of KPMG’s Los Angeles office and Pacific Southwest

region, and supporting the career development of over

2,100 partners and professionals. She brings more

than 28 years of strong leadership and experience

providing audit services to large global, domestic,

and mid-market companies.

Andrea Zoeckler
Chief Operating Officer and

Chief Financial Officer, Epson America, Inc.;

Executive Officer, Seiko Epson Corporation

EPSON AMERICA, INC.

Andrea Zoeckler began her career with Epson in 1994

as manager of financial planning and continued to

advance on an aggressive course, spanning positions

as corporate controller, multiple executive positions

across service, support and sales operations and cul-

minating with her existing roles as Chief Operating

Officer and Chief Financial Officer. She is responsible

for all finance and accounting functions, as well as

sales operations, information systems, services,

strategy, and standards and controls for Epson’s

North and Latin American businesses.

Stacy D. Phillips
Partner, Matrimonial &

Family Law Practice Group

BLANK ROME LLP

Stacy Phillips is a nationally recognized

family law practitioner, an ardent sup-

porter of women, a relationship facilitator,

and a humanitarian, positively impacting

her work environment and community.

For more than 36 years, she has handled

primarily high-net-worth and high-profile

divorce cases, guiding clients through criti-

cal transitions in their lives. Known for

her skilled persuasion, adept negotiation,

aggressive advocacy, and compassion in

representing clients, Phillips stature as a

rainmaker and strategic cross-marketer

at Blank Rome has led to her growing the

Los Angeles office.

Jennifer McCabe
Partner

ARMANINO LLP

A partner in Armanino’s consulting prac-

tice, Jennifer McCabe has expertise in

outsourced accounting and finance ser-

vices, particularly in start-ups and the

advertising/creative production industries.

An advocate for women in accounting

throughout her entire career, McCabe

plays a central role in Armanino’sWomen’s

Advancement Network (now called The

Bridge) and helped found the Executive

Access Program (EAP). By providing high-

potential female account professionals

with access to firm executives earlier in

their careers, EAP helps them understand

the path to partnership while recogniz-

ing the benefits of having a partnership.

Heidi R. Roth
Executive Vice President/

Chief Administrative Officer

KILROY REALTY CORPORATION

As the highest-ranking female employee

within Kilroy Realty Corporation (KRC)

having a 24-year tenure, Heidi Roth has

carved a unique path to success while

opening doors and inspiring other women

to take up the banner of leadership within

the real estate industry. Roth first joined

KRC in 1997. In February 2019, she was

promoted to the newly created position

of EVP & chief administrative officer to

focus on people development, process

improvement and technology initiatives.

She is responsible for information technol-

ogy and human capital functions.

Karen Sessions
Pacific Southwest Region Executive

of Global Commercial Banking

BANK OF AMERICA

In her role as Pacific Southwest region

executive of global commercial banking

for Bank of America, Karen Sessions leads

250 commercial banking teammates across

California, Arizona, Nevada andUtah. Under

her leadership, they serve more than 1,000

commercial clients with annual revenues of

$50 million to $2 billion, and specialize in

technology, entertainment, gaming/casinos,

consumer and retail; agriculture, aerospace

and defense, distribution, general industrials,

and financial sponsors/private equity sec-

tors. Under Session’s leadership, her division

has been one of the fastest growing regions

in global commercial banking for the bank.



For being recognized as a 2021 Inspirational

Women Forum and Awards finalist by

Los Angeles Times B2B Publishing & Events

Congratulations
Jenn McCabe!

More Than Just Accounting & Consulting
Armanino is the 21st largest CPA and consulting firm in the U.S. with 1800+ employees

located in 20+ states. Our purpose is to be the most innovative and entrepreneurial firm that

makes a positive impact on the lives of our clients, people and communities.

• Advisory
• Audit
• Business Application Consulting
• Business Management

• Outsourcing
• Risk Assurance
• Strategy & Transformation
• Tax

Our Services

Although our services and solutions can vary from client to client, we specialize in a number

of key areas:

arman ino l lp .com
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Micheline Abounassar
Entrepreneur/Founder/CEO

Fine Artist/Writer

MICHASGALLERY.COM

A renowned fine artist and Glendale resi-

dent for 20 years, Micheline Abounassar is

a descendant of the Durighello family, who

enriched the Louvre museum in France.

Her entrepreneurial spirit is reflected in

her charitable donations that come from

sales of her work. Among some of the

dignitaries and charitable organizations

that have received her paintings include

the Pope, Jay Leno, Simon Cowell, the

Special Olympics, Glendale Adventist

Hospital, City of Hope, BradleyWhitford,

St. Patrick’s Cathedral in New York, and

many other high profile celebrities.

Mitra Ahouraian
Founder/Principal Attorney

AHOURAIAN LAW

Mitra Ahouraian is the founder and

principal attorney at Ahouraian Law, a

corporate and entertainment law firm

based in Los Angeles. She holds degrees

fromUCLA and Loyola Law School, with

a specialty fromUCLA in Entertainment

Studies and an emphasis in Business &

Legal Affairs. She’s represented promi-

nent actors, writers, directors, producers,

models, influencers, and financiers. She

prides herself on being strategic, prepared

and personable in all that she does — and

takes time tomake the lawmore accessible

to others by sharing useful information

through her online channels.

Jennifer Stephens Acree
Founder/CEO

JSA STRATEGIES

Jennifer Stephens Acree is the Founder

and CEO of JSA Strategies, a Los Angeles-

based communications agency specializing

in servicing consumer technology, digital

media and esports/gaming industries. As

the strategic leader of JSA Strategies,

Acree works with select Fortune 500

and startup clients to develop tailored

communications programs based on clear

business objectives that garner real results.

Having had a successful PR career for

more than two decades, she is dedicated

to the longevity, integrity and constant

evolution of the communications industry.

Kalley R. Aman
Shareholder

BUCHALTER

Kalley R. Aman is a shareholder and serves

as one of Buchalter’s officers of the corpo-

ration as the senior vice president, chief

legal officer, and assistant secretary. She

is also a member of the firm’s Labor and

Employment, Litigation, and Hospitality,

Restaurant, Food and Beverage Practice

groups. Aman specializes in employment

litigation and counseling, commercial liti-

gation, and complex and class actions. She

represents employers in litigation involv-

ing claims of employment discrimination,

wrongful termination, sexual harassment,

retaliation, wage and hour violations,

unfair competition, defamation and mis-

appropriation of trade secrets.

Rabia Ahmadi
Director of Family Services, Farsi

MIRY’S LIST

Rabia Ahmandi is an accomplished speak-

er, lecturer, and grants officer fromKabul,

Afghanistan. In 2017, she moved to Los

Angeles with her husband and their two

young children. On the first day she met

Miry, Ahmadi asked to volunteer atMiry’s

List to help other families. She became

their first employee later that year and

today oversees family services at Miry’s

List. She is a beacon of light and sup-

port and hope for hundreds of Afghan

newcomers in Los Angeles and across

19 states nationally.

Mona Andrews
CEO/Founder

STAY IN THE GAME

Mona Andrews is the founder and CEO of

Stay In The Game, which provides work

opportunities designed to keep caregivers

engaged and employed. She is also the

founder and CEO of Executive Financial

Enterprises, Inc., an international busi-

ness process outsourcer for over 20 years.

EFE was named by Diversity Business

as one of the 500 Top Women-Owned

Businesses in the United States. Andrews

graduated Phi Beta Kappa from the Uni-

versity of Southern California and earned

her JD from Pepperdine. She is admitted

to practice law in the state of California.

Barbara Armendariz
President/Founder

SHARPLINE COMMERCIAL PARTNERS

Barbara Armendariz is president and

founder of SharpLine Commercial Part-

ners, a full-service commercial real estate

brokerage firm. Armendariz is one of very

few minority women in the commercial

real estate industry that has started her

own brokerage firm. She runs offices in

Los Angeles, San Francisco, and most

recently Las Vegas. Her career in real

estate spans more than 17 years. In ad-

dition to serving her retail clients, she is

responsible for leadership and implemen-

tation of initiatives to better serve all of

SharpLine’s clients.

Palbinder Badesha
Franchisee/Owner

EXPRESS EMPLOYMENT

PROFESSIONALS

Palbinder Badesha, Riverside/Corona

franchisee of Express Employment Profes-

sionals, makes the company’s values her

way of life. She is frequently described as

genuinely amazing, generous, full of warm

and welcoming energy, empathetic, curi-

ous, driven, and a true friend. Her first job

out of university was to establish a refuge

for women fleeing domestic violence, and

she later went on to develop policies and

projects to support homeless women.

Badesha is passionate about giving back

to her community and active in many

local organizations.
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AnnMarie Baines
Founder/Executive Director

THE PRACTICE SPACE

AnnMarie Baines is an educator, research-

er, and public speaking coach devoted to

promoting self-expression, advocacy, and

community through inclusive education.

She is known for her ability to facilitate

kind, welcoming places for people to de-

velop their voice, helping them believe

their stories and perspectives matter,

and learn to navigate inequities to trans-

form their communities. As founder and

executive director of The Practice Space,

Baines and her all-female-identifying

staff elevate underrepresented voices

through programs and services focused

on storytelling, self-advocacy, debate,

presentation, and listening.

Donna Baranski-Walker
Founder/Executive Director

REBUILDING ALLIANCE

Donna Baranski-Walker is anMIT engi-

neer and the founder/executive director of

Rebuilding Alliance, a non-profit that has

been working in theWest Bank, Jerusalem,

and the Gaza Strip for nearly 20 years. In

1990, Baranski-Walker launched a weekly

message to the people of Iraq as a way

to end the then standoff without going

to war — that’s when her Middle East

work began. Today, she works tirelessly

to provide tangible, community-direct-

ed aid to help ease trauma, build trust,

strengthen peacemakers, and advance

justice and fair law.

Tara Barauskas
Executive Director

COMMUNITY CORPORATION OF

SANTA MONICA

Tara Barauskas discovered affordable

housing as a profession while attend-

ing undergraduate studies and instantly

fell in love with the idea of doing good

while making a living. She was given an

opportunity five years ago to lead the

non-profit Community Corporation of

SantaMonica, which builds and operates

affordable housing in high opportunity,

affluent communities. During her tenure,

she has expanded the work beyond Santa

Monica to the surrounding westside cit-

ies of L.A. County, including Culver City,

Mar Vista, Westchester, and potentially

in Malibu and Inglewood.

Stacey Beaman
Co-Founder/COO

PLYOJAM

Stacey Beaman entered the fitness space

on the marketing side, expanding her

brand’s digital presence to an audience in

49 countries! She started teaching dance

fitness in 2015, while fiercely advocating

for size inclusivity. Beaman has been fea-

tured in many national media outlets and

was the first full-figured trainer featured

on PopSugar Fitness, where her workouts

have over three million views. Her mis-

sion is to help all women feel worthy of

movement while overcoming hurdles

and roadblocks that may keep them from

feeling fierce, strong and sexy.
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Lan Belinky
Co-Creator/General Manager

BOSCIA

Lan Belinky was destined to lead a global

skin care brand. In her teens, her family

moved from Japan to the United States,

where her father began the creation of

Boscia in her family home. After graduat-

ing with a degree in business marketing,

she joined the company full-time, leading

many of the brand’s major milestones,

including the first foray into prestige

retail, the formulation of the iconic Lu-

minizing Charcoal Peel-Off Mask, and

positioning Boscia as a leader in the clean

beauty industry.

Elizabeth Benson Forer
Chief Executive Officer/Executive Director

VENICE FAMILY CLINIC

Elizabeth Benson Forer, MSW, MPH,

joined Venice Family Clinic as CEO in

1994, when it served 10,000 patients

annually at one location. Through her

visionary leadership and the creation

of new clinical programs and partner-

ships, the clinic now serves over 27,000

people in need at 14 locations. Forer has

served on numerous impact organization

boards. Through these organizations and

her advocacy, she is deeply involved in

developing legislation and policy initia-

tives that help low-income people and

those experiencing homelessness access

health care.

Tania Bhattacharyya
Founder

LUMOS MARKETING

Tania Bhattacharyya found the world of

fundraising and change-making at her

alma mater, the University of California,

Irvine, while pursuing her psychology

degree. After graduating, she was raised in

the non-profit behavioral healthcare field

as a fundraiser, marketer, and eventually

executive director. During her fundraising

career, Bhattacharyya raised almost $8

million in the form of foundation grants,

capital support for building projects, and

the creation of an endowment to provide

philanthropic solutions for women, chil-

dren, and families healing from substance

use disorders.

Yukun Bi
Head of Planning

HYLINK (USA) DIGITAL SOLUTIONS

Yukun Bi brings 13 years of branding and

digital media experience to her role as

Hylink’s head of planning, specializing in

creating cross-cultural brands that capti-

vate audiences globally. Bi’s advertising

career began at Maritz Canada, and later

she joined Saatchi & Saatchi Shanghai as

director of digital strategy. Before joining

Hylink USA, Bi spent four years with

Hylink China, where she served as the

account lead on Estee Lauder, moving

its family of brands onto e-commerce

and significantly increasing its overall

digital presence.

Christie Bishop
Executive Vice President,

Integrated Brand

EDELMAN

Christie Bishop is a global marketing ex-

ecutive with 20 years of expertise. As EVP

& group head of Edelman Los Angeles’

Integrated Brand team, Bishop oversees

40+ communications leaders dedicated to

the success of major brands, resulting in

strong employeemorale, client satisfaction

and record growth. Previously, she served

as U.S. head of strategy & analytics and

general manager for Spark44. Her leader-

ship helped grow the start-up from a four

office, 200-employee operation to nearly

20 regional offices and 2,000 employees.

Brianna Bitton
Co-Founder

O POSITIV (FLO VITAMINS)

Brianna Bitton is the co-founder of O

Positiv, the wellness company that cre-

ates innovative products to address and

destigmatize real issues – from period

pain to constipation – faced by women

of all ages, while also spearheading con-

versations to revolutionize how people

perceive supplements. She is the epitome

of a successful businesswoman. Over the

past three years, Bitton and her brother

Bobby have helped hundreds of thousands

of women have better periods -- today

there are over 2,500 reviews across the

DTC site!

Jessica Blevins
Manager

TEAM NINJA

Jessica Blevins is a gamer, activist, en-

trepreneur, fitness enthusiast, digital

personality, and expert in gaming and

esports who’s breaking barriers across

the space. Aside from her affectionate

personality, Blevins is a businesswoman,

managing the world-renowned TeamNinja

brand and beyond. Through her success,

she has accumulated over 1.1 million fol-

lowers on Instagram, 605,000 followers

on Twitter and 467,000 followers on

Twitch. In addition to creating content

and live streaming, Blevins is a champion

for important causes.

Robin Borelli
Head of Financial Services Practice

CI&T

Robin Borelli is the head of CI&T’s fi-

nancial services practice. She is an ac-

complished digital strategist and executive

leader with more than 20 years of experi-

ence leading multi-disciplinary teams at

BBVA, Charles Schwab and consulting

firms. Currently, she oversees CI&T teams

leading engagements for large brokerage,

banking and asset management firms

including account origination, portfolio

management systems, mobile banking,

and reporting platforms. She is one of the

authors of CI&T’s latest financial services

research report, “(Re)Open For Business

- Financial Services and Small Business:

Building Back Stronger, Together”
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Tiffany Boyle
President

RAMO LAW PC

For more than 10 years, Tiffany Boyle

has leveraged her business-oriented sales

and packaging skills to bring hundreds

of films and documentaries to fruition.

Since 2020 alone, she has optimized

clients’ financial and business positions

in more than 35 films and documentaries.

Through her critical review of content and

strategic use of Ramo Law’s resources,

Boyle creates successful content packag-

ing that bridges the needs of both client

and industry demands. Boyle connects

filmmakers with producers, co-producers,

executive producers, co-finance partners,

distributors, agencies, and other industry

representatives.

Luciana Brafman
Chief Executive Officer

TIME TO ACT ENTERTAINMENT

Luciana Brafman is the chief executive

officer at Time To Act Entertainment, a

content company with the mission to raise

awareness, galvanize social responsibility,

and inspire activism that promotes real

change in the world. In her view, “Chil-

dren are our best hope but they can’t be

prepared if they’re not involved in the

conversation.” Her background as a two

time Emmy-nominated producer, as well

as an accomplished corporate attorney

and mother, makes her uniquely posi-

tioned to lead a successful interactive

media company focused on children’s

entertainment.

Chanel Boutakidis
Chief Executive Officer

FIVE ACRES - THE BOYS AND GIRLS

AID SOCIETY OF LOS ANGELES

Chanel Boutakidis assumed her role as

CEO of Five Acres in 2011. She has over

35 years of experience. She is a dynamic

leader with success achieving innovative

client impact targets, business growth

objectives within turnaround and rapid-

change environments, seizing control of

critical problem areas, and delivering on

strategic value driven commitments.When

the pandemic was announced, within five

days Boutakidis added a whole new arm

of telemedicine to ensure there was not

a day of disruption to the services for

the thousands of children served in the

community.

Tulani Bridgewater-Kowalski
Founder/President

BRIDGEWATER ARTISTS

MANAGEMENT

Tulani Bridgewater-Kowalski draws upon

over two decades of management experi-

ence and a lifetime love of music and the

arts coupled with her “insider” perspective

as daughter of renowned triple Grammy

and Tony award-winning vocalist, producer,

radio host, UNGoodwill Ambassador and

NEA Jazz Master Dee Dee Bridgewater

and trumpeter, composer, educator and

Hard-Bop titan Cecil Bridgewater. She

was literally born into the family busi-

ness. Tulani describes herself as a ”...cross

between a hammer and a diplomat” with

her unique blend of psychology, negotia-

tion, facilitating, advocacy and marketing.
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Paris Hinson Buchanan
Co-CEO/Chief Creative Officer

ANTONIO & PARIS BRANDING

Paris Hinson Buchanan has served as a

creative leader onmany household brands

on a global basis. She is a native Califor-

nian and a proud graduate of Chico State.

Not only is she one of a few women in

a leadership position in the field of ad-

vertising but she also has accomplished

this while raising four children and two

grandchildren. In addition, Buchanan has

tirelessly as a mentor and board member

of First Serve, which is an academic and

tennis after-school program for under-

served children.

Libby Brockhoff
Co-Founder/Creative Director

ODYSSEUS ARMS

As one of the few female agency owners in

the advertising industry, Libby Brockhoff

has pioneered a new agency model and

way of working as the founder and CEO

of Odysseus Arms. In the process, she is

paving the way for more women found-

ers to open their own shops, run creative

departments and lead agencies – while

showing them how they can stay true to

themselves and what they value along the

way. She says, “We’re finally talking about

diversity in advertising and pushing for a

more inclusive field.”

Ayiko Broyard
EVP/Group Account Director

WALTON ISAACSON

Ayiko Broyard joinedWalton Isaacson in

September 2007 as the lead for the Lexus

Black marketing and advertising business.

This position was extended to include

the automaker’s LGBTQ+ marketing

when it was awarded to WI in 2008 and

its Hispanic marketing business in 2009.

Services for Lexus include national and

local advertising, digital/website devel-

opment, events and experiential, public

relations and social media. Broyard has

spearheaded the award-winning 360

campaign for Marvel Studios’ “Black

Panther” and Lexus integration.

Jackeline Cacho
President

JC & TM FILMING PRODUCTIONS

Jackeline Cacho is considered to be the

“Queen of Edutainment” in Spanish lan-

guage programming nationwide, a success-

ful author and internationally renowned

speaker. Now, she is about to launch a new

revolutionary financial literacy campaign

- making financial secrets accessible to

all Latino families in the United States.

With the release of a highly-anticipated

book and the successful weekly online

program, “Jackeline Cacho Live,” she

has been a beacon in the Hispanic com-

munity, providing informative content

to guide the community throughout the

COVID-19 pandemic.

Lindsey Carnett
CEO/President

MARKETING MAVEN

MarketingMaven founder Lindsey Carnett

embodies motivation, grit and passion. She

is obsessed with winning for her clients to

the tune of cumulatively billions of dol-

lars of sales on their behalf. As a former

NCAA captain of the California Lutheran

University women’s soccer team, she gives

110% to her team. She is a strategist, an

educator, friend, wife and mother. She

works tirelessly to elevate those around

her by giving a voice to the underdog while

championing their vision and mission

as her own.

Clemencia Carroll
Chief Executive Officer

CARROLL ENTERPRISES LLC

Clemencia Carroll is originally from Co-

lombia. She is a resident of the City of Long

Beach, where she has lived for more than

20 years with her family. For almost two

decades she had worked in public relations

and community affairs, coordinating and

directing special projects for education,

business charity and community aware-

ness and serving as an advocate for the

Hispanic community. She has overseen

putting together various high visibility

events with dignitaries and leaders from

the community and private organizations.

Esther Hoonae Chaing
Owner

HAMA SUSHI RESTAURANT

Esther Hoonae Chaing has been working

her magic in the Los Angeles community

for nearly half a century. She arrived in Los

Angeles in 1972, shortly after graduating

high school in Seoul, Korea. Like most

restaurant owners, Chaing was shaken by

the events of 2020. Her restaurant, Hama

Sushi, not only survived, but it thrived.

In response, she transformed the 10,000

square foot parking lot into the family

friendly Hama Garden — with plenty of

space between tables, comfortable seating

and party lights for flair.

Ka Man Chan
Chief Financial Officer

KEY CODE MEDIA, INC.

KaMan Chanmanages the entire financial

operations of Key Code Media, ranging

from the banking and vendor credit rela-

tionships to systems integration of ERP

to CRM, creating a fluid strategic plan for

the 90 employees located throughout the

United States. She has been the right-

hand executive from the founding of the

business to its present as a $55-million

revenue organization. She is a Certified

Public Accountant with an economics/

business degree from University of Cali-

fornia, Los Angeles.



Congratulations

ANDREA CHERNG

on being recognized at this year’s

2021 Inspirational Women Forum & Awards

by L.A. Times B2B Publishing & Events!

We’re proud of the achievements we’ve accomplished together.

Thank you for leading with passion, grit and love.

WOK ON

– your Panda family –

“THE ROLE OF A LEADER IS NOT TO COME UP WITH ALL THE GREAT IDEAS. THE ROLE

OF A LEADER IS TO CREATE AN ENVIRONMENT IN WHICH GREAT IDEAS CAN HAPPEN.”

– Simon Sinek –
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Verna Grayce Chao
Executive Vice President, Treasury

Management Solutions

CITY NATIONAL BANK

Verna Grayce Chao, executive vice presi-

dent in charge of City National Bank’s

TreasuryManagement Solutions, started

out 2020 focused on building out the

bank’s entertainment payments ecosys-

tem — and then the solutions her team

created became more important than

ever. Chao’s commitment to tech-enabled,

user-friendly financial products was a

boon to clients. Chao helped maintain

high levels of client service during the

Paycheck Protection Program (PPP). City

National facilitated 25,700 PPP loans,

totaling nearly $6.2 billion.

Cassandra Chase
Owner/Managing Director

CHASE CONSULTING GROUP

Cassandra Chase is a local business owner

and social entrepreneur committed to

providing marginalized communities with

opportunities and essential resources. She

is best known for co-creating solutions to

help underserved communities thrive and

grow by implementing various education,

leadership, and social reform initiatives.

Chase currently serves as the coordinator

for Empowerment Congress, a distinctive

and deliberate national model of civic

engagement built on the core principles

of participatory democracy, reciprocal

accountability, and intentional civility.

Corinna Cherian
Senior Vice President & Senior Counsel

CITY NATIONAL BANK

Corinna Cherian is senior vice president

and senior counsel at City National Bank.

She is based in City National’s Los An-

geles headquarters. Cherian advises the

bank’s senior management on mergers

and acquisitions, corporate governance,

and regulatory compliance and general

corporate matters for various business

units. She has significant experience ad-

vising boards of directors on board and

committee operations, fiduciary duties,

disclosure matters and the development of

comprehensive securities and corporate

governance compliance programs.

Andrea Cherng
Chief Brand Officer

PANDA RESTAURANT GROUP

As chief brand officer, Andrea Cherng

leads the growth and development of the

largest American Chinese dining concept

in the world, Panda Express, through

strategy development, menu and concept

innovation, marketing, and quality assur-

ance. She has a lifelong connection with

the company— which has fostered a deep

sense of stewardship for the Panda brands

and its family of associates. One of her

favorite achievements leading up to this

recognition is being the host of the “Panda

Expressed” podcast, where Panda’s found-

ers and leaders share company insights.

Karen A. Clark
Senior Vice President & Multicultural

Strategy Manager

CITY NATIONAL BANK

Karen A. Clark serves as senior vice presi-

dent and multicultural strategy manager

at City National Bank. In this role, she is

one of the key drivers of the bank’s com-

mitment to Diversity, Equity and Inclusion

(DEI). She works with internal partners

from different departments across the

bank to help solidify City National’s in-

clusion efforts, and manages initiatives

through the bank’s 11 Colleague Resource

Groups, such as the Women’s Network,

LGBTQ+ Alliance, Black Colleague Al-

liance and Asian American Network.

Hermine Chobanyan
VP Business Banking/Team Leader

CITY NATIONAL BANK

Hermine Chobanyan is an experienced

business banking relationship manager

with a bachelor of science in business

management and a demonstrated history

of working in the banking industry for over

15 years. Chobanyan provides high-touch

and solutions-oriented banking to busi-

ness customers throughout the Southern

California region. She is responsible for

managing relationships and advising her

clients on financial solutions aimed at

growing their business. She is skilled in

commercial mortgages, commercial lend-

ing, credit analysis, and more.

Gillian Christie
Founder/CEO

CHRISTIE & CO

For over 27 years, Gillian Christie, CEO

and founder of Christie & Co, has aimed

to change the world by using communica-

tion to help ethical companies grow. After

many successful years as a consultant,

global business manager and national

radio talk show host, Christie founded the

firm through which she has utilized her

talents in design, public relations, market-

ing, branding, and media relations to help

companies reach their goals through her

proven organic marketing technologies.

Taylor Coleman
Creative Manager

HOWARD BUILDING CORPORATION

Since joining the Howard Building Corpo-

ration, Taylor Coleman has been pivotal

in creating a fresh new perspective to the

company’s client presentation materials

through her ability to write compelling

copy coupled with the use of various

new technology mediums, resulting in

an increase of awarded work. She epito-

mizes the vision and values of the culture

at HBC and has elegantly streamlined

this messaging across all of its corporate

communication methods. Her desire for

continuous improvement and willingness

to take on new challenges is why she was

named creative manager at HBC.
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Melody Cooper
Co-Founder

NYX HORROR COLLECTIVE

Originally a playwright from New York,

Melody Cooper worked on Stage 13’s “Two

Sentence Horror Stories,” now on Netflix.

She also served as story editor on the 22nd

season of NBCUniversal’s “Law &Order:

SVU.” Cooper also writes the comic book

“Omni.” She is the co-founder of NYX

Horror Collective, a group of women

horror filmmakers whose micro shorts

were recently featured on Shudder. Her

next projects are a soon-to-be announced

feature for Netflix along with an original

TV series that she’s developing with a

major producer.

Jen Costello
Chief Strategy Officer

TBWA\CHIAT\DAY LOS ANGELES

Jen Costello joined TBWA\Chiat\Day Los

Angeles in 2013 and has risen through the

ranks in the last seven years, becoming the

agency’s first female chief strategy officer

earlier this year. She has driven impact

across every aspect of the agency and has

been integral in defining its next chapter

and work to become Chiat’s legacy for its

future. In the last 24 months, following

a year of reckoning and transformation

for the industry, Costello successfully

accelerated a positive change agenda

for the agency.

Amy Cotteleer
Chief Experience Officer/Partner

DUNCAN CHANNON

As chief experience officer for Duncan

Channon and previously as founder of

award-winning experiential, social and

influencer agency A2G in Los Angeles,

Amy Cotteleer has been predicting new

ways for brands to create two-way rela-

tionships with consumers for more than 15

years. With a savvy understanding of how

meaningful social content and in-person

experiences spread digitally, her agency

twice earned Ad Age’s “Small Agency of

the Year” honors and created breakthrough

social and influencer campaigns for the

likes of GAP, Nintendo and Citibank.

Megan Cox
Chief Executive Officer

GENIE SUPPLY

Megan Cox is an MIT graduate, beauty

entrepreneur, and cosmetic lab owner.

In 2013, she started her beauty brand,

Amalie Beauty, out of her dorm at MIT.

She spent the next three years in China,

running her e-commerce brand remotely

and working with factories on the line. In

2018, she sold her brand and returned to

the U.S. to open her own factory, Genie

Supply, which manufactures personal

care and cosmetic products specifically

for start-ups, with a focus on clean and

cannabis beauty.

Roshni Cox
Vice President, Marketing

GREENPARK SPORTS

Bringing years of experience in marketing

and strategy, Roshni Cox serves as the

head of brand partnerships for GreenPark

Sports. In this role, Cox develops go-to-

market advertising solutions to expand

sales revenue, drives innovative brand

partnerships that leverage sponsorship

activation, and develops creative advertis-

ing and sponsorship integrations in the

mobile virtual sports world. Most recently,

Cox served as the director of sports brand

solutions for theWalt Disney Company,

where she co-partnered on a strategic

initiative between Disney and Facebook

to develop branded content programs.

Janet Cruz Padrón
Founder

LATINA MONEY

Janet Cruz Padrón is the founder of the

financial empowerment platform, Latina

Money. By fusing education, media, tech-

nology, and storytelling, LatinaMoney is

empowering women to lift the taboo and

harness the tremendous power that money

has to write and rewrite cultural narra-

tives. She believes in the power “talking

money” can have in positively transforming

and elevating cultures and communities.

She created the LatinaMoney Institute, a

non-profit designed to advance awareness

of the Latina wealth gap.

Jackie Dacanay
Director, Talent & Culture

FAIRMONT SAN FRANCISCO

Jackie Dacanay joined Fairmont San

Francisco 15 years ago as a coordinator in

the Human Resources department.Within

a short period of time, she has established

herself as a resource to her department,

her property, the region of the company

and the community she’s worked in. Her

energy, drive and resilience is contagious

and she successfully delivers excellence

in all of her engagements making her not

only a mentor for many leaders within

the region, but a role model within the

community.

Kristin Daher
Founder/Chief Storyteller

POWERHOUSE COMMUNICATIONS

Since founding Powerhouse Communi-

cations in 2015, Kristin Daher has con-

tinually advanced its standing as one of

Southern California’s premier, female-led

firms. She has strategically reimagined

the agency’s approach to public relations,

influencer and social media programs -

leveraging innovation, thought leadership

and entrepreneurism - and has fostered

a company culture that celebrates all

wins, big and small. While its roots are

in restaurant, franchise and domestic

CPG, Daher has diversified Powerhouse’s

portfolio to include new specialties like

health and fitness, international, CPG,

technology and data analytics.
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Laurie Dalton-White
Founding Executive Director

CONFERENCES FOR WOMEN

Laurie Dalton-White is the founding

executive director of the Conferences

for Women – a sister network of non-

profit professional development events

hosting 50,000 professionals annually

across Silicon Valley, Austin, Boston &

Philadelphia. The 2022 CA Conference

forWomen will be heldMarch 2nd, 2022

virtually duringWomen’s HistoryMonth.

Dalton-White was previously a senior

advisor and SVP at Hill-Knowlton, where

she managed campaign strategies primar-

ily for Fortune 500 clients. Previously,

she started her career in politics working

for two former Lt. Governors.

Ravit Darougar
Founder

4EVER MAGIC COSMETICS

Ravit Darougar is the CEO of 4EverMagic

Cosmetics. A self-made, hard-working im-

migrant who knows the struggles women

endure to succeed, Darougar has cosmetic

vision and the soul of a chemist, having

created a customized exclusive formula

to launch her company’s first signature

product: Double Shade Seductive Eye-

brow Gel. Frustrated because of a lack

of easy-to-use products to create perfect

eyebrows, she chose to focus her energy

on inventing her own formula and a 2-in-1

application brush that has now gained the

respect of professional makeup artists

and beauty professionals.

Lisa Dauffenbach
Founder

MOSAIC LABORATORIES

Lisa Dauffenbach co-founded Mosaic

Laboratories, having an established track

record in oncology research and imple-

menting efficient and profitable laboratory

operations. Dauffenbach developed the

Mosaic Blue assay for in vitro chemosen-

sitivity testing of solid tumor explants,

a method that is used to evaluate novel

chemotherapeutic agents for activity

prior to conducting clinical trials. Today,

Mosaic Laboratories is a leading provider

of pathology-focused pre-clinical and

clinical trial services to pharmaceutical

and biotechnology companies.

Dr. Yasmin Davidds
Founder/CEO

MULTICULTURAL WOMEN EXECUTIVE

LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE

Dr. Yasmin Davidds is an organizational

psychologist and emotional intelligence

practitioner whose extensive and multi-

faceted career has focused on entrepre-

neurship, negotiation skills, and leadership

cultivation, with a particular focus on

empowering and developing members

of disadvantaged communities, including

women. Her career has sought to advance

the role of women within professional,

academic, and corporate settings, and

her work has been recognized by the U.S.

Congress, the California State Senate, and

the California State Assembly.

Amanda Davis
Founder/CEO

HUDSON DAVIS COMMUNICATIONS

AmandaDavis is the founder and chief idea

officer of Hudson Davis Communications.

With nearly two decades of experience

in B2B marketing, Davis has worked for

some of the world’s biggest companies

across a variety of verticals including

entertainment, travel, real estate, finance,

mining, manufacturing, and more. She is

an expert in developing marketing, com-

munications, and brand strategies that

amplify business for companies of all sizes.

Having worked in the corporate field for

the majority of her career, she founded

Hudson Davis LLC and Hudson Davis

Communications in 2021.

Katrien De Bauw
Global President

TBWA\MEDIA ARTS LAB

Katrien De Bauw is the global president

of TBWA\Media Arts Lab, the bespoke

advertising agency dedicated to Apple.

Throughout her career, De Bauw’s belief

in the power of creativity is seen through

her work with some of the world’s most

creative brands in delivering campaigns

that transform business. It is this con-

viction that first drew her to TBWA\

Media Arts Lab as managing director in

London, where she was instrumental in

transforming the regional operation as

well as producing groundbreaking work

for the Apple brand.

Hilary Howard DeCesare
CEO/Founder

THE RELAUNCH CO.

Hilary Howard DeCesare is an award-

winning entrepreneur, Certified Neuro-

Transformational Coach, CEO of The

ReLaunch Co., featured speaker in Silicon

Valley and conferences nationwide, as

well as a relentless philanthropist. She’s

made it her commitment to help women

fire up possibilities mid-life, taking a time

most try to bypass and instead turn it

into a time to focus on inspiring business

ventures, have clarity in relationships, and

instill how each woman is ultimately the

creator of her purpose-aligned lifestyle

and the life she lives.

Carol DeNembo
Vice President of Marketing

MOUNTAIN MIKE’S PIZZA, LLC

Carol DeNembo is vice president of mar-

keting for MountainMike’s Pizza, a lead-

ing family-style pizza chain. When the

brand was acquired in 2017 and operations

moved to Newport Beach, DeNembo was a

significant addition to the leadership team.

Today she leads systemwide marketing

initiatives, providing strategic direction

asMountainMike’s continues to expand.

In 2020, company sales exceeded $200

million, with DeNembomaking strides to

fuel and sustain the growth by modern-

izing the 40+ year legacy brand and its

nearly 250 units.
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Amanda DiGiacomo
CEO/Business Owner

ATLAS FINANCIAL SOLUTIONS, INC.

Amanda DiGiacomo started Atlas Fi-

nancial Solutions after realizing her true

passion is helping those in her community.

She strives daily to share her knowledge,

experience, and skills to elevate small busi-

ness owners around her. Since founding

Atlas, DiGiacomo has helped hundreds

of people in her community, especially

during the COVID-19 pandemic. She also

helped charter the Bakersfield National

Association ofWomen Business Owners,

serving as past president, president, and

president-elect to that chapter.

Lauren Dennis-Perelmuter
Founder/CEO

THE ART BOX ACADEMY AND ART TO

GROW ON CHILDREN’S ART CENTER, INC.

Lauren Dennis-Perelmuter officially

launched The Art Box Academy in the

spring of 2020 as she saw an immense

need to ensure children and students

who were home due to the pandemic and

school closures still had access to hands-

on innovative creative art lessons and

projects. The Art Box Academy expanded

its product line customizing lessons for

non-profit organizations, school districts,

camps, pediatric hospitals and luxury re-

sorts filling the gap of closed or modified

pediatric playrooms and hotel kids clubs,

ensuring post pandemic needs were and

continue to be met.

Olivia DeRamus
CEO/Founder

RESTLESS NETWORK

Olivia DeRamus is the founder and CEO

of Restless Network, an innovative social

networking app and digital resource for

women. As a survivor of sexual assault,

DeRamus is using her difficult experience

to help create a better digital world and

a safe space for women online – estab-

lishing meaningful connections, build-

ing a supportive community, obtaining

reliable information in dealing with life’s

challenges, and effectuating substantive

change. She believes that every woman

has had an experience that, if shared,

can be the roadmap for another woman’s

healing or success.

Hayley Dickson
Wealth Management Advisor CFP®

NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL

Hayley Dickson seeks to help clients un-

learn shame, fear, and paralysis when

it comes to their financial reality. She

realizes that even among highly educated

groups, members of our communities

have too long gone without the important

resource of a sound financial education.

An advocate for women, People of Color

(POC), and the LGBTQ+ community,

Dickson views financial planning as a

means of empowerment for her clients. She

shares her insights on panels, workshops,

and across digital media in Los Angeles

and throughout the nation.

Christina DiPaci
Founder/CEO

PARADISO GARDENS

Christina DiPaci is founder and CEO

of Paradiso Gardens, one of the largest

independent craft cannabis farms in Cali-

fornia. Well-versed in the cannabis trade

for more than 10 years, DiPaci does it all

from compliance to finance, while also

having a hand in strain selection, packag-

ing design and brand development. Her

focus on seizing opportunities to be more

fun, creative, and productive encourages

a vibrant and happy workplace — one

supported by life-long friends/founding

partners who’ve worked in the cannabis

trade their entire lives.

Mary Dominguez
Director

THE OAKS OF PASADENA

For the past 17 years, Mary Dominguez

has been general manager of The Oaks

of Pasadena, Rose Court Medical Office

Building and other rental properties for

Pasadena Oaks Life Properties. Her cur-

rent responsibilities include oversight of

50 employees, including office andmarket-

ing, activities coordinator, gardeners, driv-

ers, maintenance, housekeepers, servers

and kitchen staff; as well as oversight of

85 independent senior living apartments,

landscaping, pool/spa andmaintenance, all

on a property of approximately 28 acres.

Anna Donlon
Executive Producer, VALORANT

RIOT GAMES

Anna Donlon is the executive producer

of the character-based tactical shooter

video game, “Valorant,” developed and

published by Riot Games. Leading a team

of veteran game developers, including

150+ engineers, coders, artists and pub-

lishers, Donlon steers the direction and

production of the recently launched com-

petitive PC shooter. Earlier in her career,

she honed her expertise in the gaming

industry at the renowned FPS studio,

Treyarch, working as a senior producer

on AAA titles.

Laura Douglas
CEO/Owner

TURNER GROUP INC.

In 1996, Laura Douglas, along with Chuck

Roehm andNormBoshoff, sat on Roehm’s

sailboat in the Puget Sound and talked

about their dreams for Turner Group and

how they wanted to serve the manufactur-

ing industry. They talked about service,

how they wanted to treat people and how

we wanted to be remembered. Almost 30

years later, Douglas is the president and

CEO of a thriving company that her team

follows and practices the original values

of its founding members.
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Nancy Duitch
Founder/CEO of Sera Labs & Chief

Strategic Officer of Cure Pharmaceutical

SERA LABS

Founder and CEO of Sera Labs, Nancy

Duitch has over 30 years’ experience as an

entrepreneur and leader in the consumer

products industry. She has founded and

developed several diverse businesses from

start-up to public company level and has

generated over $3 billion in revenue for

some of the most well-loved consumer

brands. Duitch started Sera Labs in 2018

in order to redefine the health, wellness,

and beauty sectors with innovation and

technology that incorporates science-

backed, proprietary formulations.

Kendra Doyel
Vice President, Merchandising

RALPHS GROCERY COMPANY

KendraDoyel is vice president ofmerchan-

dising for the Kroger Co.’s Ralphs Grocery

Company division based in Los Angeles.

She oversees sales and merchandising for

185 stores located throughout Southern

California to as far north as the Central

Coast. In the last 24 months, Doyel has

led a refreshed brand image for Ralphs,

featuring the tagline “Fresh for Everyone”

and the Kroji animated characters. She

also launched grocery pickup service at

all Ralphs locations during the height of

the COVID-19 pandemic.

Danijella Dragas
Chief Executive Officer

THE LENDING CORPORATION LLC

Born and raised in Oxford, England,

Danijella Dragas earned a BS in Eco-

nomics/International Trade and Bank-

ing from the prestigious University of

London. Dragas was employed by Bear

Stearns Investment Banking Firm for

over 18 years, where her specialty was

asset management and capital markets

and investment banking. Her focus at

the Lending Corporation has been on

construction finance, asset repositioning,

fintech and the blockchain market. In ad-

dition, she plays a key role on numerous

prestigious commercial projects on an

international level.

Stacy Durand
CEO/Partner

MEDIA DESIGN GROUP

With nearly three decades of performance

marketing experience, Stacy Durand is a

nationally recognized advertising expert.

She has managed billions of dollars in tele-

vision, connected television budgets and

helped her clients drive tens-of-billions

in revenue. In her current position as

CEO of Media Design Group, she leads

a 40-person staff inWestwood, planning

and placing video advertising for some

of the largest companies in the country,

including ZipRecruiter and Tractor Sup-

ply Company, in addition to numerous

successful start-ups like FightCamp and

Grammarly.

Brie Eley
Owner

HERE AND READY

Brie Eley is a classically-trained actress

and content creator. While fostering her

own career, she started Here and Ready,

a private networking collective servicing

more than 1,200 Black actresses across

the U.S. and Canada. Through Here and

Ready, she has produced educational

seminars, hosted networking events for the

Casting Society of America and launched

a public talent database website, which is

free to access. She can currently be seen

in commercials for Farmers, Pizza Hut,

OnStar and Ross.

Jami Beaton Eidsvold
Founder/CEO

SMARTY SOCIAL MEDIA

Jami Eidsvold is founder and CEO of

Smarty Social Media, which is based in

Santa Ana. She has more than 20 years

of experience in communications, digi-

tal marketing and brand strategy with a

focus on social media in the healthcare

industry. Her passion for educating on

the impact and potential of social media

marketing makes her a frequent speaker at

client sales meetings and business events.

Started as a one-woman shop, Eidsvold

has grown Smarty Social into a team of 22.

Annie M. Ellis
Partner

ANNIE ELLIS LAW

Annie Ellis has been practicing employ-

ment law for businesses for over a decade

at large firms before starting her own

practice, with a current focus on CO-

VID-19 compliance. To better represent

businesses, she felt that it was important to

knowwhat it means to run a business. She

believes that the intersection of California

employment law and business operations

should be as practical as possible. She

provides businesses with skilled counsel

that can eliminate the bureaucracy often

associated with larger firms while mini-

mizing the risk of litigation.

Kelly Estrella
Executive Vice President, Client Solutions

ALLIED GLOBAL MARKETING

Kelly Estrella is the executive vice presi-

dent of client solutions at Allied Global

Marketing, a marketing firm focused on

serving the entertainment, culture and life-

style industries with integrated solutions

across paid, earned and owned media,

creative design and strategic consult-

ing. Estrella is the company’s top female

executive and an all-around excellent

businesswoman, whose skills span across

strategy, operations, and sales. She adds

tremendous value to both the agency

and its clients, as well as a mentor and

inspiration to many of her co-workers.
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Tracey Faux Pattani
Chief Executive Officer

BUTLER, SHINE, STERN &

PARTNERS (BSSP)

An accomplished advertising industry

veteran with deep roots in digital mar-

keting, Tracey Faux Pattani has worked

with some of the world’s most recognized

global brands throughout her career. She

rejoined BSSP as the CEO inMarch 2020

from Digitas San Francisco, where she

served as SVPHead of AccountManage-

ment since 2016, overseeing successful

programs and helping to grow Digitas.

Since her return to BSSP, the firm has

won five pitches as lead agency and has

executed 25+ productions, all high quality,

on time and on budget.

Renee Fraser, Ph.D.
Founder/CEO

FRASER COMMUNICATIONS

Renee White Fraser, Ph.D., is founder/

CEO of Fraser Communications, a $35

million advertising agency. Clients include

Lexus, Hyundai, State of California, and

Los Angeles County Public Health. As the

CEO of the largest woman-owned agency

in theWest, Fraser is a dedicated advocate

for women in leadership. She has served

for 10 years as co-chair of 50/50Women

on Boards as well as a board member. She

also serves on the boards of Girl Scouts of

Greater Los Angeles, Wise and Healthy

Aging and the American Red Cross.

Sharon Evans
Chief Executive Officer

BUSINESS RESOURCE GROUP

Sharon Evans is a 25-year veteran in the

non-profit advisory service, business de-

velopment and financial service sectors.

She has extensive expertise in supplier

diversity and economic development.

As an advocate for small businesses, she

works to advance inclusivity and expand

pathways of opportunity for entrepreneurs

across the state. Evans believes that “Small

Business Success is Everybody’s Business”

and dedicates her life to supporting the

businesses that she believes supports our

way of life. Supporting small businesses

is her calling and her ministry.

Carla Galindez
L.A. County Deputy Public Defender

LOS ANGELES COUNTY PUBLIC

DEFENDER’S OFFICE

Carla Galindez grew up in Northeast Los

Angeles (NELA) and is the daughter of

Mexican immigrants. As a college stu-

dent, Galindez vowed to dedicate her

life to assisting those members of our

society with the most limited financial

means. Through her own personal trials

and tribulations, she has become a fierce

advocate for her indigent clients. She

became a Los Angeles Public Defender in

2015, currently assigned to the Pasadena

branch of the Public Defender’s office.

Ellen Goldsmith-Vein
Founder/CEO

THE GOTHAM GROUP

Ellen Goldsmith-Vein is the Founder and

CEO of The Gotham Group, the only

major management/production company

in Hollywood owned solely by a woman.

Based in Los Angeles, Goldsmith-Vein

and The Gotham Group represent some

of the most creative minds in the enter-

tainment industry, including top directors,

writers, producers, authors, illustrators,

and publishers. Last year she launched

“GothamReads,” a YouTube reading series

for kids in need after lockdown, providing

children the opportunity to connect in an

entertaining and educational way with

notable children’s authors and celebrities.

Nury Gomez
CEO/Founder/President

ACCOUNTING BREEZE

Nury Gomez, MBA is the founder of Ac-

counting Breeze and a part-time account-

ing professor at Pepperdine University’s

Business School of Management. Us-

ing her strong passion for accounting,

she founded the company now known

as Accounting Breeze. She has built her

company from the ground up, using her

strong morals and values as support. The

company offers a large array of services,

showcasing Gomez’s dynamic skill set.

This includes accounting, bookkeeping,

payroll, business formation, in-house

notary services, and more.

Brynn Gibbs
Founder/CEO

CONSUMER FUSION

Brynn Gibbs, founder and chief executive

officer of Consumer Fusion, founded the

company in 2013 after she began helping

close family friends with fake negative

review removal for their businesses. From

that, Consumer Fusion grew into a leader

in removing fake and illegitimate negative

reviews. Gibbs and her organization are

firmly committed to their mission of striv-

ing to keep reviews honest by providing

business owners with the tools they need

to take control of their online reputation.

They have removed over 60,000 illegiti-

mate and fake negative reviews.

Cynthia Grande
Attorney At Law

THE GRANDE LAW FIRM

Cynthia Grande is the founding attorney

of The Grande Law Firm. She works with

families and business owners to help them

find solutions for their legal concerns.

With offices in the Southern California

and Bay Area, she has worked with over

1,000 families to create new futures in

the areas of immigration and bankruptcy

law. She is also a community leader who

serves on the boards for the El Camino

College Education Foundation and the

Latina Lawyers Bar Association.



“I am honored to be recognized as an inspirational female
business leader alongside so many impressive women. Growing
Grassini Family Vineyards into one of Santa Barbara County‘s most respected
wineries has been an incredibly rewarding experience. Our success wouldn’t have
been possible without the efforts of our entire team. We hope to welcome readers
of the LA Times as well as the other phenomenal female business leaders to our
tasting room soon. Come see what all the fuss is about!”

Katie Grassini

(805) 897-3366 – tasting room | Visit us on Instagram or at GrassiniFamilyVineyards.com | 24 El Paseo Santa Barbara CA 93101
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Katie Grassini
Chief Executive Officer

GRASSINI FAMILY WINERY

Grassini was a trial lawyer when she took

over the family winery as the CEO while

in her thirties. With Grassini as the CEO,

the winery has grown, and for the last few

years both the winery and tasting room

were voted number one in Santa Barbara.

She is also actively part of her community,

participating in many charitable activities

and creating “Grassini Gives Back” to raise

money for local charities, including the

Santa Barbara Food Bank.

Demetria L. Graves
President/Managing Partner

THE GRAVES LAW FIRM

Demetria L. Graves is a certified family

law specialist and the managing partner

of The Graves Law Firm, serving Los

Angeles County with offices in Beverly

Hills and Pasadena. Graves assists in-

dividuals who wish to amicably dissolve

their family matters. She handles custody

and visitation, child support, spousal sup-

port, property division, the dissolution

of same-sex marriages and mediation,

all while paying close attention to her

clients’ needs and concerns in order to

achieve the most desirable outcomes.

Graves works to ensure that her clients’

rights and interests are protected.

Jodie Grenier
Chief Executive Officer

FOUNDATION FOR

WOMEN WARRIORS

JodieM. Grenier is the chief executive of-

ficer of Foundation forWomenWarriors, a

100-year-old non-profit organization that

honors and empowers women veterans

in their transition to civilian life. She

joined Foundation for WomenWarriors

in 2016, and in her short tenure rebranded

the organization, tripled revenue, and

both expanded and revitalized FFWW’s

programs, maximizing impact to women

veterans’ fiscal and family stability. Un-

der Jodie’s leadership Foundation for

Women Warriors, has transformed into

California’s preeminent women veteran

service agency.

Camilla Grozian-Lorentzen
Senior Vice President

KERN

As Senior Vice President of KERN, Ca-

milla Grozian-Lorentzen oversees all

client relationships, including AT&T,

American Express, Citigroup, Blue Cross

of Idaho and SoCal Gas. She leads the

company to provide integrated cross-

channel recommendations, deploying a

mix of tactics to achieve the highest sales

and revenue for clients. She has over 25

years of direct marketing experience,

including client-side at General Mills

and eHarmony, as well as agency side

and manages a team of over 400 people.
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Dianne Gubin
Principal, Capital Inventures, Inc.

and President, Amplify Professional

Services, Inc.

C-SWEET

Dianne Gubin is Co-CEO of C-Sweet,

which fosters executive-level professional

networks for female colleagues in leader-

ship positions to promote innovation and

create new opportunities for trusted and

confidential exchange and business/career

development. Members can connect with

others to freely brainstorm and discuss

challenges facing business and individual

projects through C-Sweet’s digital events,

live educational networking programs,

intimate executive-level dinners, panels,

keynote speakers, breakout sessions,

and podcasts.

Vicki Gunvalson
President/Founder

COTO INSURANCE AND

FINANCIAL SERVICES

Victoria Gunvalson, well-known star of

Bravo’s “The Real Housewives of Orange

County,” is a woman of many talents that

has helped to inspire many throughout

her journey. She continued to grow her

insurance practice during her time on the

hit reality series, teaching and inspiring

hundreds of agents the difficult world

of online insurance sales. In addition to

training agents over the years, Gunvalson

also grew her own personal production

earning awards as one of the top producers

in the country.

Monica Gutierrez-McCarthy
Sr. Vice President/COO

EISNER HEALTH

Monica Gutierrez-McCarthy, M.S., is a

service-centered leader and strategist

driven by her unwavering vision to create

notable change in her community’s health

sector. Passionate about both people and

business, she currently serves as the senior

vice president and chief operating officer

for Eisner Health. At the helm of the health

center’s operations, she works to continue

the improvement of the physical, social

and emotional well-being of those in the

Los Angeles communities and beyond.

Brandy Han
Senior Vice President & Group Head

of Capital Markets

CITY NATIONAL BANK

Brandy Han is Senior Vice President

and Group Head of Capital Markets at

City National Bank. In this role, she’s

responsible for four areas of the Specialty

Banking division that support the entire

bank: foreign exchange, interest rate risk

management, international banking and

trade finance, and syndications. She is

based in City National’s Los Angeles

headquarters and has been with the bank

for 11 years. Han moved to Los Angeles

in 2010 to create City National Bank’s

syndications team.

Felena Hanson
Founder

HERA HUB

FelenaHanson is a long-time entrepreneur

and marketing maven. Her latest ven-

ture, Hera Hub, is a spa-inspired shared

workspace and business accelerator for

female entrepreneurs. This as-needed,

flexible work and meeting space provides

a productive environment for growing

businesses. Hera Hub members have

access to a professional space to meet

with clients as well as to connect and

collaborate with like-minded business

owners, thus giving them the support

they need to be prosperous.

Genie Harrison
President/Principal Attorney

GENIE HARRISON LAW FIRM, APC

Genie Harrison is an employment lawyer

advocating for victims of all forms of

sexual harassment, discrimination and

retaliation. She is a top women’s and civil

rights lawyer who handles high-profile

cases while annually donating hundreds

of hours giving back. Harrison represents

women against HarveyWeinstein as a core

member of the plaintiffs’ lawyer team to

achieve a precedential settlement of $19

million on behalf of Weinstein’s victims.

Harrison is regularly listed as a top labor

and employment attorney as well as a at

top women lawyer in the region.

Capri Haga
Senior Vice President,

Risk Management

PUBLIC STORAGE

Capri Haga is senior vice president of

risk management for Public Storage. She

is responsible for identifying the risks

Public Storage may face and developing

strategies for managing those risks. Haga

also has oversight of the Storage Insurance

Program offered to all tenants of Public

Storage. She is also the president of PSCC,

Inc., a licensed insurance agency and PS

Alani Insurance Company, a licensed cap-

tive insurance company. Both are wholly

owned subsidiaries of Public Storage.

Shelby Hartman
Co-Founder/CEO

DOUBLEBLIND MAG

Shelby Hartman is co-founder of Double-

Blind, a media company at the forefront

of the psychedelic movement. She worked

in broadcast news production for CBS

Newscovering presidential elections, pro-

tests, natural disasters, and other breaking

news. Spurred by a passion for print, she

transitioned to magazine writing, working

as an editor and receiving her master’s

degree in long-form journalism from Co-

lumbia University. She has extensively

covered traumatic stress disorder in the

veteran community, the cannabis industry,

the psychedelic research boom, and the

popularization of ayahuasca.
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Erica Hidalgo
Chief Executive Officer

EVOLUTION BEAUTY BAR

Erica Hidalgo, CEO of Evolution Beauty

Bar, is an inspirational role model for

many in multiple communities. She grew

up in a harsh and impoverished environ-

ment. Seeing beyond her environmental

surroundings, her ambition allowed her

to grow to find flourishment like the rose

that arose from concrete. She opened up

her small business and made six figures

her first year, inspiring those around her

to strive for more.

Bel Hernandez Castillo
Founder/CEO

LATIN HEAT MEDIA, LLC

Bel Hernandez Castillo has been at the

helm of Latin Heat Media since its in-

ception as the first entertainment trade

publication focused on Latinos in en-

tertainment. Hernandez Castillo’s work

led to her being named “The Godmother

of Latino Hollywood” by Moviemaker

Magazine. She also served for six years

on the Peabody Awards Board, which

honors excellence in television and film.

She received an ALMA Award from the

National Council of La Raza (NCLR) for

her contributions to the entertainment

community.

Beth Hilbing
Co-CEO, C-Sweet

SENIOR PROGRAM MANAGER & SENIOR

IT BUSINESS PARTNER, BOEING

Beth Hilbing is the Co-CEO for C-Sweet

for executive women. C-Sweet is a na-

tional organization dedicated to women

working with each other at the highest

levels. Women prospering in the work-

force, succeeding as entrepreneurs, and

promoting women’s economic empower-

ment is the organization’s mission. With

a focus on Fortune 1000, middle-market,

and fast growth companies, C-Sweet

creates opportunities for women across

sectors for business development, brand

acceleration, partnerships and expanded

career paths through curated receptions

and digital engagement.

Natalie Hockey
Director

TREASURES FROM ANGELS

Believing the fashion industry should

be accessible and inclusive to all women

regardless of status, privilege or past,

along with the founding of Treasures

From Angels, Natalie Hockey actively

works with Los Angeles’ most vulner-

able and underserved women to create

new opportunities and hope. A 100%

donation-based non-profit benefitting

the Los Angeles House of Ruth, Treasures

FromAngels sells pre-loved designer bags,

shoes and clothing items and educates

women from the House of Ruth in fashion

merchandising, inventory, shipping, and

studio work.

Nancy Hoffman Vanyek
President/CEO

GREATER SAN FERNANDO VALLEY

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

Nancy Hoffman Vanyek, ACE, is CEO of

the Greater San Fernando Valley Cham-

ber of Commerce and the first and only

woman to head the organization in its

110-year history. At the age of 23, she

started as the communications manager

of the (then-called) Van Nuys Chamber

of Commerce. Within six years, she was

named the Chamber’s first female CEO.

Hoffman Vanyek is a results-driven profes-

sional with experience in both the political

and business arenas, shaping consensus

and achieving big-picture goals by unit-

ing the business community toward a

shared vision.

Nicole Hoeksma Gordon
Partner

THE SOHAGI LAW GROUP

Nicole Hoeksma Gordon, a partner at The

Sohagi LawGroup, advises public agencies

on complex environmental and land use

matters at the administrative, trial, and

appellate level. She focuses her practice

on complex issues and projects under the

California Environmental Quality Act,

the National Environmental Policy Act,

the Federal and California Endangered

Species Act, and planning and zoning

laws. As the former chair of the Execu-

tive Committee of the Environmental

Law Section of the California Lawyers

Association, Gordon is at the forefront

of environmental law issues.

Neysa Horsburgh
Chief Strategy Officer

PSYOP

Neysa Horsburgh is the Chief Strategy

Officer of Psyop. Since joining in 2007,

she has expanded the company’s capa-

bilities, shaping their trajectory into the

content powerhouse it is today with a

roster of award-winning directors and

artists. Horsburgh looks to the future,

always anticipating what will unlock the

next, new doorway to iconic, visual sto-

ries. Her early career started in music

videos at a time when technology was

allowing artists to re-write the rules of

reality and design.

Angela Hsu
Senior Vice President, Marketing

& eCommerce

LAMPS PLUS

Angela Hsu serves as the senior vice presi-

dent of marketing and ecommerce for

Lamps Plus, the nation’s leading lighting

retailer, reporting directly to its founder

and CEO. At Lamps Plus, Hsu leads a

versatile group of 40 that engages in

marketing, e-commerce, omni-channel

integration, marketplaces, brand and cre-

ative services. During her 18-year tenure,

she has helped establish Lamps Plus as a

nationally recognized e-commerce leader,

currently ranked sixth in the Housewares/

Home Furnishings category by Digital

Commerce 360, the primary authority

for e-commerce.
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Julia Huang
Chief Executive Officer

INTERTREND COMMUNICATIONS

Julia Huang, founder and CEO of Inter-

trend Communications, was born and

raised in Japan and immigrated to the

United States fromTaiwan. As a Taiwanese

woman whose time was divided living

across Asia, she arrived in the States with

a strong perspective on what it means to be

Asian and identified a gap in the marketing

and advertising market. Since founding

Intertrend in 1991, the agency has become

a well-recognized multicultural advertis-

ing firm with clients including Toyota,

JP Morgan Chase, TD Ameritrade, and

Nationwide.

Carolyn Hunt
Partner

BARNES & THORNBURG LLP

Carolyn Hunt is regarded as an author-

ity in the film and television finance and

distribution arenas. She represents fi-

nancial institutions; senior, mezzanine

and equity venture and production funds;

major independent production companies,

sales agents and distributors; and high

net-worth individuals in a wide variety of

capital and distribution transactions. Hunt

routinely counsels clients on the legal and

business issues of entertainment financ-

ing transactions, including single-project,

capital raises, slate financings, lines of

credit, co-productions and domestic and

foreign incentivized financing structures.

Caroline Jackson
Co-Founder/Managing Director

SPECIAL GROUP U.S.

Australian-born and educated Caroline

Jackson has worked around the world,

providing her with a global perspective on

her 20-plus years in the industry. Today,

Jackson is the managing director and

co-founder at the new creative agency

Special Group U.S. In the height of the

pandemic, Jackson and her co-founders

worked tirelessly to get their agency off

the ground.Without ever meeting in per-

son, she led Special through its nascent

stage, launching the U.S. arm of the New

Zealand-founded indie agency, with offices

in Melbourne and Sydney.

Scharrell Jackson
Chief Operating Officer

LENDISTRY

Scharrell Jackson is a chief operating

officer who joined Lendistry in 2021 to

lead the firm’s operations. As a top-tier

executive with over 35 years of expe-

rience, Scharrell drives an innovative

model forward for Lendistry that results in

sustainable business practices, scalability,

and financial profitability. Her business

acumen spans across business opera-

tions, leading strategy as well as human

resources, legal, administration, finance

and accounting, information technology,

marketing, and general administration

departments and staff.

Ruksana Hussain
Founder/Publisher

TRAVELER AND TOURIST

Ruksana Hussain is an award-winning

journalist with 20 years’ experience work-

ing with media and corporate clients,

covering diverse beats and industries.

She is the publisher and editor of Traveler

and Tourist - a digital subscriber-only

monthly lifestyle magazine with a global

audience. She is the managing editor

with a diversity-focused publication and

copy editor with a luxury lifestyle pub-

lication. Her past editorial experience

includes managing several monthly print

publications in Southern California. She

has received recognition from the North

American Travel Journalists Association

for her journalistic work.

Jennifer Jackson-Harris
Finance & Insurance

Product Manager

TOYOTA FINANCIAL SERVICES

Jennifer Jackson-Harris is a third-gen-

eration automotive professional who

combined her love for the industry with

her passion for education. Currently, she

serves as the finance and insurance prod-

uct manager for Toyota & Lexus Finan-

cial Services, managing the Los Angeles

Metropolitan area. Her role serves as the

portfolio product and solution expert for

complex insurance products. In this role,

Jackson-Harris works to covert complex

information into formats compatible with

adult learners.

Anne Jacoby
CEO/Founder

THE SPRING STREET

SOLUTIONS COMPANY

Anne Jacoby’s entrepreneurial drive led

her to launch her own firm, The Spring

Street Solutions Company. Through

culture strategy, workshops, leadership

programs and executive coaching, Ja-

coby helps innovative companies drive

the mindsets and behaviors that inspire

more innovation, connection and inclu-

sion. Her clients range from high growth

startups to Fortune 500 companies. Her

vision is to inspire creativity culture in

more workplaces so that humans around

the globe can experience more creative,

happy and fulfilled lives.

Julia Jacobson
CEO/Co-Founder

ASTER FARMS

Julia Jacobson founded Aster Farms when

cannabis helped her regain her life after a

decade long battle with chronic migraines.

As an exited CEO, she brings an exper-

tise in entrepreneurship and business

development to the Aster Farms’ team.

Jacobson leads the company’s high-level

vision, has successfully raised over $4.5

million of funding in a capital constrained

industry, and put the wheels in motion to

take the brand national. She has become

a thought leader in the cannabis and sus-

tainability spaces.
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Monica M. Jaramillo
Co-Founder

LABEL THE AGENCY

Monica M. Jaramillo co-founded the

entertainment marketing firm, LABEL

the Agency, whose clients include Airbnb,

Cedars-Sinai, Fox, Netflix, Seratopical

by Sera Labs, Virtue/ Vice Media, Team

IMPACT and Voice For The Animals.

She was previously a vice president in the

brand marketing division of PMK-BNC,

working on such clients as Audi, Samsung,

American Express and DIRECTV. She is

also a board member of the Exceptional

Children’s Foundation, which provides

education, housing, and employment

opportunities for children and adults

with learning disabilities.

Janine Jarman
Founder

CURL CULT LLC

Celebrity hairstylist and founder of Hair-

roin Salon, Janine Jarman has worked

with a wide range of celebrities. She also

launched Curl Cult, a permanent texture

styling service that includes a curl and

texture supportive retail line for the pro-

fessional beauty industry. Perm-obsessed

Jarman has built a loyal following over the

years for her unique approach to perma-

nent texture, dubbing her “Perm Queen

Janine.” Curl Cult has also partnered with

Beauty Changes Lives to mentor the next

generation of hairstylists.

Evie P. Jeang
CEO/Founder

SURROGACY CONCIERGE

Evie P. Jeang is the CEO and founder

of Surrogacy Concierge. Her company

represents intended parents throughout

their fertility journey frommatching with

donors, reviewing agency agreements,

screening surrogates, drafting gesta-

tional carrier agreements, establishing

parent-child relationships, and ultimately

hospital delivery. Surrogacy Concierge

are the agents for the intended parents

and act as the liaison between them and

all other entities involved with the sur-

rogacy process. Jeang has carved a niche

in helping families navigate the intricate

laws governing international surrogacy, in

vitro fertilization (IVF) and egg freezing.

Kate Jeffers
President/Partner

VENABLES BELL + PARTNERS

Kate Jeffers is president and partner of

leading independent advertising agency,

Venables Bell + Partners (VB+P), where

she runs the day-to-day operations and

drives its long-term vision. Headquar-

tered in San Francisco, the agency counts

Audi, Chipotle, 3M and Reebok among

its clients. Since joining the agency 17

years ago, Jeffers has played a pivotal role

in the agency’s overall success—driving

consequential growth via new business

and a diversification of VB+P’s offerings.

Margaret Johnson
Partner/Chief Creative Officer

GOODBY SILVERSTEIN & PARTNERS

Margaret Johnson is a 24-year veteran

of Goodby Silverstein & Partners and

leads the agency’s creative department as

chief creative officer. Johnson’s signature

creative product is innovative work with

a humanitarian edge. Over the last year,

Johnson’s teams tackled two of the most

important issues affecting society today:

police brutality against Black people and

COVID-19-related racism toward Asian

Americans. She also led the creation of

Google and the U.N.’s “Life BelowWater,”

exposing the prediction that by 2050,

there will be more plastic in the oceans

than fish.

Alanah Joseph
Senior Marketing Manager

HUBSPOT

Alanah Joseph is the senior marketing

manager at HubSpot, overseeing the

HubSpot Podcast Network. Joseph is

a results-driven, digital marketer and

content strategist that’s focused on driving

brand awareness and audience engage-

ment for top brands. As a creative problem

solver and storyteller, she enjoys spending

time helping brands inspire and engage

customers, all while producing compel-

ling stories through marketing initiatives.

Joseph has proven expertise in developing

metrics and turning creative ideas into

targeted, high-impact campaigns.

Mollie Kaiser
Private Wealth Advisor

STRATEGIC VIEW ADVISORS

After a career in social work and then

during her subsequent 14 years in the

finance industry, Mollie Kaiser has worked

in investment management at notable

financial institutions. While this satisfied

one aspect of clients’ financial needs,

Kaiser sought a more comprehensive

approach, which led her to join Strategic

View Advisors in 2016.While the journey

from crisis counseling to financial planning

exposed her to vastly different worlds,

she sees that the two are connected by a

common goal: to help people find clarity,

stability, and peace of mind.

Wafa Kanan
President

UNIQUE IMAGE, INC.

Wafa Kanan is the President and CEO of

Unique Image. Her expertise in branding,

creative, and multimedia delivers solu-

tions and influences positive change. As

the engine that launches every market-

ing campaign, Kanan dives into the core

challenges and volume of information,

revealing the true essence of her clients’

brands. As a recipient of multiple top in-

dustry awards, Kanan’s philosophy toward

humanity and cross-cultural unity has

been recognized by major news sources

and earned her commendations and proc-

lamations from the City of Los Angeles,

the State of California and from foreign

countries on three different continents.
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Emily Kane Miller
CEO/Founder

ETHOS GIVING

Emily KaneMiller is a social impact vet-

eran who has built a career at the nexus

of government, non-profits, business, and

philanthropy. As the founder and CEO

of Ethos Giving, a social impact services

organization,Miller has built an innovative

framework for charitable giving and com-

munity engagement that delivers for every

constituent in the donor framework—from

donors to non-profits to communities. She

is dedicated to transforming and elevating

the CSR paradigm in America, moving the

field toward stewarding comprehensive,

measurable strategies that catalyze lasting

social change.

T. Katuri Kaye
Director

TRUCKER HUSS, APC

Katuri Kaye has spent her legal career

consulting employers andmulti-employer

trusts on all aspects of their employee

benefit plans, including health and welfare,

Section 125 cafeteria, and qualified retire-

ment plans. She has also advised clients

with respect to complicated transactions

involving plan assets, in the meaning of

ERISA, and executive compensation mat-

ters. Katuri counsels clients on the design

and tax-qualification of retirement plans

and the taxation of employee benefits.

Amber Kelleher-Andrews
Co-Founder/CEO

KELLEHER INTERNATIONAL

Amber Kelleher-Andrews is CEO of Kelle-

her International, the largest privately

owned matchmaking firm in the U.S.

Awarded top global matchmaker from

2010 to present, Kelleher International

continues to set the gold standard today

for upscale personalized matchmaking in

a billion dollar industry that continues to

grow. The Kelleher brand is synonymous

with exclusivity, success and discretion.

The elite matchmaking firm of Kelleher

International is the go-to personal search

firm for the world’s most eligible.

Kika Keith
CEO/Founder

GORILLA RX WELLNESS CO.

For Kika Keith, tackling the beast of re-

forming cannabis social equity in Los

Angeles has been a long journey, one she

never expected would last for as long as

it has. Keith is founder of Life Develop-

ment Group, co-founder of the Social

Equity Owners andWorkers Association

(SEOWA), and now a Social Equity can-

nabis retail license owner. By providing

education on city cannabis laws to her

community, and winning a successful law-

suit against the city of Los Angeles, Keith

and her teamwon 100 additional licenses.

Ahyoung Kim
Chief Executive Officer

ARQ TEX, LLC

Ahyoung Kim started her professional

career in the apparel industry as a re-

tail merchandiser for single-store retail

brands followed by opening her boutique

children’s clothing store, Lux Tots. Five

years ago, Kim was recruited by an inves-

tor in China to launch a textile business

in Los Angeles. She earned the investor’s

trust, and ARQ Tex was launched. She

bridged two nations in textile importing—a

start-up with zero revenue in 2018 to a

runaway now, with $15 million in sales

within five years.

Yun Kim
President/CEO

EMPEROR’S COLLEGE OF

TRADITIONAL ORIENTAL MEDICINE

Yun Kim became CEO of Emperor’s Col-

lege in 2006, and later CEO and presi-

dent. Eastern medicine at the time was

an emerging field in the U.S. and little was

understood while integrative medicine

(integrating Eastern andWestern) was just

beginning. Under her guidance, Kim has

put together an energetic, talented board

of professionals across fields and grown

Emperor’s College into a leader in Eastern

medicine. In the time of COVID-19, she

has kept the school viable and it has grown

into a center for educational, social and

political refuge.

Gayane Kirakosyan
Director

FOCALPOINT PARTNERS, LLC

Gayane Kirakosyan has over 18 years of

investment banking experience advising

companies on debt and equity capital

raises, mergers and acquisitions and fi-

nancial restructurings/bankruptcies.

Throughout her career, Kirakosyan has

closed over $2.8 billion in transactions

across a wide variety of industries and

structures. She is currently a director at

FocalPoint Partners, a leading boutique

investment bank headquartered in Los

Angeles, California. Since its inception

in 2002, FocalPoint has grown to become

one of the larger middle market invest-

ment banks in the country.

Linda Knight
Chief Creative Officer

OBSERVATORY

Linda Knight arrived at her role as CCO

of Observatory just around the time of

the pandemic — to drive some of Ob-

servatory’s most important content for

brands. Knight directs creative teams to

crack problems with big, yet simple ideas

that can play in any number of mediums.

For the partnership between consumer

icons Netflix and Ben & Jerry’s, Knight

promoted both “Netflix is a Joke” and

a new Ben & Jerry’s flavor, drawing on

brand loyalty and making people laugh

with “The Punch Line Hotline.”
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Linda D. Kornfeld
Partner/Vice Chair, Insurance

Recovery Practice Group

BLANK ROME LLP

Linda Kornfeld, among the nation’s most

prominent insurance recovery attorneys,

represents corporate policyholders in

high-stakes litigation and assists her cli-

ents in recovering hundreds of millions of

dollars in insurance assets. Her strategic

advice to senior executives and in-house

counsel of clients, including telecommu-

nications companies, universities, real

estate developers, manufacturers, and

non-profit organizations, is focused on

mitigating risk and maximizing insurance

recoveries. Whether through settlement

or trial, Kornfeld cost-effectively resolves

complex insurance matters for her clients.

Brandi Kolosky
Chief Growth Officer

PLENSY

Brandi Kolosky is known as a polymathic

business and marketing leader. She is

known for pushing the boundaries of

B2B and B2C globally. In 2020, she also

accepted the role as chief growth officer

of Plensy to interrupt, innovate, and revo-

lutionize the financial ecosystem with

a patent-pending DeFi lending points

system. Her role with Plensy is to trans-

form the antiquated traditional financial

ecosystem and credit score rating from

the current loan processing methodology

by offering lending services through the

Plensy platform.

Danielle Krettek Cobb
Founder

GOOGLE EMPATHY LAB

Danielle Krettek Cobb joined Google to

introduce some of her unconventional de-

sign and people magic to the beginnings of

its evolution from a software engineering

company to a design-driven, moonshot-

visioning-“everything” company. Cobb

founded the Google Empathy Lab to create

humane, enlivening technology informed

by empathy, resilience, and wisdom of

heart. The Lab is an interdisciplinary

group that guides emerging technologies

like AI with a heart-first approach. Its

empathy-driven methods allow teams to

slow down, ask thoughtful questions, and

shape technology in ways that contribute

to human deepening and expansion.

Michele Lanza
Founder

WORK WIDER

After more than 20 years of HR experi-

ence, Michele Lanza knows the value a

company realizes when employees can

bring their full selves to work. As amember

of a number of theWorkWider communi-

ties, she is committed to creating support

systems for underrepresented communi-

ties. Well before foundingWorkWider, a

keen interest in innovative strategies led

Lanza to develop the ground-breaking

online blind selection process for en-

try level talent work at Ketchum called

LaunchPad. She is also passionate about

deploying recruiting processes that foster

diversity and inclusion.

Deb Lemon
Co-CEO/Partner

ON BOARD EXPERIENTIAL (OBE)

An innovative marketer since her early

days at Nike (where she created the iconic

Nike Women’s Marathon), Deb Murray

Lemon has spent the past 24 months

strategizing, executing, and leading. As

Co-CEO of full-service experiential mar-

keting agency, On Board Experiential

(OBE), she took the live, in-person busi-

ness virtual—creating a hybrid agency that

has helped clients authentically connect

with consumers through new mediums

in the hybrid marketing landscape. She

also incubated the launch of OBE’s new

minority-owned sister marketing agency.

Judy Lewis
Chief Financial Officer

NORMS RESTAURANTS

An accomplished female leader in cor-

porate America, Judy Lewis is the chief

financial officer for NORMSRestaurants,

an iconic SoCal diner chain serving up

homestyle hospitality since 1949, head-

quartered in Bellflower. As a key member

of NORMS’ executive team for the past

four years, Lewis has used her 33 years

of experience in the food service industry

to help streamline and update several

finance processes, as well as helping to

guide the growing restaurant chain through

the pandemic.

Jennifer Lieser
Partner

KAPLAN MARINO

Jennifer Lieser is a partner at Kaplan

Marino, whose practice focuses on federal

and state white-collar crimes and complex

criminal litigation. She handles a variety

of criminal cases, including but not limited

to bribery and kickbacks, fraud, money

laundering, false statements, murder,

robbery, assault, sex crimes, domestic

violence, and driving under the influence

of drugs and alcohol. Prior to joining

Kaplan Marino, Lieser clerked for the

Orange County Public Defender’s Office

and was also involved in the research and

editing of several successful motions for

new trial/criminal appeals.

Jill Lim
Owner/Partner

OHANA PET HOSPITAL

Being a veterinary practice owner, busi-

ness consultant, and professional educator

are the perfect combination of a love for

animals, medicine, customer service,

education, and business management. Jill

Lim is an active partner in three veterinary

start-ups. Her commitment to education

is demonstrated in the development of an

associate’s degree program in veterinary

technology at Ventura College. She serves

as a liaison with various rescue partners

like the National Disaster Search Dog

Foundation to serve the community.
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Deidre Lind
President/CEO

MAYOR’S FUND FOR LOS ANGELES

Deidre Lind is an award-winning phil-

anthropic leader with effective, impact-

driven results. Lind served as the founding

president of the Mayor’s Fund for Los

Angeles, which was created to build a

diverse array of public/private partner-

ships focused on innovation and impact.

Lind has built her career over two decades

leading corporate responsibility and phi-

lanthropy programs, including serving for

a decade as Mattel’s chief global social

impact strategist where she launched

the two-percent pre-tax profit annual

commitment and delivered the company’s

first global sustainability assessment.

Melissa Lippert
Director of Operations

UNITED PACIFIC

Melissa Lippert spent and a half years at

the Coffee Bean and Tea Leaf as the direc-

tor of operations before joining United

Pacific. She has been instrumental in inte-

grating acquisitions and driving website,

mobile and loyalty initiatives, In addition,

Lippert is excellent at organizing cross

functional teams and driving the group

toward common goals.

Rebecca Love
President

MARKO METALS, INC.

Rebecca Love is the co-president ofMarko

Metals, Inc., a full-service ferrous and

non-ferrous metal broker and recycler.

After graduating Boston University in

2006 and a short stint in public relations,

Love joined Marko Metals in an opera-

tions role. Over the next few years, she

spent time learning the ins and outs of the

business, from pricing and sales to yard

management and human resources. In

2012, Love stepped into her current role

as co-president of the company.

Amanda Ma
Founder/CEO

INNOVATE MARKETING GROUP, INC.

AmandaMa is the founder and chief ex-

perience officer of Innovate Marketing

Group (IMG). She is an industry profes-

sional with 17 years of experience in event

production, event launch, activations,

experiential marketing, design and execu-

tion. Born in Taiwan and raised in Los

Angeles, Ma studied business at Boston

University and studied abroad in London.

She founded Innovate Marketing Group

in 2014, which through her leadership

has flourished into one of the most dis-

tinguished event management and design

agencies, both locally and nationally.

Lana Manganiello
Director

EQUINOX STRATEGY PARTNERS

LanaManganiello is a business develop-

ment coach and trainer at Equinox Strat-

egy Partners. She has spent the entirety

of her career focused on marketing and

business development for a variety of

professional service firms. Manganiello

has run both marketing departments and

business development teams for financial

service and insurance companies, as well

as in construction and education technol-

ogy. She’s devoted the last three years to

working with law firms and attorneys on

client development primarily through

group training and individual coaching.

Azucena Maldonado
Founder

LATINA GOLFERS ASSOCIATION

What began as a passion for the game of

golf has evolved into a business empow-

ering women to shatter the glass ceil-

ing with a golf ball. AzucenaMaldonado

founded the LGA, the Latina Golfers

Association, and considers herself to be

a social-entrepreneur. After 13 years on

countless courses, the LGA has over 2,500

members in Los Angeles County made up

of professional women representing the

public and private sectors. The LGA’s

work has made a tremendous impact in

changing the face of golf in Los Angeles.

Nina Marino
Partner

KAPLAN MARINO

Nina Marino’s complex litigation and

white-collar crime practice is both na-

tional and international. She negotiates

with the U.S. Department of Justice, state

attorneys general, district attorneys, and

Interpol in her defense of individuals al-

leged to be involved withMedicare fraud,

Foreign Corrupt Practice Act violations

and tax, cyber and other crimes. Quite

simply, Marino likes to save people. Right

from the start, clients understand that she

takes their cases as personally as they

do. Her combination of caring, integrity

and formidable lawyering has earned her

a national reputation and recognition.

Anastasia K. Mann
Chairman & CEO

THE CORNICHE GROUP, INC.

Anastasia K. Mann founded Corniche

Travel (now The Corniche Group, Inc.) in

1987, a company that today grosses more

than $35million annually. In 2017, the city

ofWest Hollywood honored Corniche with

a ceremonial ribbon cutting to celebrate

the 30th anniversary of its residency

Mann has traveled to 148 countries and

is also president of the Hollywood Hills

West Neighborhood Council, where she

has served for 19 years.
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Dawn Maroney
Markets President, Alignment

Healthcare/CEO, Alignment

Health Plan

ALIGNMENT HEALTHCARE

DawnMaroney’s deep health care career

can be defined in one word: impact — both

on the companies for which she works and

the populations they serve. She serves dual

roles as markets president of Alignment

Healthcare and CEO of Alignment Health

Plan. Her impact on Alignment helped

create a consistent growth trajectory over

the past seven years – a differentiator in

an otherwise frenetic category – which

no doubt played a role in the company

going public earlier this year.

Danyelle McGill
Vice President, Strategic Marketing

ALLIED GLOBAL MARKETING

Danyelle McGill is an experienced vice

president of strategic marketing with a

demonstrated history working in the en-

tertainment, arts, and lifestyle industries

on global and targeted (local, African

American, Hispanic, LGBTQ+)marketing

campaigns. She is wholeheartedly com-

mitted to the advancement of her target

audiences, with a sagacious, a whip-smart

sense of humor. McGill is an inspiration

to her colleagues for her tenacity to keep

learning and growing, while having an

unwavering sense of self.

Laura McHolm
Co-Founder/Chief Marketing Officer

NORTHSTAR MOVING COMPANY

One of the few women at the helm of a

moving company, Laura McHolm had

an unlikely start as co-founder of North-

Star Moving Company. McHolm firmly

believes that running a moving business

means a lot more than lifting things – it’s

about lifting up the community. She built

a company and life built upon a sincere

dedication to meeting the highest stan-

dards for service and integrity in her re-

lationships with customers, employees,

and the community at large.

Stephanie Medina
President, Disability Services

24 HOUR HOME CARE

StephanieMedina is the president of dis-

ability services at 24 Hour Home Care,

a division that supports individuals and

families with developmental disabilities.

She is responsible for all of the division’s

business functions that support and de-

liver services to the 21 regional centers in

California. Within different departments,

Medina oversees the long-term vision,

strategy, and execution of the division. She

is also a Los Angeles founding member

with Chief, a private leadership network

focused on supporting and connecting

female executive leaders across multiple

industries.

Lisa Helfend Meyer
Founding Partner

MEYER OLSON LOWY MEYERS

Los Angeles family law attorney Lisa

HelfendMeyer is recognized as a strong

litigator and trial attorney who achieves

favorable outcomes for her clients in high

stakes divorce and custody disputes. Lisa

has successfully tried complex family law

matters in multiple states. Her abilities

in the courtroom support her clients’

emergence as stronger and confident

individuals preparing for the next chapter

of their lives. Meyer has built a reputa-

tion for taking on the toughest cases and

prevailing in high-asset and high-conflict

family law matters.

Tricia Meyer
Founder/Managing Attorney

MEYER LAW, LTD.

Tricia Meyer is founder and managing

attorney of Meyer Law, one of the fastest

growing law firms in the United States,

with offices in Chicago, Denver and Los

Angeles. She helps businesses across

the country and notable clients include

companies that have appeared on “Shark

Tank” to companies gracing the “Inc. 500”.

As an entrepreneur and lawyer, Meyer

has a unique perspective and mentors

thousands of start-ups and scaling com-

panies at incubators and accelerators

across the U.S.

Sara Z. Mijares
Entrepreneur

SARA ZAPATA MIJARES CONSULTING

SaraMijares is an advisor for non-profit,

cultural, artistic, and tourism organiza-

tions and an expert business promoter,

She has recently entered into an event

collaboration with the “Convencion In-

ternacional de Chile 2022” in Tabasco,

Mexico for Nov. 2022 and is working

toward bringing the International Forum

of Chile and Gourmet, an offspring of

the Chile industry event in Mexico to

Los Angeles in summer 2023. In 2013

and 2014, she coordinated theMEXICO

FOODFAIR at the Los Angeles Conven-

tion Center.

Amanda Miller
Executive Producer

PSYOP

AmandaMiller is producer and executive

producer based in Los Angeles. With an

emphasis on world-building and charac-

ters, Miller focuses on storytelling that

leverages her considerable experience

in animation. She developed and pro-

duced the adult animated series on SyFy’s

late night block TZGZ called “Devil May

Care” and also developed and produced

three seasons of the animated comedy

“Grandma’s Cats Are Trying To Kill Her”.

Miller was the guest producer for Season

6 of “Motionpoems”, commissioning 14

unique films based on notable published

poems penned by women.
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Renee Miller
Founder/Executive Creative Director

THE MILLER GROUP

Renee Miller is founder of The Miller

Group, a woman-owned, culturally di-

verse, award-winning digital branding

and advertising agency. She has been

recognized as one of Los Angeles’ leading

creative directors. She is also a successful

businesswoman who cherry picks clients,

based on her ability to contribute success-

fully to their bottom line. Miller received

an Outstanding Achievement Award for

her successful work on theWest Nile virus

campaign for the County of Los Angeles

and has mentored young, underserved

women and men for more than 30 years.

Kimberly Miller
Global Chief Experience Officer

INITIATIVE

KimberlyMiller is the global chief experi-

ence officer at Initiative. Protecting the

agency’s unique culture, she oversees

programs that strengthen the experience

of more than 900 employees in the U.S.

and 4,000 globally.Miller’s responsibilities

include identifying trends to help curate

mental wellness, learning and develop-

ment, onboarding, and DEI programs

that help motivate and support talent.

With more than 20 years of experience,

Miller is a people person who understands

media and the importance of a strong

agency culture.

Valerie Moizel
CEO/CCO

THE WOO

A leader in the marketing and advertising

world, Valerie Moizel is the CEO and

CCO at The Woo, a Los Angeles-based

creative agency. She and her former part-

ner built The Woo from the ground up

immediately following Moizel’s gradua-

tion from Art Center College of Design.

Since its inception, The Woo has grown

into a digital marketing powerhouse with

global clients in a multitude of industries,

including technology, cosmetics, home

appliances, and more.

Rochelle Mills
President/CEO

INNOVATIVE HOUSING

OPPORTUNITIES

Rochelle Mills is president and CEO of

Innovative Housing Opportunities (IHO),

a non-profit developer of high-quality

affordable housing, providing supportive

services and economic empowerment

programs. She oversees the growth and

implementation of IHO’s vision, portfolio,

and long-term impact. She began as a

part-time project manager over IHO’s sole

property in 2006 and served as vice presi-

dent of development and programs. Since

then, Mills has been an integral leader and

team member for almost 15 of the firm’s

45-year legacy of developing, advocating,

and preserving affordable housing.

Laurel Mintz
CEO/Founder

ELEVATE MY BRAND

Laurel Mintz, J.D., M.B.A., is the CEO

and founder of award-winning, Los Ange-

les-based marketing agency, Elevate My

Brand. Her gift is connecting with people

and their stories. After all, companies are

made up of people and stories are just

narratives that are the foundation of great

marketing. Mintz’s energy has been the

driving force behind the agency’s growth

since it launched in 2009. With Elevate

My Brand, Mintz and her team serve both

start-ups and blue chip global brands.

Allison Moss
CEO/Founder

TYPE:A BRANDS

AllisonMoss has 22 years of prior market-

ing and management experience working

with some of the biggest beauty compa-

nies in the business. Yet her passion for

wanting to bring cleaner, safer beauty &

personal care products to market brought

her to where she is today as the founder &

CEO of Type:A Brands. Since launching

the company three years ago, Moss has

created award-winning, non-toxic, high-

performance body care items. This in-

cludes the hero product, a game-changing

aluminum-free deodorant.

Crystal Muilenburg
Chief Marketing Officer

EVOLUS

Crystal Muilenburg joined Evolus in Feb-

ruary 2019 as the VP of Corporate Com-

munications & Public Relations. She was

instrumental in the successful launch of

Jeuveau in the U.S. and a key strategist in

the successful navigation of an ITC case

that was resolved in February 2021. She

was promoted to chief marketing officer in

February 2021, responsible for oversee-

ing the U.S. marketing organization and

establishing the company’s international

infrastructure to support the expansion of

Nuceiva in all Evolus-licensed territories.

Carrie Murray
Founder/CEO

THE BUSINESS RELATIONSHIP

ALLIANCE NETWORK

Carrie Murray is a speaker, podcast host,

and the founder of Business Relationship

Alliance (BRA), a network of powerful

female entrepreneurs devoted to advanc-

ing women-owned businesses by providing

the community, collaboration, empower-

ment and support needed to flourish as an

entrepreneur. She founded BRANetwork

at her dinner table surrounded by four

friends who all felt frustrated and isolated

from being “solopreneurs.” The mantras

of “Collaboration Over Competition” and

“Hiring Each Other First” are paramount

to the organization.



About Evolus, Inc.

Evolus is a performance beauty company with a customer-centric approach focused on

delivering breakthrough products. Visit us at www.evolus.com

The Evolus team

congratulates

CRYSTAL

MUILENBURG

for being recognized by

the Los Angeles Times

B2B Publishing & Events

as a 2021 Inspirational

Women nominee.
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Sabrina C. Narain
Partner

SANDERS ROBERTS LLP

Sabrina Narain leads the Automotive

Practice Group at Sanders Roberts and

specializes in handling warranty defense,

product liability, and business litigation

matters. She is the first female partner

at Sanders Roberts, a top-tier litigation

boutique located in downtown Los An-

geles. After joining the firm in 2014, she

has not only rose through the ranks, but

also through her leadership has grown the

firm’s auto manufacturing litigation team.

Narain represents multiple large domestic

and foreign manufacturers, including Ford

Motor Company and American Honda

Motor Company, Inc.

Angie Myers
CEO/Founder

THE ORIGINAL MY “BUDDY” TOWEL

As a mom of six, Angie Myers’ laundry

was never ending because her kids always

used more than one towel at a time. So

she created the ideal solution: the pat-

ent- pending My “Buddy” Towel. It’s a

towel and an onesie in one. Just slip on,

zip up and go. No more battling to keep

the bath towel from falling off, either.

TheMy “Buddy” Towel can be used after

a bath, the pool or at the beach and also

super absorbent.

Michelle Ngo
Senior Vice President, /Chief

Financial Officer/Controller

KILROY REALTY CORPORATION

Michelle Ngowas appointed chief financial

officer in December 2020 after serving as

senior vice president and treasurer since

2009. She has demonstrated a strong

ability to not only adapt but also thrive

in the midst of changes. During the great

recession, Ngo helped to get the company

rated to shore up the balance sheet in

order to allow the company to finance

its expansion strategy. This ultimately

transformed the company into a premier

west coast REIT, growing its enterprise

from $2 billion to $10 billion.

Thedora Nickel
Executive Director

THE CHANGE COMPANY CDFI LLC

Thedora Nickel has over 30 years of ex-

perience in a wide variety of positions

across financial services. A dynamic and

innovative business leader, she held a

number of senior operational roles at

Bank of America during her 26-year ten-

ure. She has been able to channel her

experience and drive for excellence into

a role at a company that strives to make

a difference by closing the wealth gap by

expanding homeownership in minority

and low-income communities.

Kristin Olszewski
Founder/CEO

NOMADICA

Kristin Olszewski is the founder and CEO

of Nomadica, the sommelier-curated line

of sustainable, low-intervention wines.

Prior to entering the wine space, Olsze-

wski earned her degree in sustainable

agriculture and gender studies, and was

pre-med at Harvard when she realized

her true passion was in wine, not what

was laid out before her. So she dropped

out and went on on to earn her Level 3

sommelier certification. She has helmed

many impressive wine programs during

her career, including OsteriaMozza, Husk,

F10 Creative, among others, and is the

Wine Director at Gigi’s LA.

Melissa Orr
Chief Executive Officer

CURL CULT

An accomplished CEO, entrepreneur,

board member and advisor, Melissa Orr

was on a mission to find ‘up and coming’

female entrepreneurs to mentor and grow

with and help them realize their dreams.

The serendipitous introduction to hair

stylist and salon owner Janine Jarman

has allowed for the birth of Curl Cult,

a revolutionary Protein Perm system

in the hair care space. This business is

bringing back the perm in a way that is

healthy for the consumer, easy and fun

for the hair stylist.

Tami Pardee
Founder/CEO

PARDEE PROPERTIES

Founder and CEO of Pardee Properties,

Tami Pardee has established dramatic

new standards of success in real estate.

She created a cutting-edge concierge

brokerage model, using specialized teams

to create life-changing client experiences

in buying and selling homes. Since its

inception in 2005, Pardee has sold over

$5.2 billion worth of real estate across

California. She has always put her heart

into the communities she serves, donat-

ing over $1.5 million toward uplifting

underserved areas of Venice and West

Los Angeles over the last 16 years.

Becky Patel
Chief Executive Officer

AMWINS CONNECT

For over 30 years, Becky Patel’s leadership

has been key to making the organization

what it is today while shaping the general

agency in multiple states. As chief execu-

tive officer, she is instrumental in every

facet of the business. Now, she is CEO of

Amwins Connect. Known for her business

savvy, she has led the charge in developing

strong business relationships and setting

standards with sales models, products, and

services. In an ever-changing industry,

Patel looks forward to guiding innovative

solutions for brokers.
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Kiera Peltz
Founder

THE CODING SCHOOL

Kiera Peltz is an international STEM

education leader focused on preparing the

next generation of leaders and innovators

for the future of work. She is the CEO of

The Coding School (TCS), a 501(c)(3)

tech education non-profit that aims to

ensure future social mobility, prosperity

and innovation through computer science

education and training. Under her leader-

ship, TCS has taught over 20,000 students

how to code across 125 countries. She

spearheaded a first-of-its-kind, year-long

quantum computing course for 7,500 high

school students and above in partnership

with IBM Quantum.

Stephanie Perdue
VP, Brand Marketing

CHIPOTLE MEXICAN GRILL

An expert marketer with 17+ years in the

restaurant industry, Stephanie Perdue is

recognized as a catalyst for insight-driven

strategy, category-leading innovation, and

disruptive integrated marketing. She is

the vice president of brand marketing at

Chipotle overseeing brand strategy, adver-

tising, innovation, experiential and brand

activation. Driving a marketing strategy

rooted in transparency that set the tone

for the brand to be more visible, she has

led award-winning marketing campaigns

anchored in purpose leading to Chipotle’s

record sales and digital growth.

Natalie Perez
Co-Founder

SHE TV MEDIA, LLC

Natalie Perez is a cinematographer and

filmmaker and the co-founder of She TV

Media, a video and virtual event produc-

tion company based in Los Angeles. Her

work includes narrative and documentary

films, shorts, and web-series. From quirky

comedies to dark thrillers, dynamic mu-

sicals to stark dramas, Perez’s passion

stems from genuine and honest stories that

capture human emotion and connection.

She strives to create visual pieces of art

in every frame. “The Madams” – a web

series she DP’d and produced was featured

at the Latino Media Market.

Vikita Poindexter
Chief Executive Officer

POINDEXTER CONSULTING

GROUP, LLC

Vikita Poindexter, CEO of Poindexter

Consulting Group, LLC, has been known

throughout her 30+ years career as the

consummate professional and go-to person

for human resources. She is an acknowl-

edged expert in her field. Poindexter’s

extensive knowledge of HR includes bud-

get preparation, cost analysis, EEOC

compliance and recruiting; Department of

Labor and Standards, Department of Fair

Housing, benefit administration, litigation

prevention, and personnel management;

arbitration and contract negotiations

for multi-million-dollar operations and

much more.

Nichole Perkins
CEO/Founder

PRIMAFOODIE

Nichole Perkins is the founder of Pri-

maFoodie. A self-described food war-

rior, Perkins is fueled by her belief that

a healthy, empowered, conscious lifestyle

can be accessible to everyone. Having

struggled with various autoimmune condi-

tions, Perkins started on a journey of self-

healing through food. Today she shares her

wisdom via PrimaFoodie.com, a lifestyle

media company with a mission to shift the

tide of food awareness and clean living.

PrimaFoodie, offers content that focuses

on healing the body through real food.

Megan Powers
Account Director

ILLUMINATOR

Megan Powers is an account director at

Illuminator, a Bay-Area digital advertising

agency. As an experienced digital, social,

and experiential marketer, she brings

exceptional energy, creativity, and thought-

fulness to each of her client brands. Powers

is a strategic thinker, sounding board,

partner in the trenches, and champion of

creative work. She’s been promoted four

times in her five-year career, beginning

at Evolution Bureau in Oakland and now

with Illuminator, which spun off from

EVB earlier in 2021.

Stacey Ramirez
Plant Manager

HASKEL

Having survived leukemia as an infant,

Stacey Ramirez was born to be a win-

ner. She started as an intern at Haskel,

a 75-year-old industrial manufacturing

company with roots in aerospace, based

in Burbank. She quickly moved her way

up the ladder, from intern to EHS leader,

then supply chain manager, and ultimately

leader. During this time, Haskel went

through three acquisitions: the first be-

ing owned by UTC, then acquired by

Accudyne Industries, and lastly by Inger-

soll Rand in 2019. She has moved up the

company with each new leadership group.

Alma Ramirez
Chief Operating Officer

ADVANTAGE MARKETING

Alma Ramirez has over 20 years of media

and marketing experience, playing a criti-

cal role for accounts as lead planner and

negotiator for all traditional media. She

has established strong relationships with

both local and national media vendors, an

expert at securing the best pricing and

maximum added value with all media

buys. Ramirez headed up the California

expansion of AdvantageMarketing. As a

Chicago-based agency with a large per-

centage of clients on theWest Coast, she

saw the opportunity to expand the agency

footprint in California.
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Elsa Ramo
Managing Partner

RAMO LAW PC

Elsa Ramo provides comprehensive legal

services to producers, financiers, creators

and owners of film, television and digital

content as well as projects across a range

of budgets and production levels. She

established her own law firm to enable

up-and-coming filmmakers and producers

to bring their stories to life. Her clients

include Imagine Entertainment, Fox,

Balboa Productions (Sylvester Stallone’s

production company), Scout Produc-

tions (creators and executive producers

of “Queer Eye”), Boardwalk Pictures

(executive producers of “Chef ’s Table”)

and Skydance.

Teresa Razo
CEO/Owner

CAMBALACHE & VILLA ROMA

RESTAURANT

Teresa Razo is an entrepreneur, moti-

vational speaker, philanthropist, and a

pillar to the community. Her Cambalache

and Villa Roma restaurants provided a

tremendous amount of support to the

community during the pandemic. They

partnered with non-profit Illumination

Foundation to help and feed the vulnerable

homeless community and have prepared

over 280,000 meals and counting for

homeless shelters Among other selfless

acts is partnering with non-profit, Deliver-

ing with Dignity, in making and delivering

quality and nutritional food to the most

vulnerable communities in Orange County.

Dawn Reese
SVP/Managing Director, UM Studios

UM

Dawn Reese is the SVP andU.S. managing

director of UM Studios, UM’s dedicated

creative content group. She leads the

UM Studios team across all U.S. offices

and partners with UM’s roster of iconic

brands, developing original, branded and

performance content across all platforms

to achieve business objectives. With over

20 years of experience, Reese delivers

by increasing market share, revenue and

brand affinity. As an accomplished execu-

tive, she formerly was EVP of Client Solu-

tions at RTL Group, where she oversaw

sales and marketing.

Sarah Robarts
President/Founder

BALLANTINES PR

In 2000, Sarah Robarts founded Ballan-

tines Public Relations (BPR), a luxury and

lifestyle public relations agency headquar-

tered in Los Angeles with offices in New

York, SanDiego and the Bay Area. Robarts’

professional network and connections

span across numerous industries, includ-

ing hospitality, tourism, entertainment,

art, design and wellness. Her non-profit

work is central to the philosophy of her

company and her belief in the importance

of giving back, not only just in her own

community but globally as well.

Diane Reynolds, MFT
Owner/Founder

REFLECTIVE PRAXIS CONSULTING

Diane Reynolds is an infant-family early

childhoodmental health specialist, trainer,

and leadership coach. She has spent 27

years dedicated to advancing equity-

informed reflective practice introducing

parents, schools, and organizations to

mindful approaches to care. She created

Mindful Parenting Groups in 2001 and

introduced this model to the child welfare

community, Early Head Start, and dually

diagnosed moms in L.A. and Ventura

counties. With the Reflective Supervision

Collaborative, Reynolds co-developed an

online training for leaders in the infant-

early childhood field.

Sol Ricagni
General Manager/Creative Executive

MIGRANTE AGENCY

Sol Ricagni is the general manager and

partner of Migrante Agency. She is an

award-winning creative executive who has

worked with some of today’s most excit-

ing brands and non-profits. At Migrante,

Ricagni wears multiple different hats, from

leading creative projects to overseeing the

accounts, to running the operations of

the company. During her first months at

Migrante, she helped create their scalable

business model and unique value propo-

sition. Ricagni recently spearheaded the

rebranding of Migrante, working closely

with designers and developers to find

Migrante’s unique voice and positioning.

Wendy Raquel Robinson
Co-Founder/Artistic Director

AMAZING GRACE CONSERVATORY

Wendy Raquel Robinson is a Best Actress

NAACP Image Award recipient, known

for her groundbreaking roles as ambitious,

leading women on television. With her

incandescent personality and vivacious

spirit, Robinson has been the recipient of

various national awards and from local

dignitaries in the City and County of Los

Angeles for her philanthropy, community,

and entrepreneurial leadership of Amaz-

ing Grace Conservatory. AGC has been

providing performing and digital arts

training to youth (ages 5-18 years old)

in the Los Angeles community for over

25 years, inspiring thousands of lives.

Caitlin Robertson
SVP, Business Development

REACH AGENCY

As an award-winning SVP of business

development at Reach Agency, Caitlin

Robertson is an energetic leader with

experience building and scaling teams

that drive profitable growth, cultivate

authentic relationships, and deliver best-

in-class work. She’s at the helm of creating

innovative and impactful programs for

global brands. Currently at Reach Agency,

Robertson works across a number of

clients. In addition to her stellar client

work, she is equally passionate about

equipping managers to lead engaged,

innovative and effective teams.
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Mary Rogers
General Manager

MONTAGE INTERNATIONAL |

MONTAGE LAGUNA BEACH

Mary Rogers is an experienced general

manager with a demonstrated history of

working in the hospitality industry. She

is skilled in all aspects of hotel operations

including condo hotel operations, sales,

catering, event management, financial,

leadership, and pre-opening. She has

established a proven track record for goal

achievement through combined effort of

strong leadership and execution, with a

clear focus on total quality management.

Previously, Rogers was part of The Ritz-

Carlton family, working at hotels and

resorts across the U.S. and beyond.

Nicole Rodrigues
CEO/Founder

NRPR GROUP

Nicole Rodrigues is the founder & CEO

of the award-winning, strategic public

relations agency and marketing machine,

NRPRGroup. She is a recognized expert

and leader across specialties, renowned

for her ability to bridge the communica-

tion gap between technology and various

consumer industries. With 21+ years of

experience in PR, she has developed and

successfully executed strategic campaigns

for some of the biggest names in business.

NRPRGroup has been honored with over

55 individual and agency awards across

the company’s seven-year span.

Lori A. Roth
Co-Managing Partner

PRAGER METIS

Lori A. Roth is the co-managing partner of

Prager Metis, a member of Prager Metis

International Group. Additionally, she is a

partner in the Audit and Accounting, and

Advisory Services departments of the firm.

She has been in the accounting industry

since 1984. Roth specializes in audit and

assurance services, litigation support,

and business valuations. She works with

clients in a variety of industries, including

closely held businesses, real estate, and

U.S. subsidiaries of foreign banks and

corporations. In addition, Lori has strong

international expertise.

Margaux Rotter
VP of Development

BLVD HOSPITALITY

Margaux Rotter has had a passion for

architecture and building since she was

a young child. She worked for Morley

Builders as a project engineer after college,

with one of her projects being BLVD’s

award-winning Ace Hotel. Since joining

BLVD in 2015, Rotter has overseen or been

deeply involved in numerous large-scale

projects throughout the city, from the

first modular construction high-rise for

CitizenM to numerous historic, adaptive

reuse hotel projects throughout the region

like Soho Warehouse.

Tiffany Rubin
Director, Youth Programs

LOS ANGELES DODGERS

Tiffany Rubin brings personal experience

as an athlete, intensity and intentionality

as director of youth programs for the Los

Angeles Dodgers Foundation (LADF). She

oversees Dodgers RBI (DRBI), LADF’s

youth development program, which now

provides over 10,000 young Angelenos

with baseball/softball opportunities annu-

ally. Rubin also oversees the foundation’s

Dodgers Dreamfields Programwith ongo-

ing work of three Dodgers Dreamfields at

Gonzales Park honoring Jackie Robinson,

All-Star Legacy Dodgers Dreamfields at

WilliamMead Homes, Lincoln Park, and

Gilbert Lindsey Park.

Beth Ryan
Founder/Executive Director

STEPPING FORWARD LA

With successful foster program models

under her belt and a network of commit-

ted volunteers, Beth Ryan recognized an

opportunity to scale the program to serve

a greater number of young people in need

in 2017. With the support of a strong ad-

visory board, she built the infrastructure

to launch a full non-profit organization

by creating Stepping Forward LA under

the fiscal sponsorship of Community

Partners. In her deep commitment to

youth-driven programming, Ryan designed

the organization to leverage the expertise

of individuals who have experienced foster

care themselves.

Maria S. Salinas
President/CEO

LOS ANGELES AREA

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

Maria S. Salinas is the president and CEO

of the Los Angeles Area Chamber of Com-

merce, the largest business association in

Los Angeles County, representing member

companies and serving the interests of

more than 235,000 businesses across the

Los Angeles region. She took the helm of

the organization in August of 2018, be-

coming the first Latina woman leading the

Chamber in its 132-year history. Salinas’

business acumen and financial expertise

provides her with the right experience to

lead the L.A. Area Chamber.

Katy Saeger
CEO/Founder

HARMONICA

At Katy Saeger’s company Harmonica,

she serves as interim CMO for clients,

leveraging her bi-coastal public relations

and marketing agency, which has led a

number of name brands and organizations,

through hyper growth and acquisition. In

just over a decade, she has helped rocket

ship businesses, scale massive events like

Wanderlust andMaker Faire, worked with

business titans including the late Steve

Jobs and Paul Allen, and currently sits on

the board of mission-driven regenerative

agriculture organization, Kiss the Ground.
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Jennifer Sawday
Partner

TLD LAW

Jennifer Sawday is a partner at TLD Law,

LLP. She serves a wide range of clients

in all matters related to probate, trusts,

estate planning — and related litigation.

She also handles pre- and post-death

administration for clients who serve as

personal representatives, executors, and

trustees for trusts and estates. Sawday

has more than 18 years of legal practice

experience. She drafts about three es-

tate plans a week and her court practice

includes about 30 active probates at any

given time.

Jessica Schaefer
CEO/Founder

BEVEL

As the founder and CEO of Bevel, Jessica

Schaefer is responsible for the commu-

nications and public relations strategies

for a robust portfolio of clients, including

leaders in fintech and venture capital.

Having launched Bevel in 2017 to address

an industry void, she serves as a bridge

between clients and stakeholder com-

munities, leveraging traditional mediums

and breaking through new age media.

Schaefer is known for her bold thinking

and expansive network of fintech investors,

entrepreneurs, CEOs, editors, reporters

of top-tier media outlets, and more.

Carol Schary
President/Owner

NATHAN KIMMEL COMPANY, LLC

When Carol Schary began her construc-

tion business career, there were very few

women in offices or job sites. She went to

industry conventions and sat in meetings

where she was typically the only woman

in attendance. Things have changed a

lot in the last 20 years. She has become

a mentor to women in construction and

many other people. After buying out her

siblings, she built the mom and pop into

a multi-national company through hard

work and perseverance.

Lara Schmoisman
CEO/Founder

THE DARL

Born and raised in Buenos Aires, Argen-

tina, Lara Schmoisman is the founder and

CEO of The Darl, a powerhouse business

and marketing-public relations strategist.

She is also the host of both the “Coffee N5”

(English) and “Marketing Simplificado”

(Spanish) podcasts, and an international

speaker. With more than 20 years of ex-

perience working across radio, television,

film, and content marketing, Schmoisman,

armed with an accent, grit, and a bit of sass,

empowers entrepreneurs by providing

accessible marketing resources and learn-

ing platforms to otherwise underserved

Latinx communities.

(Continued from page 6)

fect change, and the imperative to createmore diverse

leadership teams who can meet the moment of a rap-

idly evolving world,” said Edie Fraser, CEO ofWBC.

“Reporting on the hard data, sharing the facts and tell-

ing the real stories is critical to accelerating progress

toward advancingmorewomen – andmorewomen of

color – in business.”

Ten specific accelerators for companies of all types

to join the WBCmovement to help strengthen the

pipeline of women leaders andmake diversity a prior-

ity in succession planning were discussed in a recent

roundtable that took place at the time the survey results

were released. These include intentionality, sponsor-

ship, advocacy and working together to drive change.

Moderated by 2021NPCPresident LisaMatthews,

theWomen CEOs in America roundtable discussion

included expert insights fromFraser andWBC’s part-

ners, includingAnnaMok, President&CEOofAscend

andAscend Foundation; KimberMaderazzo, Chair of

theBoard ofC200; LorraineHariton, CEOofCatalyst;

Jenny Johnson, CEOof Franklin Resources; andMar-

gery Kraus, Founder and Executive Chair and former

CEO of APCOWorldwide.

“Progress is very slow,” saidMatthews. “It’s hard to

believe we are in the year 2021 and we are still talking

about firsts for women and the need for women to be

engaged because we know that women are behind

everything. At the AP we say there’s a great writer

behind every story. There’s a great woman behind

every business.”

“Undisputed progress at large is too slow and for

women of color it is even slower,” added Mok. “We

are often forgotten, and I can say that because I think

that’swhat the numbers show.Wehave tomake regular

strides … I think it’s important for companies to really

think about and be intentional about that.”

“Weneed tomakeprogress happen at amuchquicker

pace,” saidHariton. “Wehave set a goal for theFortune

500 to be at 15%by 2025 and right nowwe are only on

track for 10% – that’s not good enough.”

“We’ve talked somuch about women being in these

roles and in the pipeline,” addedMaderazzo. “We need

to celebrate themand keep them in these roles and they

need to bring other women up with them.”

“We talk about purposeful leadership,” said Johnson.

“I think thatwomenoften resonatewithwhat they do in

a purposeful way. Unconscious bias is real, and I think

women have at times been left behind because there’s

assumptions about the certainway inwhich they react

to something that maybe others view as a weakness.”

“Now there’s proof in a lot of studies that having

diversity and having women in leadership is impor-

tant,” concluded Kraus. “I think what the pandemic

has proven is that empathetic leadership – which is

normally associated with women [and] being empa-

thetic seen as a weakness – [is] such a strength and

that is helping people understand the value of women

in leadership positions.”

WomenBusinessCollaborative is an alliance ofmore

than 59women’s business organizations, Advisory and

LeadersCouncil champions, companies and individuals

working together to achieve equal position, pay and

power for all women in business.

Learn more atwbcollaborative.org
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Virginia Scripps
Founder/CEO

PRESS KITCHEN

As Press Kitchen founder and CEO, Vir-
ginia Scripps has built a successful and
unique public relations enterprise from the
ground up, spanning more than 20 years
and serving successful businesses across
entertainment, advertising and technology.
She brings an entertainment and journal-
ism background to Press Kitchen’s agency
locations in Santa Monica and NYC, a
unique yet imperative outlook utilized to
shape Press Kitchen’s strategy as it relates
to relationships with journalist contacts
and the success of clients.

Natalia Sephton
President/CEO

M&R ENGINEERING

Natalia Sephton is an innovative leader
with a track record of improving profitabil-
ity through building high performing teams,
establishing effective scorecards, and driv-
ing for results. She is a collaborative leader
specializing in strategic planning, opera-
tions, supply chain management, project
management, and lean implementation.
Currently, she is responsible for growing
contract machining companies specializ-
ing in high precision CNC SWISS, Lathe
andMill of various metals and plastics. In
addition, Sephton is responsible for all
aspects of the business from development,
product rationalization, talent develop-
ment to company profitability.

Nicole Sexton
President/CEO

ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY

FOUNDATION

Nicole Sexton was named the president
and CEO of the Entertainment Industry
Foundation (EIF) in 2017. EIF was es-
tablished in 1942 to unify Hollywood’s
generous giving to maximize the amount
of charitable dollars raised annually, and
guarantee that worthy charities receive
these contributions. As president and
CEO, Nicole is responsible for day-to-
day operations and developing strategies
and plans, ensuring their alignment with
short-term and long-term objectives of
the organization.

Dr. Debi Silber
Founder/CEO

THE PBT (POST BETRAYAL

TRANSFORMATION) INSTITUTE

Dr. Debi Silber is the CEO and Founder
of The PBT Institute and a holistic psy-
chologist, health, mindset and personal
development expert and the author of
the #1 bestselling book: “The Unshakable
Woman, Trust Again: Overcoming Be-
trayal and Regaining Health, Confidence
and Happiness, and From Hardened to
Healed: The Effortless Path to Release
Resistance, Get Unstuck, and Create a
Life You Love.” Her PhD study on how we
experience betrayal unearthed ground-
breaking discoveries.

Michele Perrone Sileo
Partner/Managing Director

ELEVEN INC.

Michele Perrone Sileo has 25+ years of
creative agency experience and a knack
for sparking new client relationships. As
Eleven’s most senior female executive,
Sileo is essential in shaping and driv-
ing the company’s growth. Since join-
ing Eleven in 2004, she has cultivated
a strong roster of clients. With Sileo at
the helm of the agency’s new business
strategy, Eleven was named 2018 West
Coast’s Silver Small Agency of the Year
and runner-up for 2017 Small Agency of
the Year overall in the U.S.

Tiffany Thurston Scott
Co-Founder/CEO

RÓEN BEAUTY, LLC

Tiffany Thurston Scott co-founded Róen
Beauty in 2018 and launched her first
products in March 2019. As CEO, Scott
has navigated the challenges of running
a start-up and in the midst of a global
pandemic with color cosmetics being hit
and stores closing. She has grown RÓEN
to the successful brand it is today with
significant market traction in more than 10
countries. Her business philosophy is (1)
transparency with her customers and, (2)
to develop products that are sustainable
and environmentally sensitive.

Margaret Sohagi
Managing Partner

THE SOHAGI LEGAL GROUP, PLC

Margaret Sohagi’s practice for the last 30
years has focused on assisting cities, coun-
ties, and other public agencies navigate the
legal complexities of land use, California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) and
the National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA). Sohagi provides constructive,
practical legal advice, working directly
with lead agency counsel, staff and ap-
pointed elected officials. When neces-
sary, she zealously defends lead agencies’
land use approvals and environmental
determinations in judicial proceedings,
and frequently heads mediation teams
in settlement discussions.

Heather Smith
Founder/CEO

STORYFILE

Heather Smith is an immersive and in-
teractive storytelling technology pio-
neer and visionary. She is the CEO and
founder of StoryFile, an online, automatic,
cloud-based AI technology that provides
the opportunity to record and preserve
stories and legacies so that people any-
where, anytime can have a conversation
with that pre-recorded person. StoryFile
uses its innovative technology to capture
legacies of individuals, companies, in-
stitutions, and more for generations to
come. Smith and her 100 employees have
developed a consumer product version of
StoryFile, making the technology within
reach of everyone.
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Wendy Spinner
Financial Advisor, Vice President –

Wealth Management

UBS PRIVATE WEALTH MANAGEMENT

Wendy Spinner is an L.A.-based UBS

private wealth advisor and endowment

& foundation consultant who – along

with her team at The Spinner Group –

partners with family foundations and

philanthropic organizations to help them

fulfill their missions. She passionately

lives the ethos of “doing well by doing

good” in all aspects of her life. Combining

her analytical and strategic planning skills

with her passion for altruism, Spinner

brings deep problem-solving expertise

to families, foundations, and endowments

in Los Angeles and beyond.

Kirsten Hicks Spira
Partner

JENNER & BLOCK LLP

Kirsten Hicks Spira is a lawyer, a dedi-

cated pro bono advocate, a pillar in the

local Los Angeles community through

her service, and a champion of diversity,

equity, and inclusion in her law firm and

the legal community. In her legal practice,

Spira represents the country’s largest law

firms in their most pressing professional

responsibility matters. She is certified by

the California State Bar as a legal mal-

practice specialist, and speaks and writes

frequently on topics related to professional

responsibility.

Amy Stanton
Founder/CEO

STANTON & COMPANY

Amy Stanton is an award-winning CEO,

author, and the founder of Stanton &

Company (S&Co), a marketing and public

relations firm based out of Los Angeles.

With a background in traditional market-

ing, she has a unique perspective on the

women’s landscape, the role of femininity

in personal and professional lives, and

the impact that unleashing true feminine

power can have on happiness. Stanton

founded S&Co with a passion for pro-

moting and building positive female role

models and messaging for women.

Ariana Stein
CEO/Co-Founder

LIL’ LIBROS

Ariana Stein grew up in southeast Los

Angeles in a family of seven. She was the

first to graduate from high school and col-

lege, and began working in the corporate

world of retail facilities management.

After years of climbing the ladder, Stein

decided to pursue something different and

partnered with her close friend to create

bilingual children’s books. Amazed with

the initial success, she decided to pursue

this full time and today Lil’ Libros is one

of the top-selling bilingual children’s book

publishers.

for companies with a purpose.

• Women are significantly underrepresent-

ed. Forty-seven percent of the U.S. workforce

is women, and more women now graduate

college than men. In 2017, 57% of all college

graduates were women. Yet, only 25% of IT

workers are female.

• Women have significantly less access to

cash, capital and funding.Worldwide, only

8% of primary patent holders are women

and 2% of VC funding is for women-founded

start-ups.

“This report underscores the need for gender-

inclusive culture, where both men and women can

collaborate and flourish — all of which will positively

impact the organization,” said Carolyn Leighton,

CEO and founder of WITI. “We will continue to

support and mentor our members reach their ca-

reer goals, as well as work with companies to solve

workplace diversity challenges.”

The report also includes recommendations for

tech companies on dealing with gender imbalance.

Recommendations include:

• Men should be part of the solution, but

women must lead.With 75% of all IT jobs

held bymen, theymust become advocates and

play a significant role in hiring, retention and

promotion of women in technology.

• Equal pay is the next best step.While men

and women take different approaches to solv-

ing issues of gender equality, both agree that

pay equity is a key step in changing the culture

within their organizations.

• Training is amust to eliminate unconscious

bias.To drive greater awareness, tech organi-

zations should increase training and open con-

versations with human resource professionals,

business leaders and the broader employee

workforce to help reduce unconscious bias.

“We knowhow critical it is to increasewomen in the

technology sector, and especially in leadership roles,”

said Alisia Genzler, president of Randstad Technolo-

gies. “The research emphasizes the need to continue

raising awareness while simultaneously bringing men

andwomen to the table to develop strategies to increase

women in the talent pipeline as well as best practices

for retainingwomen in the industry. By embracing the

commitment to diversity and inclusion as a fundamen-

tal business strategy and working with organizations

likeWITI, we can continue to make a difference and

support the advancement of female talent in STEM-

related careers.”

Founded in 1989byCarolynLeighton,WITI (Wom-

en inTechnology International) is a leadingworldwide

authority on women in business and technology. For

nearly 30 years, WITI has consistently been a clear

voice advocating women’s contributions to the tech

industry, inspiring young women to pursue STEM

careers and actively working with corporate partners

to create a culture of equality. Headquartered in Los

Angeles, WITI has more than three million members

across North America, Europe, Asia and Australia,

along with more than 300 partners, 50 domestic and

13 global networks. WITI delivers to its members

leading-edge, best-practice training/consulting tools,

programs and platforms designed to increase innova-

tion, competitiveness and revenue.

Learnmore atwiti.com.
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Cynthia Y. Sun
Associate

SANDERS ROBERTS LLP

Cynthia Y. Sun is a senior associate and

practices in the areas of general liabil-

ity, product liability, breach of warranty,

breach of contract, consumer fraud, and

general business litigation. Sun has rep-

resented a variety of clients, from indi-

viduals and small businesses to Fortune

500 companies and public entities. She

focuses her primary practice on auto

manufacturing litigation and general

liability/insurance defense as well as

being active in the Asian-American com-

munity. Sun is a member of the Southern

California Chinese Lawyers Association,

a non-profit organization dedicated to

serving the Asian community.

Frances Tang
Founder/CEO

AWKWARD ESSENTIALS

Frances Tang is the founder of Awkward

Essentials, a personal hygiene company

known for its marquee product, Dripstick,

that makes post-sex easier than ever. She

grew up in the Bay Area assuming she

would someday go to college and get an

office job. Initially she did just that, find-

ing a marketing job that paid the bills but

left her feeling uninspired. Dissatisfied

with the lack of convenient solutions for

post-sex cleanup on the market, Tang

committed herself to creating a safe and

easy product to absorb fluids post-sex.

Dynasty Taylor
Founder/CEO/President

DYNASTY’S UNITED YOUTH

ASSOCIATION

Dynasty Taylor is a locally known social

worker born and raised in South Los

Angeles in a notorious neighborhood

called the “Jungles.” She noticed how the

youth in underserved communities were

at a disadvantage of being successful by

growing up in the daily struggles of poverty.

She earned her master’s in social work

from USC in 2015 specifically focused

on families and children and is currently

working as a high school counselor at

Da Vinci RISE High School, providing

mental health services while obtaining

her license to become a LCSW.

Thank you to our Sponsors

Paid Platinum Sponsors

Paid Diamond Sponsor

The selection of profiles and honorees and the production of our B2B events, as well as the magazines, will be organized by the

L.A. Times B2B Publishing team and does not involve the editorial staff of the L.A. Times.

Susan Taylor
President/CEO

JUICE IT UP!

Susan Taylor joined Juice It Up! in 2019

and was soon elevated to the role of presi-

dent and CEO the following year – an

obvious choice to lead the 25-year-old

brand with nearly 30 years of progressive

experience in the restaurant franchise

industry to her credit. Following her ar-

rival - and the strategic application of

countless best practices pulled from an

extensive franchise system background

– Juice It Up! has soared to record sales

and experienced impressive franchise

momentum.
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Taina Angeli Vargas
Co-Founder/Executive Director

INITIATE JUSTICE

Taina Angeli Vargas co-founded Initiate

Justice in September 2016 with the inten-

tion of activating the political power of

people directly impacted by mass incar-

ceration. Prior to creating Initiate Justice,

she worked in the organizing and policy

advocacy field as the Statewide Advocacy

Coordinator with Essie Justice Group,

State Campaigner with the Ella Baker

Center for Human Rights, and as a Field

Representative for the California State

Assembly. Vargas was impacted by mass

incarceration while supporting a loved

one who was incarcerated for seven years.

Katie Wagner
President/CEO

KWSM

Katie Wagner spent more than 15 years

as a journalist, working for news outlets

all over the world, including ABC, CBS,

Fox, CNN&National Public Radio (NPR).

After graduating magna cum laude from

Boston University with a B.S. in Broadcast

Journalism and a B.A. in International

Relations, she began her career as an

investigative reporter and then spent a

decade as a television and radio news

anchor. Today,Wagner owns a full-service

digital marketing agency, KWSM, made

up of journalists like herself.

Amber Wallace
President/CEO

DOWITCHER DESIGNS

Amber Wallace is president & CEO of

Dowitcher Designs Inc., an award-winning

integrated marketing agency providing

marketing, creative, and technology solu-

tions from Southern California offices to

clients globally. In addition to running

Dowitcher, she teaches marketing and

digital technologies while passionate

about educating and encouraging women

to start and grow businesses. She is cur-

rently president of NAWBOCalifornia and

has held numerous non-profit leadership

positions. Wallace has received awards for

leadership and advertising and has spoken

nationally on marketing and technology.

Marissa Waldman
Chief Excellence Officer

LEADEROLOGY

MarissaWaldman is CEO and co-founder

of Leaderology, a company specializing

in leadership development. Since the

beginning of her career, she has placed

a high premium on relationships as a

means to helping others achieve their

highest potential. As a young professional

herself, Waldman began providing career

counseling services to women receiving

welfare in the state of Florida. Since then,

Marissa has continued to demonstrate

her generous spirit and drive to improve

how people show up at work and in their

community.

Tunua Thrash-Ntuk
Senior Executive Director

LOCAL INITIATIVES SUPPORT

CORPORATION LOS ANGELES (LISC LA)

With nearly two decades of experience in

community development, economic de-

velopment and affordable housing, Tunua

Thrash-Ntuk serves as executive director of

Local Initiatives Support Corporation Los

Angeles (LISC LA). In 2020, Thrash-Ntuk

oversaw the distribution of more than $130

million in grants and loans to diverse small

businesses and non-profits in L.A. County

during the COVID-19 crisis in 2020. By

bridging the wealth and opportunity gap for

Black residents, she and LISC LA are helping

to lay the foundation for racial equity and

economic justice in Los Angeles.

Erica J. Van Loon
Partner

NIXON PEABODY LLP

Erica J. Van Loon is an experienced IP trial

lawyer. She has a winning track record

litigating copyright, trademark, patent,

rights of publicity, trade secrets, invasion

of privacy, defamation, business interfer-

ence, and other media and entertainment

claims. Van Loon has successfully litigated

complex cases in both state and federal

courts and on appeal, and also counsels

public and private companies and indi-

viduals on IP protection, enforcement,

and defense strategy. Her experience

extends across a wide range of industries.

Rachel Thomasian
Founder/Director

PLAYA VISTA COUNSELING

Rachel Thomasian is a licensed mar-

riage and family therapist; co-author

of “BreakUp and BreakOut;” founder

and director of Playa Vista Counseling;

co-founder of ShrinkSync; and a mother

of two children. She is both genuinely

caring and extensively trained and has

been professionally helping individu-

als, couples, and families since 2007. In

addition, she is an adjunct professor at

Pepperdine University’s Graduate School

of Education and Psychology, where she

teaches mental health systems, practice

& advocacy.

Genevieve West
Vice President

HOWARD BUILDING CORPORATION

Genevieve West is the first female vice

president at Howard Building Corporation

(HBC), a tenant improvement general

contractor. West’s expertise, agility, and

reliability have been instrumental not only

in business development, but in the devel-

opment of company culture, inclusion, and

sustainability efforts. Amid the pandemic,

she was responsible for the creation of

HBC’s formal Diversity & Inclusion Pro-

gram, a detailed outline of how the company

currently supports underrepresented popu-

lations and a roadmap to improve efforts.

West was also one of the initial supporters

and founding members of the company’s

Sustainability Committee.
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MAKING AN IMPACT

Nixon Peabody LLP congratulates Erica Van Loon for being

recognized as a 2021 Inspirational Women Forum & Awards

nominee by L.A. Times B2B Publishing & Events. An accomplished

intellectual property lawyer, a dedicated mentor, and a strong

inspiration for women in the legal profession—we are proud of

Erica’s positive impact on our clients and community. Erica Van Loon

Partner
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Molly Wang
Founder/CEO

LAFONN

Molly Wang’s story is a little different

frommost. As a first generation Chinese-

American and single mother, building

Lafonn is her American dream come true.

In 1998, she came to the U.S. with a mere

$200 in her pocket, andmore importantly,

with an intense fire and passion to do

something significant. Assembling the best

talents in design, sales and service, Wang

founded Lafonn with a singular mission

to empower women through style and

self-confidence with beautifully crafted,

affordable jewelry.

Maya Watson
Head of Global Marketing

CLUBHOUSE

Maya Watson is the head of global mar-

keting at Clubhouse, leading the creator,

partnerships, community, editorial and

communication teams for all marketing

initiatives. At Clubhouse, Watson is the

head of media partnerships and leads

marketing initiatives for the creator, com-

munity, editorial and communications

teams, reporting directly to the CEO. She

directly works with organizations and

brands to help them capitalize on the power

of social audio, educating them on the best

ways to leverage Clubhouse to build their

business, thought leadership, branding

and community.

Shawn R. White
General Counsel

SMITH FAMILY CIRCLE, LLC

Shawn RayWhite is an experienced cor-

porate executive and dedicated public

servant. In October 2021, she joined Smith

Family Circle, LLC, the Will and Jada

Pinkett Smith family office, as general

counsel. Most recently, she served as a

member of the executive team and general

counsel for the Barack Obama Foundation.

Previously, she served as general counsel

and member of the leadership team for

the Eli & Edythe Broad Foundation, the

Broad Museum, the Broad Art Founda-

tion and Broad Family Office Financial

Services, LLC.

Gelena Wasserman
President

SKYA VENTURES, INC.

GelenaWasserman was born in Odessa,

Ukraine and came to the U.S. as a four-

year-old child due to religious persecution.

She had a great career representing top

entertainment and technology companies

in L.A. She yearned for more and started

Skya Ventures in 2015. Her first house

built in West Toluca Lake made it into

the Los Angeles Times’ “Home of the

week.” Wasserman subsequently built

more spec homes and started building

small apartment buildings. Today, she

builds apartment buildings that are 50

units and larger in Los Angeles and the

surrounding areas.
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Melanie Williams
SVP, Head of Strategy

QUANTASY + ASSOCIATES

Melanie Williams has dedicated her ca-

reer to helping brands and businesses

better understand and serve today’s con-

sumers. As the SVP, Head of Strategy

for Quantasy + Associates, she leads a

team of cultural strategists who focus

on uncovering the unique perspectives,

experiences, and needs of diverse and

often-overlooked communities. With

the social justice movement, Williams

developed immersive presentations and

videos that not only brought real voices

from the Black community to life, but also

educated senior-leadership at multiple

large organizations to the true complexity

of systemic inequity.

Shauna Williams
VP, Head of Production

WALTON ISAACSON

ShaunaWilliams joinedWalton Isaacson

in 2011 as an agency producer rising to

VP, head of production because of her

exceptional ability to manage and inspire

teams, delight and drive business results

for clients, and innovate in collaboration

with creative teams. Williams is one of

less than a handful of female African

American executives involved in agency

production leadership and even a smaller

circle of Super Bowl advertising produc-

ers. She manages all aspects of creative

production and operational leadership

of production teams at WI.

Denita Willoughby
Chief Executive Officer

THE WILLOUGHBY GROUP

DenitaWilloughby is the president and CEO

of TheWilloughby Group. She is an experi-

enced and inspiring business leader with 25

years of senior management and executive

experience at Fortune 200 companies. She

was responsible for transforming billion-

dollar supply chain operations, including

supplier diversity, fleet, facilities, and real

estate departments. Willoughby also led

the development of business strategy and

operational excellence for commercial and

national business sales organizations and call

centers. She possesses extensive experience

in government and community affairs and

helped organizations design and implement

Diversity/Equity/Inclusion action plans.

Adele Wilson
Executive Director

STREETLIGHTS

Since 2007, AdeleWilson has been with

Streetlights helping to redress the gender

and race inequities behind-the-camera.

As a job training, placement and career

advancement organization, Streetlight’s

mission is to create careers, not just jobs,

for underrepresented young women and

men from diverse backgrounds while

increasing diversity throughout the en-

tertainment industry. Over the past 24

months during the pandemic, Wilson has

worked tirelessly to keep Streetlights a

viable, thriving entity in creating diversity

in the Hollywood community.

(Continued from page 10)

Retaining Midcareer Women Poses Big-

gest Challenge

The pandemic does not appear to have disrupted

supply chain gender equality efforts, according to

the survey. Eighty-four percent of responding orga-

nizations stated that COVID-19 had no discernible

impact on their ability to retain and advance women.

However, 54% of survey respondents said that re-

taining midcareer women is an increasing challenge.

Lack of career opportunities is the top reason why

midcareer women left a supply chain organization

or provider. The second-most selected option was

development opportunities.

“Supply chain leaders who are serious about their

gender equality efforts must create tailored leader-

ship development programs and explore flexible

work policies that cater to the needs of midcareer

women,” Stiffler said.

More Organizations Are Setting Goals for

Gender Diversity and Start Initiatives

Previous years have shown that setting goals and

having stated objectives are crucial drivers for im-

provements in pipelines and other DEI outcomes. In

2021, the proportion of supply chain organizations

with any type of goal jumped to 73% from 64% in

2020. Within the subset of respondents (29%) who

have stated objectives, 68% said the supply chain

organization had a targeted initiative focused on

women, a huge step up from 46% in 2020.

“It’s encouraging to see that the larger share of this

jump was for more formal targets and specific goals

on management scorecards. For these respondents,

there is greater accountability for results – and we

see the correlation with stronger representation and

inclusion showing up in pipelines,” Stiffler concluded.

For Gartner’s Women in Supply Chain Survey

2021, Gartner partnered with AWESOME to develop

the survey and recruit participants. Qualified partici-

pants worked in organizations that have an internal

supply chain organization or where supply chain is a

separate business unit, specialty or practice area, or

those who are vendors of supply chain services and

solutions. Organizations tracked and analyzed had to

have a minimum of $100 million in annual revenue.

To learn more, visit gartner.com.
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“We are Vista Strong, United and Meant for this Moment.”“We are Vista Strong, United and Meant for this Moment.” – LENA WILSON | 310-836-1223 x274 | VISTADELMAR.ORG

“May our actions be louder than our words.”
A daily inspiring reminder from Vista Del Mar’s President and CEO to her colleagues and care community

“I’m proud and grateful to be part of a living legacy of purpose-driven women leaders,

who guided by Vista Values, used their power to empower others, and in so doing

helped build this esteemed Social Services Agency and forever transform precious lives.

Together with my devoted and tireless team, we show up each day committed

to doing the work required to protect and uplift the lives of Vista’s children of all

circumstances and abilities.

Today I invite all Women of Excellence to support us in providing help, hope, healing

and home to Vista’s children and vulnerable families. Together We Rise.”

LENA WILSON, J.D.
President & CEO, Vista Del Mar
Child & Family Services

The Power to Empower Others
Her Driving Force and This Organization’s Mission
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Lena Wilson
President/CEO

VISTA DEL MAR CHILD &

FAMILY SERVICES

Lena Wilson has worked in the field of

child welfare for over 30 years and pas-

sionate about working with children and

families at risk by empowering them to

reach their highest potential. She found her

initial calling to the field as a youth spe-

cialist in a small residential setting. Over

the course of time, Wilson has worked in

various roles in the child welfare system,

including as a foster care program man-

ager, an administrator of the Salvation

Army Denby Center, and as executive

director of Lutheran Adoption Service.

Lara Yeretsian
Founder, Principal

YERETSIAN LAW

Lara Yeretsian is well-known in the crimi-

nal defense bar and a regular presence on

CourtTV, Law & Crime, and other crime

programs. She has written extensively

about criminal justice issues and pas-

sionate about providing a voice for those

upon whom society has turned its back

on. In 2019, Congressman Adam Schiff

named Yeretsian “Woman of the Year”

for the Hollywood district, recognizing

her unstinting dedication to her commu-

nity. She serves her community through

internship programs, free legal clinics,

and other community outreach events

and programs.

Meredith Yinger
Co-Owner/Lead Director

SHE TV MEDIA, LLC

Meredith Yinger is a Los Angeles based

independent filmmaker, voice artist and

entrepreneur. She lives for the opportunity

to bring inclusive, female-forward, and

important stories to life through the magic

of film. She co-founded She TVMedia, a

full-service, female-owned video produc-

tion company focused on telling untold

and inspiring stories of empowered women

through documentaries, narratives, and

commercials. Being the lead director of

She TV Media, Yinger found herself in

the content marketing role more than

half of the time.

Sarah Zapp
Chief Executive Officer

BEYOND BOARD

Sarah Zapp is an entrepreneur, award-

winning journalist and relationship cura-

tor. She is the CEO and founder of Beyond

Board and also a speaker and panelist on

the topic of building relationships and

board diversification, who was recently

featured at a national TED Women’s

conference and Goldman SachsWomen’s

Symposium. As a TV host, reporter and

producer, Zapp has earned multiple Telly

awards and eight Emmy nominations. She

has worked for Comcast as its national

entertainment and political reporter,

interviewing some of today’s biggest names

in entertainment and politics.
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